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'l'ITE l{ESPC)NE;]'~ OF VElfICLE C01'1PONEWrS 'ro 
RAND()lI1 HOAD SUHl"ACE UN])ULA'nmys 
by 
Cohn J. Dodds 
Standard techntques of random vibration analysis have been 8.oplied 
to the problem of determining tne response of vel1'i cle CO:J1})O(H:mt.s to random 
road surface undulations. A simple road classification JOetho(i 9 '.ihieh 
\vill typify the general terrain inputs to vehicles is proposed 8,':Ld H3 
based on the knowledge of t.he spectral densi ty of any 10ng:1, t"Llciinal h.'8.ek. 
]linally, this ,vork introduces a novel technique for simulD.ting in the 
laboratory the response of 8. vehicle to road profile excitation. 
Three analytica.l medels of increasing complexity aroQsed to 
describe the road surface 'roughness. ~'he first considers the road as 
consisting of a cylindrical sll.rface ,<[hieD can be defined by msans of 
a single longitudinal tr8,ck 9 'i/ (x), treated as a member funr;tion l'f a 
. (i r 
Gaussia,)1 random process t·~{(x) ~. In this case the sTJoctral den8it~r 
,J (n), of the track,·{:)j~), completeJ.y defines the process. 
r 1 
To introduco lateral irregularities into the road surface 
description, a second mociel is discussed in \'lhich tLu surface is consideJ: '3d 
to consist of random fluctuations in the longitudinal direction '<lith a 
constant 10, teral slope which va:r'.L8S randomly for each Jong'i i.,udi.nal 
increment. Complete descri ption of this surface i " provided by the 
spectral density • .JD(n), of any longitudi.nal trac.k and -Lbo coherc-mcy 
function, ~'(n), "Thich describes the related prope:cties of any t,vo paralleJ. 
tracks; in this case i.t is implicitly assumed trJ8,t the cohe:l'rmcy flmction 
is invariant \,1i. th track Hid tho 
i 
Fine,lly an cxaminaUon of the surface <,,8 forming part of a 
completely homogeneous tvlO dime:o::;::Jmal 1'8,n60;:1 process is sho\·rn to h2.ve 
definite promise and to provide peJ~aps the most accurate and yot 
analytically simple method of road description; it is demonstrated that 
" I 
the spectral demd ty, "'D (n), of <my lor;gi tudinal· track provides thc 
exhaustive probability characteristic necessary to describe the surface. 
General response relationsllips are derived for the various 
mathernatical models used to describe thG vehicle. l\1odels "rit.h one, tyro 
and f01P_' inputs aI'G conBidcl'ed. In the case of one particular vehiclo. 
the p:cedic"led responses of s(~lect.eci compcmen t,g a1'8 compared with '~hose 
actU;:l,lly !neasured on the vehicle, The degree of agreemeI't obtained is 
encouraging; exceedingly simple road-vehicle models being necessary to 
achieve this. 
Finally a simulation technique which will enable vehi~le response 
to be reproduced in the laboratory is proposed. '1'ho test, i'Thich is 
currently under development, is d~scribed; synthesised displacements, 
based on a knovrledge of road profile spectra, are applied to the 
vehicle. It is shO\m that t.here cU'e considerable difficu1 ties in basing 
such a test on previously recordeel stress histories, and that this n8'" 
technique, coupled v1i th the response analysis derived for the variou8 
vehicle mOdels, seems likely to provide a very good simulation of 
vehicle response to road ,surface undulations. 
ii 
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CHJ\P~l;m 1 
\~'hen H ve~,iclel.rave1s along a road the undulations of 
the road surface impOfJe continuously va,rying displacements at the 
points of contHct of the tyres Hnel the rOHel, anJ so give rise 
to reSDonses in the fOEn o~ stresses or acceJerations in the 
various components of the vehicle. Since, on normal roads f 
the surface ~_rreGula:.ci ties are in general random j,n nature, it .i.:::o 
difficult in vibrating systems as complex as motor vehicles to 
analyse alid Ul10erstand the response by purely experimental :r:08.ns, 
and r0sort to mathematica.l analysis is essential. 
Road surfaces appear amenable to representatioil as r,':1r:(~C;Cl 
processes, provided that the effects of such occasional large 
irregularities as potholES are removed from the analysis and 
treat8d separatel~r: these must not of course be ignored. If 
this is the case, clescr:i.ption of the road surface as R stad.on'l:ey 
random process ,-rill perrri t ana~ ysis based on stochastic :process 
tlwory "Thich has been developed i.'1to the theory of X'andom vibration, 
treated from various aspects by ROB~~ON [1 j, CRAN])ALL [2l3 j , 
BLACKHAN and TUK8Y [ 4], BENDAT and PIKRSOL [5'], CRANDALL and 
HARK [ 6] and J"IN [ 7J. 
In the particular case of stationa.ry random excitations 
'~Tith a Gaussi~m distribution and zero mean ,"a1ue, it is necessary 
to consider the time histories of the excitations and compute 
their second order moments/ ••• 
- 1 -
moments, or :i.n effect, their [;pect:cal densities, to prc,virl.e Ft 
8uf'fini.ent ,i'htistical dese:dYltion 0" thp P'··:)CF;SS. 1
'
hL-:: dF~or;:(i.:)~, 
tion of t}y~ rOti,(l, cc',uplnd \.:i. th Ct haTI[]onic 8.1~aly;d.8 of the \,ehic]e 
",ill provide a response analYfJis v!hich vri.11 d(~fjcd be, precise 
enough to be useful, the resjJor);;;e of the system ex))ressecl in 1.(31'I,]S 
of displacement, acceleration or stress. 
A four wheeler) vehicle running alort{:': a road is subjected 
to four imposed displacemen't,-excitations, one at each ,.,heel" 
Complete dcscriyJtion of tre road sUTfnc(~ ,vould therefore need to 
provide enough information to describe adequately the displacement 
imposed at each wheel (at least in 8tatistical terms) anCi any 
co~relation between the four displacements. 
There is clearly no JOajor difficulty in providing a 
digi tal survey of the 1.,.,0 read tracks along ,·,hich the Y8.l-,icle ~·,:i.l.i 
traverse. This sampled data can then be used to compute tLe 
statistical parameters necessary to provide the required descY'iption. 
I],'he computational prob;Lems in handling large volumes of data have n01V' 
largely been overcome Hi th the advancement of computer hard1vare and 
the techniques of random data ana}ysis have greatly improved since 
the days of BLACKI'1AN and TUKEY [4-] '"i th the introduction of the 
Fast li'ourier Transform algori thrn (COOLiW and TUKF";Y [8 J ). 
Using conventional survey techni<{ues to establish the 
statistical description of road surface prc.files~ although accurate, 
is very slo\<1 and time consuming. However, o'l'her methods of 
measvrement have been developed \'lhich permit a fast traverse of 
the road. MACAULAY [91 gave an account of the state of the a.rt as 
it was/ ••• 
- 2 -
.; {- 'l~'" .; -J~ 10(;:<; "'1~r1 MJD/! ('rI118, 1'·1~··OI" In""s<-r-r 1'''0'''('''1'''11 Ac-su"C~ ~.l-~ -~ \ ,.LU 'CJ.,0 ....... J.. ./'-_/ ~kl..1. 11. !L_l- J.J- j vG . __ I....LI..J.., lJ-J t.tu ...... t),"'\.> '.)j . .J.d,vJ.\ .... _lj 
reported on their first p~:ofilo;-neter :in 1961j. LI0\. Subsequcmt 
(~ --I 
developmen t p:coduced tlwi.r ex:; ;,; tine: pl'o£'j_lolile ter \. 11. 12 \ i'!l~i.(;h 
I-laS used to establish the spec trOll demlities- of a '!,ide ran,';e of 
British aXld Continental roads (1970) Ll~l. A similar progca:,:::le 
of road measurement .... 18.S carried out i.n Germany under IvII'rSCHKE at 
tJle 1nsti. tuts ftu' ]i'ahrzeugtechnik der 1J\=!cbnischen Universi ta,t 
IlJ:'aunschv:oig, and reported by Bll.AUN [131 in 1966. Braun devSl-oped 
a profilometer, contained in a single-wheel trolley, which vras 
pulled behind a vehicle and. measu:t:ed the response of a knO'.-ll1 
system from .... Thich he derived the spectral description of the 
surface undulations. 
Hm-Tever, this previous "lOrk has been based on estab~ishiYlg 
the statistical properties of a single track and no account has 
been taken of correlation betvTeen t'"0 adjacent tracks. Work by 
PARKHILOVSKI t M-1 in 1968 has suggested that the cross-correlc.tion 
properties are not as complex as they may appear at first sight 
and descriptions of the cross properties of h10 parallel tra.cks 
he,ve been presented independently by KANESHIG1~ [15J and DODDS 
and ~OBSON (161 • 
However a theory vThich ,.,ill define in statistical terms 
a sufficient description of the road surface in both longitudinal 
and lateral directions has not previously been available and it 
is ShOlffi in Chapter 2 that consideration of the road surface 
as part of a tv.-o-dimensional random process "li th homogeneous 
properties will provide a complete description of the vehicle 
excitation environment. 
- 3 -
'1.10 determine the :C'0S})On~;e c}v1r;wtpri:~t.i.cs of the vn~~icl(J 
to ro,o:,d 8l~rface 1JndulatiO"!~ r(:'r:~)j:::'~3 not oY'.l~1 a [3t;::"tistic,"]', 
description of the excj,t~tion but also a knowledGe of the ha~nonic 
response of the veLicle. V~rh;')J ly complRte dynamical description 
of 3 vehicle is possible if sufficient deGrees of freedom are involved. 
Such complete description of the problem is not ah12,Ys necessm:,:,r, 
hm-lAver, and for pre,ctical purposes and in ~m effort to l).n(lerst~wd 
the vehicle-ro3,d interaction silf.TJlified models are t.() be preferYfJcl. 
HOHever, to ~:latisfy this form of mmJ.ytical trea trn(·;y'~t 
tvlO important restrictions a1:e placed on tIle vehicle modeh;. 
Firstly, to maintain stationarity in the response requires the 
vehicle to traverse the road surface at constant speed. This is 
not as severe a restriction as m?,y seem 8,t first sight, as it has 
been shol'm by VIRCHIS and ROB~O:N [ri] t who considered the response 
of a single degree of freedom vehicle model to random profile 
excitation, that for speeds and 8>ccelerations likely to be of 
practical importance in road vehicles it would be, at least to a 
first approximation, reasonable to neglect such non-stationa,ry 
ef:ects due to vehicle acceleration. Secondly, to ensure the 
appl1r::ability of the spectral density approach in "'hich the 
respons~> spectrum of the system is given by the equation [see ego i} 
SO(f) 
== 
lo:(if)1 2 Si(f) 1 
v,here Si (f) i":l the excitation spectral density and 0: (if) the 
frequency response function of a constant parameter system, requires 
not only sta tionari ty in the exci ta tion, but also for a rigorous 
use/ •.• 
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use of eqnation (1) reqniT0s o(if) to be linear. rphis important 
,18snmption is disc~u;,,;ed in sec cion ? iJ. 
There have been lnany not~ble contribltions to the study 
vf vehicle dyn8.rnics bJ 8uch authors as ELLIS [18, l~l BAHSON [>0.\ 
an0 HALES [21] , but these hC:lve generrLlly heen (;oncernNl \·Tith 
pa.rticular pT'()ble'1ls associated \'1i th dp.tenninistic inputs and 
not :'lirectly relev;;;,nt t.r: the problem under COllsi,ieration. 
Contributions to the nroblem of 0rofile excited vehicle response 
prior to 1967 suffered from a relative lack of road surface 
descriptions, although KOZIN and BOGDANOFF (22] (1962) 
advanced a response theory in which the description of the 
exci tation vTaS based on t:re models favoured by oceanographers 
s tv"dying the surface of the sea [23 J . 
The application of the simple relation (1) betvreen the 
spectral densities of the response and excitation for the 
vehicle problem ,·ras demonstrated by BIENIEK [.24] in 1960 
and later by Hj,FIN [25, 261 in 1962 and 1965, \'lho developed 
the spectral response for a single and double input vehicle model, 
but was prevented from applying the relationships to a 
successful prediction of vehicle response by the lack of road 
surface information. More recent work by VAN HEUSEN [27] (1967) 
and ROSSINI [281 (1969) consolidated particular aspects of 
the vehicle response problem, and it \.,ras Shovffi by DODDS and 
ROBSON [29] (1970) that successful analytical prediction of 
vehicle component response could be carried out using simple 
analytical models and a statistical description of the road 
surface/ ••• 
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surface. In thiE: l8tter p')~peJ:' th0 nJ).thoI'S conni(lercd sinr)e, 
douhle and four iYiTJUG \,D}licle "'oclr?l:; ;::nr1 (:':nr~lop()d the; ;C>,,8", 
Df PiRK}f"iT,():!S'::J [J4] to provide a f;ir;Jv1e yot complete dFof:lC)"'ip--
tion uf the cross and direct properties of two random tracks. 
It in the objl2ct of this p:r.8sent \'lOrk to show that the 
response of verlicle com})onents to r08~d surface undulations can 
be descri.hed in statist}.cal terms from a knowledge of tl1e road 
and vehicle (~haracteristics. Va:dou~, mathematical models 
describing thIS rO;:ld surface undulations ... lill be present-eel and 
their relative snccess in predicting the actual properties 
discussed. 
The behaviour of a number of simplified analytical 
vehicle models will be eX8~min8d. In the first instance "le 
~Jhal1 assume a model system in ",hich only one imposed displace-
ment affects the response. This is not an inconceivable 
situation: tbere are many components in whose response a single 
imposed displacement' has a predominating effect. vie shall take 
a greatly simplified dynamical model, which also simplifies 
the analysis. Following this, systems having t ... ,0 inputs and 
four inputs \'li11 be considered - these necessitating correspond-
ingly more complex dynamical models. 
rrhe predicted analytical response of various vehicle 
.componentswill be compared \vi th experimental response measure-
ments taken from a test vehicle. 
l<'inally the ultimate aim of the work is to show ho\v 
the testing of ..-ehicles and tbeir components in the laboratory 
as ani ... 
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as an al termttive to~ or in order to 8UI)plement, rO;ld testinp; 
-LS possible; "li th recour:=:ll' t.o tl10 analy,",is (coupled \·r:l ih the 
expoT.i.mcJlta1 verification) presented for r,)sd and rOGpOHS8 
desc:ciption. 
Since a tton tion ,·Ii 11 be confined to the case \'Thore a 
vehicle runs at c:onstant velocity and is subjected only to 
vertical random displac.ement excitations the techniques presented 
in this vTork are to be regarded as an essential step tmlards 
the solution of the complete road-vehicle problem r8.ther than 
offering the complete solution. Hany other environmental and 
driver controlled inputs will affect the response, and although 
ignored here, must be included in any vehicle desi@l or vehicle 
test specification. 
In Ch8.pter 2, the theory of profile excited vehicle 
response is presented drawn from the basic theory of random 
vibration (1) to 1)1. The response relationships for single and 
double (inputs fore'and aft) input vehicle models are 
presented and follovTing from the hypothesis suggested by 
PARKHILOVSKI [14:1 a greatly simplified response rela tionshii\ 
is derived for a four input (real vehicle) road-vehicle model. 
The conception of a coherency function, ~n), is introduced 
and its usefulness in the road descriptive process explained. 
:Pinally it is shOim hOvT a complete road surface description 
can be achieved by consideration of the homogeneous properties 
of a two dimensional r~ndom process. 
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It is asm)Jnod tln'01Jf<hout tilts work, and cliscusspd at 
the end of Chapte:c ~? t,l,;:;t, fOJ~ f3t·(·(;tclws lon,c>; etl011gh for 
statistic.s,l clec-1c:6ptions 1;n 1")8 rnenningful, representa.tion 
of the road slJrface as a realisation of a stationary Gauclsian 
proCAse is permissible. 
In Chapter 3, the j'Ps:oonS8 relationships derived in 
Chapter 2 are applied to a s8ries of vehicle models of 
increasing complexity. rrheir response cha,racteriEtics to 
rand.om profile anc~ harmonic exci ta tion are exar!1ined. 'J'hiD 
approach makes it. possi 1)10 to assess the value of increased 
complexity not only in the vehicle model, but also in the 
method of road~surface description. 
f].'he probability characteristics of road surface 
roughness are described in Chapter 4. Three road·~surface 
models, bRsed on the analysis presented in Chapter 2, are 
proposed, and in each case, their applicability to the 
description of actual road surfaces discussed. Experimental 
response spectra, computed from measurements taken on test 
1/'3hicles are examined to validate the response analysis. 
Fin,'.lly, the response spectra of selected components on the 
test vehicle are compared wi th pre<Ucted response spectra 
from thE; analysis derived in Chapter 2 and using as input 
data one l'f the measured test surfaces. 
FiIl<.'.lly, in Chapter 5 it is shOim that ",ith a 
successful response analysis available, together "lith a 
sufficient knoylledge of road surface properties, the whole 
concepti ••• 
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conCG})t of vehicle tGsti~Jg may be chaneed hy lyrjne;inc: co:np16te 
vehic1J'S 01' the:i l' CO;"T10n('mts in-Lc' the L'bc)1:'?tor:r for simul:-'tcrl 
response testinr!,'o 'rho c'lr~nrh(-~('ks of Sil1111J c1Ji on testinp; 1)",80C~ 011 
pre-recorded data are demons tY'a tGd and a )181-' technique proposlC'i! 
'which is f01Jnc1cc1 simply- on a knov:ledge of the road surface 
properties y 8J1d built on the analytical techniques developed 
for response prediction. 
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eli j\ prPF.R ? 
VELOCI'I'Y ~_~_L;. -~~"~-<~:';:"'1'1 (I. 
A?t\ T,YST'j 
~,lhe object of this ch!1})ter is to prese:",t the theory 
applicable to thE: d_etermination of the responDe of a vehicle 
moving a,lone; a random track ",i th constant v810ci ty. A brief 
exposition of <;he theory of ranc.0m vibration vTill be g'i"le!l, from 
material dr8,,,m from refe:('ences [1,2~316,7] • and this "'ill form 
a ba[ds for the subsequent analytical trea,trnfmt. It is ahlo 
considered appropriate at this stage to disc1)sS the assumption::; 
-of stationarity f ergodici \;y and lineari ty a~Ld their a})plicabili ty 
to the present problem. 
2.1 Hesponse of _~]!~,e r~T\0-om excitation 
Consider the system showl1 in figure 1, excited by a 
random point displacement xl(t) having a response at point 
xO(t). The impulse function of the linear system is W(~) 
and its frequency response function, (X(if) is given by the 
Fourier Transform of v!( 't) -
(X(if) ::: (<f,)W( .. ) e - i2nf. 
) < d,; 
_ <:0 
2.1.1 
The response xO(t) to the rar..dom excitation x1 (t) is 
given by 
xo(t) ::: 
. a:> I xl(t-'l) W('l) d'l 
o 
2.1. 2 
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Tbp antocor:celation, RoC~) ·')f the res;:!'",:,,: js definpc1 as 
}io(·) < \/ t) • Xo ( tH) > Z.1.3 
\"hore tho angular brackets denoto <3,veraeing over all time 8nd. 
'diener and Khinchin showed independently that the spectral 
density s(f) could be defined by taking thp. Ponrjer transform 
of RCr)-
S(f) j;'n(,) e - i2"f, d. 
-00 
== 
Since the inverse relationship is also true 
R( 'd == F/2 S(f) 
-'-0 
i2nf1: df e 
2.1.4 
2.1. 5 
the useful relationship bet,,,een the mean square value of the 
signal aJld i t8 spectral density can be simply derived. 
< x2(t) > == R(O) ::; F!2 s(f) df 
::; S"-'=' S(f) df 
0 
2.1.6 
These quanti,ties have been defined in terms of a single' 
realisation, of infinite duration, of a random process {xo(t) 1 
;,ut, if the process is stationary and ergodic they are charac-
tel:istic of the process as a whole. Noreover, if the process 
is Ga\1.ssian, the three related quantities, <x2(t») RCd and 
S(f) cOI,'pletely define the process. 
1J.1Le spectral density of the response xO( t) in terms of 
the spectra~ density of the excitation x1 ( t) can then be sho".m 
[1,5,6,7J t~ be 
SO(f) * == a(if) a (if) Sl(f) 2.1.. 7 
,,,here/ ••• 
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\'There the asterj,sk i.ndi(>Jt(!8 cOil1plp.x conjug;?,te. 'l'he cross~·· 
correJ.'1tion fllnCti011 HlO (--r) b(:b'N,n the excit~1.tion and r08-POnje 
ifJ dE~fi.nc=:d as 
RIIJ Cd ''"" < Xl (-t) • Xo (t + 'd ) 2.1. 8 
and the Cross-Spectral density is related to the input sp<-:ctrum 
by 
SIO(f) ~ O:Ol(if)Sl(f) 2.1.9 
Consider nm.,r the model shovm in figure 2 \·rllere the 
lil1ear system is excited. by the impos8Q dis:placf'ment inputs 
xl(t), x2 (t) ••• xn(t), ",hich have spectral densities SI(f), 
S2(f) ••• Sn(f) and cross spectral densities S12(f), s13(f) 
C< (.('\ 
. •• u2 z J... / • 0 • 
-) 
The response spectrum \vill contain contributions 
from qll the direct spectral densities as in equation 2.1.7 
and from all tho cross-spectral densities and is given hy 
so(f) 
. n n 
='Z L 
:;:' = 1 s ;::: 1 
* 0: (if). 0: (if) S (f) 
r s rs 
2.1.10 
Noting that "le write S1 (r) for '\lU) etc., and that the frequency 
response function 0: (if) is the rL'sponse of the system to the 
r 
th. t 11 th . . b' . t I' lnpu, a 0 er lnpu~s elng qu~escen • 
2.2 .§J.ng1~ input c;:we; 12oin-t follovler- on a rando~ track 
Suppose a road (fi/j'Ure 3) to have <1, profile dix) 
which can be considered to be a member function of an ergodic 
ra~ldom process i 0' (x) ~. Suppose that a vehicle moves along 
it \"i th constant ve10ci ty v. 
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In considerir.g the respon:3e of a \rel-dele \.,2 81 13_11 be 
intert~f;tcd in the dic}-place;,~ent irnpoE;ed on the 'iehicle r:ct ';11(' uojnt 
of con\;2,ct as '"' f'cmction_ of tjme~ a.nc' tllis -\<If') ,,[i11 chmotc lJY 
,(t) '1--\"'-' 1 '·'c·)l-r,-'--t-}-~-:i;'~-}'" ""2/(-,-).-' C') z • ,J.,,, Ol)VlOLJ.,., L 10.,. L ,Ie (J.up .. L'.ce,nen~ /).-" anu. z ~ 
(I 
coincide fo:>:> corrpsponding values of x and t, and_ since 
.if. - vt 2.2.1 
then 
/{f( vt) 
--
z(t) 2.2.2 
vihen vie consider the re2l)onse we "Till use the s:pectr3,1 
oensi ty S(f) of the process {z( t) ~ 0 HOvJever 1 8,8 this win 
be velocity dependent "Ie "lill need to define a Sl)ectral density 
of the process [/~(x) ~. Let this be denoted by .J (n) where 
n represents the s])atial frequency. 
The relationship bet,·reen these two spectral densities 
can be derived as follOl']8. 
Define the autocorrelation function of the process 
{'r(x) ~ 
}Z(o) = <·OCx) , ~x+o» 2.2.3 
Now if R( 1:) is the autoc,)rrelation function of the 
proce SEl {z (-t) 1 then 
R (-~ ) = < z ( t ) • z (t + '\') > 
= -< O<vt) • ~(vt + ~'d 7 
= /.. "~'{x) • rto(x + 0) ') 
= ~(o) 
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o = v. 
2.2.4 
The spectr~l density ,i(,,) ie, ;) ,1 ._>J g'i'len hy' 
Si(f) j"CCO • '> f "D(.) - ~cn"~ 1 ~lL" C ( ·c 
.~ (')-~ ... 
:= r;' ~R( 6) e .- i ~llvn'~ d (:~) 
"'-::.-('(:) 
(f "-~ vn and o v.) 
= 
1 J;1((o) e .- i2rmo do 
v 
-0;;. 
=: ~ ·;-J(n) 2,2.5 
Thus if the profile spectnIDl -<1 (n) is knmm the response 
of the vehicle at any speed can be determined by 
SO (f) = 1('((if)1 2 .1. /6(n) v 2.2.6 
if vie can evaluate the linear transfer fl:l11ction, o:(if). 'l'his 
equation is analagous to equation <:'.1. 7. 
Equation 2.2.6 gives the response relationship for a 
particularly simple case of profile--imposed exei ta tion, but 
already some characteristic features can be ide:n.tified. Consider 
the effect of varying the traversal velocity v at ~my given 
frequency. Firstly, by virtue of the factor l/v an increase 
invelocity tends to reduce response, and secondly response is 
also affected by the presence of v in the argl)lnent of d(f/v). 
If for eXamI)le 
.-j\n) 0( 1/n2 2.2.7 
then ~(f/v) would be considerably increased by any cha.nge of v, 
and as a resu1 t of the tvlO factors toe;ether, the response would 
increase proportionally with v. 
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'I' J' 11 f' ~ .)1 ( ) r ~) ";2,' .] 
,.Yl C er crnY) cases '; Ie .arm (H V 11 L)C 1 )J [P2,Y 1)8 ::'ucb 
th;:d; a ch:i.nge of v mCl;)' bri.n.o;' into TY(,c'Jr'linr; l ice ,~ or mJpDTer,[, .-
a, particmlar peak of t'ns rcc(~T)';';nlce C1JTVe f 'l.nd so me.,,\! j'JelVP a 
consid8ra'I)1(~ j.nfluence on reSI)otlse. 
The factor lu(if) 12 is D. T'rOI)t~rty of t118 vehicle system 
only and is of course independent of v. 
2. 3 .PJ22lEJ ~_i}]:p~'£~~_i_",j;_1tl£.J~S2.il!.~J.~~0~~par8i_e_g. __ l:Jx 
a simp~.l'2J3: 
Consider no,", the carc;e. sllmm in fignT8 4, "There the 
vehicle is excited by tho given profile '(((x) at hlO points 1. 
and 2 8epara,ted by the di:3tanco, a. 'l'his ccrresponds to one 
pair of front and rear 'ilheels. \Ye assume that the rear fol10vrer 
\'lill alvrays fo11O'.., the same profile r(x) as the front, but 
separated by a constant lag, Le. 
75J. (x) 
tJ'2 (x) 
= 
= 
'rex) 
'r(x - a) 
Again for constant velocity 
Zl(t) 
z'2( t) 
01 (vt) 
'Y2(vt) 
= 11 (x) 
02(X) 
= ~~x) 
7(X - a) 
2.3.1 
?3.2 
To establish the response relationship we note from 
equation 2.1.10 that we must first establish the cross-spectra, 
8i 12(f), and 8;1 (f) in terms of the road profile spectrum J(n), 
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~~},e cross~correla hon function is given by 
R12 (-t) == <zl(t). z2(t + -c) .> 
I /) / ( t) /" (.!- - .) " 
. __ '-''/1 v ./{')V\,+Vl, f () ,j-
== (,;X~ (x) • ,-);(2(x + {)) -'> U~l. () ~ 
== «' 'Vex) · ](x + 0 - a) '> 
== \R( 0 - a) 
and hence the cross-spectrum 
Similarly 
Si (f) 
12 
i 
s 21(f) 
== r;R ('t) e-
i2nf1; 
, 12 d'!; 
== 
~-o..;:, 
f;~(o -a) e-i2nnv ~ 0(~) 
·-oc, 
== ~ r; if< (6 - a) e -i2nno do 
' .. -co 
== ~ J;cR( 0 _ e~) e -i2nn( o-a) d( o-a) 
--t.'(;> 
, ') 1 -1.2nn8/.J (n 
-e 
== v 
== 1 ei21r.n~,d (11) 
v 
Th8 response relationship can now bn derived. 
263.3 
-i2nna 
G 
2.3.4 
2.3.5 
sO(r) = a~(if) al(if) Si(f) + a~(if) a2(if) Si12(f) 
+ a;(if) al(if) S;l(f) + a;Cif) a2(if) S~(f) 
2.3.6 
1 r * * * -i2nna * i2nnaJ d 
= v L alaI + a2a2 + a1a2 e + a2al e /(n) 
2.3.7 
(omitting, for simplicity, the (ir) ) 
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rrhe 0: 1 S are receptanees COllJlcc-i;:iYlg' the ref~:;)OnSe with 
tho impm;erl disnl"c8;TIfmt 7, (t) cd ttw CYCitB-tion point conc8ri~ecl; 
in order th?t superposition should be pe~niGsi11e it is GRsential that 
each ::,eeeptr:mce "houl d be established "lith the other exci ta tion 
point assumed fixed. 
This may be conveniently ",1'1 tten as 
SO (f) ~ [A(f) + B(r) cos 2rma + c(f) sin 2nna].<T(YJ) 
2.3.8 
A(r) ~- * ",here - alaI + a 2 a 2 
B(f) :::: 2 Re[ a~ a 2"\ 
_.L .J 
C(f) == 2 jvnla~ a 21 
Equation 2.3.8 establishes the response Sl)8ctrurn for a single 
"track vehicle, provided we can evaluate the receptances al(if) 
and a 2(if), which again '-lill be only vehicle dependent. However it 
may be noted that at all frequencies the traversal velocity v no", 
f 
appears in the exponent1al factors (because n = -Iv) as "le11 as 
in the factor 1 Iv and in the profile spectral density. It "Till 
be worthwhile to obtain a meaningful physical picture of this 
response relationship and to predict hOvl changes in veloei ty 
might affect the response of such systems in general. 
2.4 The double in~~ransfer function 
Examination of equation 2.3.8 ShovTS the response spectrtuu 
is related to the road spectrum·J(n) by the function 
11'(f)1 2 = A(f) + B(f) cos 211na + C(f) sin 211na 
== 
* * -x-
alal + a2a2 + a l a 2 e 
- i211na * i21(n8, 
+ a2a1 e 2.4.1 
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i.e. SO (r) == 1. 11\.1') I ?J(n) v 2.1\,? 
ThiEl is s:i.lTlilar to cqu:l,tion 2.2.6 for the rO~3ponse of a 
single :i.nput system. I;" is therefore ',.,orthvihile to consider SOloe 
I '? of th8 properties and spccL:tl caSGS of thir; function, T (f t . 
vJhe:reas the sine:Je input reoeptaYlce, or tram;fer function, is 
dependent only on t.h() dynamic prolierties of t118 'lehiclf:) system this 
ne,,, function is alElo depend.ent on the vehicle speed since 
n ::: 
f lv 2.4.3 
From 2.4.1 ..... Te h,we 
I T(f) 12= * * -)(. * ' 7(- -It cx)cx l + cx 2cx 2 + (CX1CX 2 + (Y2cx1) cos 2nna + i(CX 2CX 1 - cx1cx 2 )8in 21lna 
= 
wherlS 
* * (--*---;-1 
cx1cx 1 + cx2cx 2 + 2 ~cxlcxlcx2cx2 cos (2nna - G) 
tan g 
t"~0:2) $.;0:1 ) 
~;J - l2e( 0:1 ) 
.---*------ *~::: . 1\,~ 0: 2 ) ~:c cx 1 ) 
0:10: 2 + cx 2cx l 1 + ~a • D,ra;J 
.x- * 
1(0:2cx1 - 0: 10: 2 ) 
I(e.\. u'2 / KL 1 
2.4.4 
2.4.5 
The phase angle g is in fact simply the phase differenCG 
betvleen the tvlO receptances, al'd the form of 2.4.4 emphasises the 
significance of ITer) I ,,,hich is th~ magnitude of the vector sum 
of the t,'lO receptances vd. th 1'e la ti Vl' phase modified by the quantity 
an. 
As n changes equation 2.4.4 ""HI oscillate between 
the two values: 
[ (o:~al)~ + (";a2)~ J 2 
and/. oo 
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and its {';A"Gpr81 form i.~3 given in fii~1J]'8 ,), fnr 0n(~ c-"l,rl~iJ,ul;"]' 
frequoncy f wi.th the veloci v V8TY:i.Yi{~. It can -be seen that 
the reSI)Om;e is a minimum at certain srJeeds. A 3imilar graph is 
ohtai:-H_"CI ",hen plott 1 ng IT(f)1 2against a~ t1'18 ,-iheclh1se of the 
vehicle. 
'rhese ),88ul t;r; may be interpretAd as meanine; th8,t there are 
ce1't2in values for any given vehicle, of vlheelb<'Lse or velocity ,-Thich 
can produce a maximum or minimum response. 
Some a}Jpreciation of the quantity-IT(£') 12in the tHO point 
problem can be olltained by cons:i derirle; one particular case of 
equation 2.,'1,.4, ' .. ;hen the vehicle is symmetrical fore and aft, Le. 
0:1 = 0: 2 2.4.6 
Equation 2.4.4 reduces in this instance to 
I T(f)1 2 = 2ex:ex l (1 + cos 2n i.;) 204.7 
This ,-lill have maximum values wll"'m 
i~a 
v = fa, 2-' ..... . 2.4.8 
and minimum values \-Then (figure 6) 
v = 
2 2fa, /3 fa . " ... 2.4.9 
In general, the ex's will not"be eqm'.l, but this special 
case should be 8108e to the general case and .iho'l'IS that at a correct choice 
of speecl,v,or wheelbase, a, any particular resonance peak can be 
eliminated. 
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2.5 -Four ~·ve(iclp monel 
rJ'o take account of all fOlH' inputs of a four Hheelfco 'JC?lliGlu 
",i]l require analysis in i'Thich, 8V211 if the rear ,,!heels C3.n [)o 
aSGlufled to folloH in the traek of the front \'-lheels, the spoctra .-
and cross spectI'8. - of the tvlO sepaJ.'8,te tra.eks must be considered. 
'l'lw need to consider cross-s})ect:ca int('o0uces eOl1ej rlerahle coroploxj ty, 
but it "Jill bo shOvm that tllis can be mitigated somevJhat. 
If ",e 8Bc~ur.le that the rear viheels fol10H the sa.me profile 
as the front, so that JR(n), ·<1;1L(n), -J1R(n) and -JL(n) represent 
tho direct ancl cross spectral densities of the -(;"10 tracks 'YR(X) 
and /rIJ(X) (figure 7) \'le can derive the response spectrum, S°(r) 
starting from the general response relationship given in equation 
2.1.10 
n 
i.e. SO (r) = :z: 
r=1 
n 
2: 
8=1 
-l(. 
0: C( 
I' S 
Si 
rs 
(r) 2.5.1 
Simplification of the above equation is achieved by- noting 
that 
siCf) = S;Cf) :=: ~ -dH(n) '2.5.2' 
S~(f) = S~(r) = ~ dL(n) 2.5.3 
from Section 2.2, and that 
si/ f ) = .!. e -i2nna J ( ) v R n 2.5.4 
S~4(f ) = 1 e -i2nna ~L(n) v 
2.5.5 
S~1(f) = 1 ei2nna ~fR(n) v 2.5.6 
s~3 (f) = 1 ei2rma1L(n) v 2.5.7 
from Section 2.3. 
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Comdde:t' no"., trw cross-correlation fnnr~tion 1ietVlpen tlle (~xci. t8t"ions 
at the ofLdJle ClnJ nca-csi.c1t; fI'Dn t "Jf!r;("lp,. 
1113 ('t) 
Simi1arlYt 
R31 h) 
R24 Cd 
R
42
('t) 
/ '7 (t) '7 (.. )', ~ '-'1 \ a") \, T / 
__ /.,-y (vt) otj' (vt + V1:) >-
'- (JR OL 
- <-y R (X) ~J (X + () -> 
__ ~(( 6" 
RJJ ' 
= <J( LR( [) 
= <J<. RL ([) 
= C£ LR([) 
2.5.8 
205.9 
Using the transform relationship we obtain the corresponding input 
spectra e.g. 
i 
S13(f) 
_ 1 P 
- v <JRL (n) 
1 ~.* 
= -:;; -<J JJR (n ) 2.5.10 
By similar argument it can be proved that '\'he rela tiOl'shipS 
behreen the four remaining pairs of croSS-S))8ctra l S~4 (f), S~2 (f), 
S~3(f), S!l (f) are 
i ( ) 1 -i2nna f ( ) I 814 f = v e :::(J RL n 
* 2.5.11 
1 -i2xna p () 
v e /OLR n 
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0,i (f'l .L -i2rma)' () 2.5,J2 
"32 ~ I ,- e /" 1 T? ,1:1 V J •. 
S~l(f) -. 1 i 'JnT1 1 . . c. '.j (., / () '-;' e . LH,n 2.5.13 
S;3(f) 1 i2nnaJ'X' ( ) 2.5.1.4 :::: ~-'e ~Fln v JI 
Substi tuting the relevant relationshir;s esta.blished above 
int,o equation 2.5.1 1·[8 reduce t.he response relatiol1[~hip to the 
apparently longer, hut in fact simpler, fC1rm: 
vSO(f) 
"There ¢ = 
as before. 
[ * * :x- -.W -)(. i¢] , ' 
= . exl ex 1 + ex 2 ex 2 + ex 1 ex 2 e + ex 2 ex l e JR~n) 
+ 
[ * .)f -x -i¢ * 
ex 3 ex 3 + ex4 0:4 + ex 3 ex4 e + 0:40:3 
ei¢JJL(n) 
~ -x- .)(- * -i¢ * i0J j* ( ) + ex l ex 3 + ex2 ex 4 + ex l ex 4 e + 0:2 ex 3 e . "1J1 n 
+ l ~. * * -i¢ -x. i¢lJ ( ) 0:3 ex l + 0: 4 0:2 + ex 3 ex 2 e + ex4 ex1 e . LR n 
211: f a, and asterisks indicate complex conjugate 
v 
Equation 2.5.15 gives the response spectrum in terms of 
2.5.15 
the two direct spectral densities and the complex-valued cross spectral 
densities of the route. Determination of the response of any 
compOneil.t in the vehicle is thus seen to necessitate prior determina-
tion of t:1e cross spectral densities of the road in addition to the 
two direct spectral densities and the various linear receptances, Ct:. 
If the surfa("l profile forms part of a stationary, Gaussian random 
process with a mean value of zero then equation 2.5.15 completely 
(iefines the probability and frequency characteristic of the response, 
as the Gaussian distribution ,,,ill remain Gaussian through the linear 
trans forma tion [32J • 
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Simplificabon of equation 2.5.15 can be ::>.chieved cwd prior 
determination of the cross spectra C8~ be avoidod if we develop 
cert8.in assumptions sug:;ested by l'l\1\JOULOVSKI [14] j.n 1968. 
Parkhilovski suggested that th(~ raced S1..n'~'ace 1)(~ charwter-
ised by tvlO ran(ioHl functions, (figure Sa) /~{X)f the o:erlinFl,te of 
thc~ centre tra.ck and ~((x) the ang18 of inclination of a transven~e 
cross-section. Then if "OR(x) and :vi(x) are the track profiles as 
shown in fj.gure 8a, 
t(x) :::: 1n~~~J(X) 2 --~-~ 
2.5.16 
Lf(x) = ~~~x) -j~~(x) 2b ---
Parkhilovski assumed that the mean height ''bix) and the 
transverse slope rex) of the tviO random signals "'-OR (x) and OI:(x) 
'>Jere uncorrela.ted 9 so that the cross spectral d"S'11Sity, .J~r(n) 
of '(fx), y.f' (x) satisfied 
,J ffr(n) o ::>.5.17 
NOVT, since this implies that the cross correlation 
fLLnction, :R (6) Or 
(j('~f (6) 
wbic:h/ ••• 
is a.lso zero we have 
1E.(~~ + 6) -.2'L~~~ ~ 
= < 'O(x) • If'(x + 6) > 
_ < ~~x) + :l!1'(x) 
- --2- --- 2b / 
.~ b { ~~ ( 6) - Rt ( 6) + ~IR ( 6) - ~RL ( 6) l 
:::: o 
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Hhich if 
them ijD( -.. u.) 
'- V\ 
1<n(6) ,~ ~l (0) 
.U 
If) )(Pl(o) 
l __ l 
\f) (.-0) 
:-:.. }'" LH \ 
2,~)<18 
2.5.19 
rrhus if \·,e aSfH:lme that t{;e direct spectra of the tracks 
.... t>R(X) and '(h)(x) are identical t'ncn it fo11o\'l8 from Parkhilovski IS 
hypot.hesis that, J'IJ)(n), t.he cross spectral density of the hTO 
. J l 
profiles! i:J a real va1ued quanti. ty. 
The response eqo.a tion ? 5 .15 can be rechlCed nOVT! usinc-':: 
the above simp1if:i.cations to the form 
s°(f) = .~ [ LlI.(f) + B(r) cos 0 + c(f) sin ¢] dr/D) 
+ LDCr) + J~U) cos ¢ + F(r) sin ¢1-Jx(n) .~ 
2.5.20 
"There JD(n) == J IJ (n) == dRCn) 
.J X(n) == l~R(n) == 1LR (n) 
AU) 
-)(. 
* * * 
-
a l a l + a 2 a 2 + a 3 a 3 + a 4 a 4 
R(r) := 2 ~~[a: a 2 I- a; a 41 
c(f) = d [* * 2 j,,{ 0: 1 a 2 + 0: 3 a 4J 
D(f) = 2 ~e-lo:: 0: 3 + a; 0: 4J 
E(f) := 2 ~LO:: 0:4 + a; a 21 
F(f) := 2 j~l(t: a 4 + a; a 2} 
¢ r = 2rc - a v 
''lhich/ ••• 
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"Thich can be ,.,rrt tten as 
ClO n _ ._.:. ,. _ _ / -i .. ::. I - ... 1 [ "rl -2 J J 1-""";1 -"12 J OJ (1) -- v D (f )J D (n) , v "I X \ f)J / J( C1) 
,,,here 
[T n(r)F :.:: A(r) + B(f) eOR 0 + C(r) sin ¢ 
[T
X
(f)]2 = n(f) + 11j(r) cos 0 -I- F(f) sin ¢ 
If we define a coherency function 6{n) by 
't2 (n) 
I ~,n(n) 12 
=J L (n )--:;; R (n ) 
I 
(here the Quantity ~n) is analogous to the Quantity y2(f) as 
used else,.,here in the literature [5 J ) then for the case under 
consideration this reduces to 
Jx(n)/ ~n) := JD(n) 
"le can then define a correspm,ding &v(f) such that 
~.(r) = gv,(nv) = j(n) 
and it should be noted that for any €:;'i yen 
function of velocity. 
n. g(f) must be a 
v 
From eQuations 2.5.21 and 2.5.25 ",e obtain 
S°(£) := ~ { [T DU,)] 2 + g;,(f) c-r x(f)}-:} 4D(n) 
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2.5.?l 
to 
2.5.22 
2.5.23 
2.5.(>4 
2.5.25 
2.5.26 
This eq1.1ation descrilx-:s t1'8 r():31)onm~ of a four v'heeInd vehicle 
to random road surfaco ilTpuh;. It irnpJieG trJa.t Lhe resIloYlse de 
on 
--1 '11 
i) j;12~_i.Lu8ntitie I D(Lt~i]l(LJ X_UJ,. 
(fhese quanti tieD in turn clefine the dyna,mic propertiEs of the 
vehicle 8.nd are functions of frequency and vo loci ty (lue tu the 
pn'l.sed input at the roa,r. 
ii) i~hg.s~oheEensx~nc;,tion_._.gv (1)_ v,hich is derived from d'(n) ~nld 
thus is depenclent on the road surface properties 8.nd the '{eloci ty 
v, because of the relationship between 11 and f. Moreover) it is 
. implici tly assumed in tll.:) definition of the coherency function 
~(n) that it must also be dependent on the track 'width 2b, Le. the 
distance between the measured tracks 'h-t(x) and 1(L(x). ~L'he 
exact relationship is not at all clear at this stage but ",Hl be 
explained later. 
D 
iii) the direct ~ectrum _JD errl of either track in the direction 
of traverse of the vehicle. 
L.6 The coherency functior~~.;Gl2. 
To elucidate some of the implications of the response 
equati;m 2.5.26, let us first consider two spGcial cases, th8.t 
when 
i) <J'(n) = 1 
\ 
o~ n ~ 00 2.6.1 
ii) ~\n) = 0 
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Coherency func tion 0/ n) = J 
----~ --~----- v"" 
This implies an equality behreen the 0j.Tt~ct 8,Yld cr088-
s-pectra, 8nd produces a r08,d SUTf?,ce of a cyl:i.ndrical nature, ,'ri th 
randorri undulations only in the di:rection of traverse. Consi.deration 
of -Ghe dynamic properties c:.~ the vehicle .... rill permit the assumption 
that 
a l -- a 3 
1 2.6.2 a" -- a c. 4 
provided we mE':cl,8ure the response at a point along the centre line 
bebveen the tvro tracks. This then reduces the response equation to 
s°(f) = ~{ r"])(f)J2 + Crx(f)J2~J])(n) 2.6.3 
and expanding inside the br8.,cket and substituting the relationship 
of equation 2.6.2 .le obtain 
s°(f) = 4 { -x- -* * -i¢ * ~ a l a} + a 2 ~2 + a 1 a 2 e + a2 a l e
i0) JD(n) 
2.6.4 
"'Thich is of the form of the, response relationship obtained in ~he 
t"10 input case when the excitation ,·,ras considered to be due to 
a single track (equation 2.3.7), noting that in this case, 
because of the model considered the a's will each be one half of the 
a's in the double input problem. 
FroIt1 2.5.16 .1e can derive the spectra of the mean track 
and slope betvreen the twp tracks in terms of the spectra and cross'-
spectral ••• 
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• 
spectra of tIle hm me;wurcd t:cacks. 
4't~) [ d ' ' . J .} ,/n(n) -I dL(n) -: ·drr!.(n) .~ ·dr/H(n), 
1 ( , i ( 1 :::: "::;' ttfn (n) + --<Ix \ YI) , ?,6.5 
.. 1f [. P , j I'J 
and A(n) '" ·~J:"':'-.dTI"(n) + dT(n) - /H1(n) - {TR(ll)~ 4b'" .. , 1., . .1 
1 f p( '-1 :::: ';-~2 ./In n) - "j x(n) _ 2.6.6 
If we nm., im:~ert the relationship for the coherency f1JIlction fro:n 
(2.5.24) we obtain 
A~n) :::: .Lt-tl-~ ~lD (n) 2 
-j~n) ~- 'nJ. A' (n) := ,/JD 2b' 
2.6.7 
2.6.8 
For the case under consideration when '(y(n) "" 1 this implies that 
-<frn) =: 4D(n) 
ylf 
-{) (n) :::: 0 } 20 6.9 
which satisfies our physical picture of the problem. 
Coherency functi on~..22l_= 0 
From equation 2.5.24 this implies that the cross-spectrum 
betvreen the two tracks ·t'R(x) and OL(x) is zero, Le. 
Al (n) :::: 0 
X 
2.6.10 
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'I'he reE;pOn;~e eCPJa tion under 
previ~lS section reduces to 
tlle sarri(? 2,sr~'Llr!~ptiorl~~ st8.tccl i11 ~."k .-t!Jlr;j 
a 2 f ,X .X- ·x· - .i 0 .'~ :L 0 7, I 
S (f) == v l (1,1 ('1 -1- (1,2 0: 2 -I 0:1 0: 0 e + 0: 2 0'1 e J ·JD(n) 2,,().1l 
\.".hich at eaoh frequency f is one ])alf tbe value of the complote J.y 
coherent ca8e~ implying a 3 dB reduction in ~'e response, zo(t), 
of the system. 
From equations 2.G.7 and 2.6.8 putting ~{n) == 0 yields 
;~ J I ~ (n) ::: ; D(,1)/2 --jV(n) == J])(n)/2b2 
vlhich gi.ves the relationship behreen the mean and slope spectra 
fo:c bolO incoherent tracks to be 
.4tn) 
remembering also that 
General case, 
//Cn) 
7>1' 
= 
"> plf 
bL /{i (n) 
== o. 
For roads in general neither of the above cases vd.ll be 
2.6.12 
2.6.13 
true, but it \.".ill be possible to define certain limits on the value 
of this function. Just as the more common coherency function y2(f) 
satisfies for all f [5] 
o ~ /(1)::; 1 2.6.14 
so/ ••• 
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so by similar aT~ument UAe~ to de~ive 
o{n) r.lUS-L Srltisfy -Lho f-,<l!~e condi [,ioDS 
A ,. .. I 
/ ,,0 Q .!.~; 
for '-'\J.1 
[rj'} t11C:: f1.H1C+.iOIl 
l1.. 
1·1oreover, from practicaJ ccms5.lle:catim18 it is possillle 
to 8ay thClt ~(n) must C1})vroachunity for snt'iJl w>.Vennrnr)(~rs, ),8. 
10n[" \'78.V8 length! R.W] zero for In:cge \-lave numbers, i. e. short 
w:l.velength. 
Consider the definition of coherency express0d in equaticJD 
2.5.24= 
den) .Jx(n) ", a-;;rnJ 2,6.15 
~:ransposing this equation gives 
Jx(n) (j(n) JD(n) 2.6.16 
and thu<, this fnnction, frn) 
(equatJ..on 2.5.19) that ..... 'X(n) 
.... 7h1ch Tnust be real since it vTas sbovm 
was real, can be considered as the 
amplification factor by '''hich tile direct spectrum must be 
mul tiplied to obtain the cross spectl'um. Clearly then this coherency 
function is sj,ml)ly analogous to tbe amplitude gain of a linc8.Y' 
system expressed in terms of the cross-spectrL1ID between 
the response and the exci ta tion spectrum \"hich can be Je:r:-ived from 
equation 2.1. 9: 
10:
01 
(f) 12 = 
~0(f)12 
(s~ 2.6 0 17 
Taking/ ••• 
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{) 
TaJ.dng the F'ourier tra,nsform;:; of equation 2.6.16 ;:ieJ.d}~ 
(;) (b) 
J"X 
C'LJ 
J):(6.- ,') \C) (r') 6 1 \ 0 .I"'])) d o 2.6.18 
,o/he:C8 -f'1.(6) if] the Fourier tramd'oJ:').! of ~<n). Th~3 equc{.tion eives 
the relationship between the cros2·~correlation function ()f thohTO 
tracks, ",hich is even, and the autocorrelation of oi ther or1e of them. 
2. 7 ~l')le roact as R cornpleJe].:.y'~~c:B:ene2u~_.§22-rfo.~ 
In our treatment of tile pro))lem of road surface description 
we have only considered the statistical properties along the (lirection 
of traverse. This has enab18J us to define a cGherency function 
~(n) vThich although simply defined by equation 205 .. 24 left in doubt 
its exact relationship with the surface properties in a direction 
perpendicular to the traversal direction. Thus although for any 
given vehicle track width 2b, equation 2.5.26 completely defines 
the response, if we change the vehicle track to 2b' whereas tlie 
direct spectrum of the road surface h.'regulari ties vlill not change 
the coherency function may. To obtain a response :relationship 
will require a nm·, measuremtmt of the new tracks, 'Z(R'(x) and ZiI',t(x) 
to obtain the neH cross spectrurn .Jx(n) t (there is no reason to 
assume that the assumptions of equal direct spectra and a real valued 
cross~spectrum will not be valid) and hence a new coherency function 
I ~/(n) = 4ln) /4,(nJ 2.7.1 
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\ 
In order to examine the pOBsibiJity of deriving 2/(n) 
for a track. v.rid-th 2b' front any gi von cln) foI' a track vddth 2b let 
us nmr c.onsider an analYl':i.s of the surf;wlj irregularities? treating 
them as part of a t'lIO dimensional f:;ta,tionary Gaussian random 
process {,~y ex,;,;') 1 . 
'rhe t;"o c1imensj,onal cbrl.'elatiol1 function can be defined as 
If( (~,'') () , 1 A~V\-Vl" 
X.!?0:) xy 
Xl Y,. 
, J /1'(X'Y).~(X + 5, y + -;)dxdy 2.7.2 
Y'Jt;rOO 
-x -y 
which 'vi th our usual notation of angular brackets to deno't.e averag-
ing can be \'1ri t ten as 
'R C~"J) := </~(x, y) 0 ~'(x +t3, y +'j) > 
Putting respectively °J7 == 0, and r~ = 0 in eQuation 2.7.3 gives th'3 
autocorrelation functions in the x and y directions. 
~x(~) == ~(~, 0) 
Cf(/r) = I)( (0'~7) 
2.7.3 
2.7.4 
2.7.5 
and hence we can assume that Q. (~'''}) "rill be even inS for "7 == 0 
and even in'j for ~ == O. 
CO,lsider the hro tracks ,tIt (x) and ;-tL (x) (figure 8b) along 
the road surFace which are defined for YR = -b and YL = +b. 
The mean heights .... tfx) and slope l{(x) between these tracks can be 
wri ttem as 
'r(x) = 
((I" (x) = 
"t(Xc.£l + JiXt.+bL 
2 
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j 2.7.6 
Examination of the cross~corrE,lation behrcen these tvw 
parameters yields 
«2 (() 
> ()f 
1 - lr 
-- 41) < Vo( x, b) + '·o~ X 9 _. b) J l /~~ X -j f;. b) ~O1. x +~? ~ b ) 
- ! b l < (($( x, b) -$ (x '-I f~ 9 b) > 
_ (, /b1. x, - b ) • /~,( X -{ ~ , -b) I' ~ (~{ x, b) • ()~ x +!'f, ~ b ) 1 
-I- <: 1{(x,-b) • y(x -1-'~, b) ') 
_ {bLCQ(~,O) -\Q(~?O) -~Ur,-2b) +(~«(S,2b)1 
-- {b Lq«~,2b) _JJ«~,-2b)1 
= 0 
only if<R(~'7) is even in t;'flJ' or if ~= O. 
The cross correlation behleen the hom original tracks 
-Z)R(X) =1(x,-b) 
\ ~L(x) = j(x,b) 
has :,een defined by 
c.R RL (~) := <-1jr/x) 01£ (x + '5 ) )-
= <1\X,-b) • ~x +$, b) '7 
= q((~,2b) 
207 :r 
2.7.8 
2.7.9 
and thus CR(~ '(7) can be obtained by measuring ~L (g) for a range of 
v::tlues of 2b. 
HO'.-Tever/ ••• 
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HOI-lever s since 
f) ") k)~R (\; :::: q~ (~,.~2b) 
and since the p:cevio1.ls anaJ.ysis haf, exhibi t.ed tllat (equations 
2.5.17, 2.).18, 2.).19) 
I?) (\:?) y,- 11.1 ) CD ('S) :::: J...LH 
207.10 
2.7.11 
then it is reasonable t.o sugf;est that '~R( ~'/) Hin be even in both 
'5 an\) '7)' and that the sur face \·ri 11 be .£2!llple}e J;;"y~_hqr~ogene ous • 
If homogeneity is complete then not only must 
2 (Si', 0) ::: CJ< (0 '/)7) 2.'( .12 
but also the autocorrelation function of the profile along anx 
f:"(;raight line must be identical in form to that taken along an;y, 
other straight line. 'llhis requires 
fJ< (fcOS Q, (Sin Q) ::: ~(F)' 2.7.13 
the latter being defined in the usual vlay along a line makillg an 
anglo 0 i'li th the x axis (figu.re 8b). 
Equations 2.7.10 and 2.7.':'3 together imply that 
(\) (~) ~LH - = ~(r> =!j( (£2 + 4"J ) 2.7.14 
and if use is made of the ergodic hypoth(,sis this may seem to be 
obvious, the defini tioi1.s of both sides beL1.g identical and equa,l 
,to~xl'Yl) 'O{x2 ,y) and averaging across the ensemble causes 
no difficu1 ty • 
The direct and cross spectral densities of the two tracks 
d~/X) and /01 (x) separated by a il.istance 2b follo,:, by Fourier 
transformation. 
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<.:...0 
/.1n(n) :c: .<ten) 
J 
- /(}D(n) ( ~) , 1" _ i ?n1f;' . ) 2 Ii I c') .L ,- l. - 'fe; _ . '.. \.) 8 ll> 
'~~d :, 
/C{R (n) ='0 /dRL (n) I ~= ./1 \' n) ,/X .. j'::({) (t~). ~i2'J1:YlS: . ~ J'LH ~ ,,~ d 5' 
~Cl,'J 
co 
== f 2!Q (r) 
'-":0 
where f == Ji;2'~~~21 
- i2nng ag-
e 
'rhus from a knovTledge of the autocorrr-:lation function 
~ (5) of any single track along the road the cTOss-col're1ation 
\RLI/~) can be derived from equation 2.7014 by first evaluating the 
autocorrelation function 
~(r) := (j«( j~ 2 + 4b2' ) 
and then equating 
(() ("") = 
'" LH, ~ ~ (t) 
The coherency function ~/(n) defined by equation 2.).24 
can then be obtained for any value of track \vidth 2b since 
1r(n) 
dx(n) 
- JD(n) 
en 
_ ~R(n) 
- -<JD(n) 
2 f'Q (rg) e-i2rcn~d'S 
-<r.. l.J:l.~ __ -.,. 
= 0~«~5) e -i2nng dg 
== 
-co l2(Js2 +. 4b:') e -i2nn!dS I ~($) e -12"n~' d~ 
--¢<> 
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2.'r 015 
2.7.16 
2.7.17 
2.7.18 
2.7.19 
2.7.20 
2 • 8 S ~i~~l8~:C i t"J:.1 eEI;od i oi ~x~anlU ~~~.~E.g'y 
Throughout this \'lork it has been assumed that for fotre-Gr;hes 
lOilg enongh for statif3tical descriptiom; to bE': meaningful, reprefwnt-
ation or the road surface as a reali~3ation of a stb,tionary Gaussian 
process is permissible. roOD [53] showed that a Gauss.ian random 
process whose po,yer spectral density flmcU.ons are absolutely 
continuous will be ergodi0 and hence the random procoss [./(f\x) \ 
,.,hich represents the road surface \vil1 be an ergodic stationary 
process. It has been Sh010ffi by DAYt:NPOH'1' and ROOT [32J that if a 
Gaussian process undergoes a linear transformation, then the 
output will still be a Gaussian process, and hence the vehicle 
response ',Till conform to the same form of description as the input 
if the vehicle model is assumed linear throughout. 
Road surface spectr8. [12, 13J are continuous, Le. no 
delta functions corresponding to infinite mean square densities 
at discrete frequencies,and thus vTe need on~.y satisfy ourselves 
on the concli hons of s'tationari ty and that the surface is character-
ised by a Gallssian distribution. 
One basic requirement for a Gaussian profile to be (wea;'ly) 
stationary is that it has zero mean, or constant mean. Although 
this may not be true of "rav/" road data, as most roacls exhibit 
trends in slope, clearly as these slopes will not affect the dynamic 
response of the vehicle (slopes containi.ng wavelengths greater than 
'50 m ''lOuld require a vehicle to travel at a speed of 50 xi' miG to 
excite any frequency f) they must therefore be filtered from the 
data, and the subsequent analysis carried out using the Jl8vl 
fil tered/ ••• 
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filtered data, as the random process charactnrising thn road. This 
filtered data will contain a zero moan value and hence indicate that 
the assumption of sta tiona1'i ty is acceptabJe p:covided He can satisfy 
one furthGr concU tion: the autocorrel8.tion function g{ (6) Hill 
yield tne same results for all values of x, Le. it is independent 
of the length of road taken for meHsurement. As the spectral 
densi ties of similar road surfa.ces (e. g. moton,rays) are similar 
\..12, lil and as it is shmvn in this vlork that the same spectral density 
is obtained for any longitudinal track a.long the roa,d 9 then it seems 
reasonable to accept that the random process {'i/\X)'~ charcwterising 
• (J J 
the l:oael. surface is (vleakly) stationary. 
To justify the assumption that the road irregularities follow' 
a Gaussian distribution is much m0re difficult as,i11 the first instance, 
only a finite data length is available for analysis. ROBSON Ll'~ 
'shovTed that the expectation of a peaJ::: greater than AOx per unit 
time of a Gaussian process ,.,as given by 
2 
1 0' _ A. /2 X 
21t e Ox 
2.8.1 
",here 2 = (:X?(t» 0' X 2~8.~ 
For the problem under consideration converting equation 2.8.1 to the 
spatial domain we observe that the expectation. of a peak greater 
thall A.0lf per unit distance is given by 
2 
1 51.' e _A. /2 
2n 01 
'J 
= [.(~2 )(n) dn 
J4 (n) dn 
o J 
1 
2 
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1..
2 
e- /2 
2.8.3 
2 0 8.4 
"/hich for a typical road spectrLuII -<Jf(n) in Hhich 101'1 frequency will 
predominate Vlill be small especially v[hen considering peaks greater 
than 30 (i.e. A = 3). Hence it is difficult for a finite data 
length ever to completely satisf;,r the Gaussian distribution for a 
signal whose spectrum is proportional to 1/n2 as is the present 
case. 
HOv18ver, in the present study, it is shown that a Gaussian 
distribution can be fitted to the experimental data, bearing in 
mind that the fit is obtained over the mectn posi tion, but there is 
little published evidence to support this claim, although many 
authors in this field "Tidely accept this assumption. 
To justify a rigorous analytical treatment of the response 
problem by the methods outlined in this Chapter requires the model 
characterising the vehicle to be a linear constant parameter system. 
It has often been remarked in engineering circles that "the world is 
non-linear" and this phrase is quite applicable to the dynamic vehicle 
model. Suspension springs and shock absorbers are generally n0n-
linear units and there is an apIJreciable amount of friction in the 
suspension system as a \-lhole. HOvlever, a linear model is necessary 
to ane'lyse the vehicle motions and while it places some restrictions 
on the III')del analysis it does allovl for a convenient solution that \'lill 
yield a go\.)d deal of insight into the vehicle behaviour. 
In thl' last resort justification of the validity of all 
these assumptil.1l1s can be confirmed from the comparison bet",een analysis 
and experiment w:-lich is presented in Chapter 4. 
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CH~~:r1:flLj. 
~J1I~. B)i;SL~]B2J;d;:jitrr£l: c'tt~lnJZ1~I:c91L Of,JiJ}1:lI CI!llU:~Q]EJ§' 
TO HAHW)NIC AND RANDOM EXCrrA'J'ION 
"" ____ ."""""'.="""'"= ___ "'~" _~.,.,~--=-- c ..... ·""-="-~~~~" _" _=== =--""_=-"_=<--.",,, 
Having developed the basic theory of ramlom vibration as it 
can be applied to the problem of profile exeitation ,·w may proceed 
",i t.h the study of the response of some simple models t.o profile 
excit.ed vibrat.ion. rrhis Siml)lificatiol1 is necessary since before 
,-:e can apply this theory to predict the response of a real vehicle, 
,.,e must first understand the response behaviour. Initially therefore 
the system to be considered will be a single-degree of freedom 
system ,.,i th one input. The exci taUol1 "1111 be assuJl1ecl to be a 
sk.tionary random Gaussian process ['(j(x) ~ with zero mean value 
and a spectl'al density given by 
·-dD(n) :: 
Ai, 
2 2 4n n 
(,.,hich implies an excitation spectrum which is white in terms of 
. slope). We will then proceed to slCamine a model ,,fi th two inputs 
and so cover t.he simple cases as ful;y as possible. Models of increas-
ing complexity will be present.ed and thc;ir significant trends in 
behaviour examined. 
301 B~s.E0t:!se relationship: single degre~_ol~ free <tom, single input 
model 
---
The response relat~onship for a single input system is 
given by 
s°(r) laUf) 12 Si(f) 3.1.1 
where/ ••• 
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",here S1.(f) ::: 1. /j(n) 
v 3,,1.2 
and f vn 
It is possible to j.ntArprct; this reJ.ati.onship in a variety 
of ways. \Vhile thc" inpu)~ variable is best kept (Esplacernent f the 
output could. reasonably- be cl.i.sp1acement, velocity, or acceleration, 
or evpn relative displacement. rrhe receptancc, or transfer function, 
must of course be defined to confOl'lll vi th the chosen input and 
output. 
It v,ill therefore b o convenient to use a more specific 
notation; ,,,e shall use e.g. SO(z,.r) for acceleration output spectrum 
a(z, Z t f) for displacement .~~·accelera tion 
recepi.;ance. 
For a single deer"He of freedom system (figure 9) the 
receptances "Till be as follo"18 
a(z, Z,t f) 
--
X 
a(z, zl' f) :::: i2nfX 3.1. :3 
a(2., z" f) =: _ 4n2f 2X 
f 2 + i2~ff 
3.1.4 n 11 X = 
f 2 _ f2 + i"2~ff ,,,here 
11 11 
a(z - zc' z,' f) ::: 
f2 
3.1. 5 and 
f 2 f2 + i2~ff11 11 
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In o:cd~n' to 8xplol'<; the )'('JSpOnS8 of this S:;F<3t8ll1 to a 
stationary Gaussian :cando;n proccJH ',Ji·~h ~l,eJ"J mec!')1; it is i1l11JOrtan-L. 
that He cboose a typical profi1e spectx'ulflo 'rhJ.s need not :ceproduc,~ 
closely '<my actua:l profile 8pe('t:~'um b"t shO'i)l(~ possess tho essential 
feahrros of actual spectre:!, and~·c()Ylf;;isi:.m1t \'Ii tb tbis,should be as 
simple as possible. 
The forms of obsorved sl,e0b:3, [12,]3] suggest that a i-ihite 
slope spectrum v;auld fo:t.'Jl1 a suitable baJ-J.is to esto.blish the fund.:t-
mental response cllaracteristi';s, i. e. 
, J ) j (0 9 11 .<{ 3.1.6 
vlhence th8 profile speetrull1 is gi':'en by 
0(n) ~d, 3.1. 7 
-4-2-2" 
1(: n 
rrhese imply Em infinite mea,n, square, <'it;'(x) and also that <I(n) 
v 
has an infinite density at n == O. Bowever t as it is neither practical 
nor possible to evaluate respor:.se £'t these C'xt:ccmes \ve "Jill take 
om limits of integration to be finite and l:on-zero. 
It follo\vs from 3.1.7 that the input spectrum to the vehicle 
is givel. by 
si(f) 1 rdJ 
== 4n~~f2 /v2 v 
dL 
::: 4n2f2 3.1.8 
and it/ ••• 
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and it Can be seen that incrscwh1g the ve loci ty t iT ~ simply ha,s the 
effect of increasing si(f) at all freCl~t8ncie8, 
After an initial t,ransient lasJd,ng s8YGl'al cor-re18,t:i.on 
interv8,ls the response, z(t)~ becomes a stationary Gaussian process 
"lith zero mean. The response spectral density c[J,n be obtained by 
combining equations 3.1.1, 3.1.8 and the suitable recerJtanc0. 
SO(Z't f ) I X 12 v f 
--
__ ~ ,1 
2 2 "J. 4n f 
3.1.9 
s? (z,f) ::: 16n4'f4 1 XI 2 ~..Y~- )' 
4n 2f2 D 
= 4n2 f21 X 12 v ~ 3.1.10 
Again, increasing v has the effect of increasing the response at 
all frequencies. 
The mean: square. response can be evaluated by integration of 
the response spectrum. Hm.,rever, to avoid difficulties arising from 
thi.~ integration we shall define a band-limited mean square, 02 , to 
be 
",2 
o J
f l 
= s(f) df 
f2 
3.1.11 
In thl' examination of the response characteristics of this 
simple road-veh.i.cle model (figure 9) we will be interested in two 
response paramete~s: 
i) displacement of the mass :;1, z( t) 
ii) acceleration of the mass m, ~(t). 
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Their response spectra arc given by equations 3.1.9 and 3.1.10 
respecti vely. ~rhe displace;nen t T"c ~jporwe spectrum is sho'llYl in 
fi{rLLrc 11 for parame"te:;:"Ei given i.n 'J1f-xbl·: 1 wbici1 aTe typi.c;::;,l of a 
real vehicle-road system. It is obvi.clU.s frow equation 
TABLE: 1 
-I T "r--J _~~~,L,, __ ~ f) J---~ I 
1.5 I 0.1 I 0.1 25 1 
___ .' __ Hz Hz J Hz 
Single D~.gree ~f freedom model ~ paramet~ 
3.1.9 that as 
f - 0 flO SO(Z9 f) _ co 
Also, it is worth notin'g that Flfter resonance the response falls off 
sparply at 12 dB/octave and thus the characteristic shape of the 
acceleration response spectrum (figure 12) ,viII be white \vhen remote 
from rt'sonance. 
~l..'11e mean square response in both cases will increase 
linearly v1i th velocity, v. The effect of varying the model parameters 
is of little interest \oli th the exception of the damping factor, ~. 
,·rhich has the f. ffect of reducing the mean 8quare acceleration 
response/ ••• 
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response. (This parameter has been suggested. bjr 80ma autho:cs [31,34] 
[/5] as providing a ride comfort inde:>C) 0 l~igures 13 and 14 sho", hov; 
o~ and a vary .... /i th damping and. a minimum mean square acceleration z 
(optimum comfort) is J:'ealisec1 Q 
It Has shoym by DINCA (1969) L)~1 vlho Ylas 8,ided by the author, 
that in a parametric study of this vehicle ~ road model, and usin[S as 
input data various specified forms of road spectra, (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2) there did exist a value of ~ behreen 0.2 and 0.3 for 
which the mean square acceleration reSpOn3G :VlaS a minimu.'11, thus 
reinforcing the general result of figL,re 13. 
This type of optimisation procedure vTaS advanced b;-{ 
THOMPSON [36] (1969) who using the same evaluation criterion,. optimised 
suspension damping in a more complex vehicle model vii th both linear 
and non-linear damping. 
3.2 Single degree of freedom, double input case 
To appreciate the effects of a 3eCOnQ input subjected to the 
same random excitation af? the first, but separatetl by a constant lag, 
consider now the vehicle model shovffi in figure lOf which is symmetri.c 
fron'; and rear. It vlill be subjected to symmetric inputs with the same, 
form of excitation as in the previous case, with spectral dellsi ty 
given by 
j(n) = 
), 
41'2n2 
3.2.1 
The response Sp9ct~TQffi, given by equation 2.3.8 for the general case 
of a vehicle "'ith two inputs, reduces to (equation 2.4.7) 
SO(z,f) ::: * 2al a l (1 + cos 21' r:) j, ~ 41t2f2 3.2.2 
when a) 
.J. = 
a2 
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The respox)Se z(t) of this model is related to the excitations 
Zl(t), Z2(t) by the d:i.ffercmtial equation 
z + '/' 2 2sw z + W Z 
n 11 
from "Thieh 1,,1e obtain 
o:(z, zf' f) 
= 
= 
C;;lUn(Zl + ~) + ~- wn2 (2"1 + z2) 
2 
wn / + iC;;(,lv) 
~---~----
( 2 2) '2v w - w + 1 ~ww 
n n 
1 
2 • 
f 2 + i2C;;ff 
n n 
---~-~-----",~---
(f 2 _ f2)+ i2C;;ff 
n n 
= o:(z, z2' f) 
3.2.3 
3.2.4 
Combining equation 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 we obtain the response spectral 
density 
SO(z,f) 1· = '2 0 
f 4 + 4C;;2i f 2 
n n (1 + cos 2n. fa)' J~ v 
v 2 
41L -i ~~2 ~f2)2 + 4C;;2f2f 2 
n n 
3.2.5 . 
which if the wheelbase, a, is zero cOlTesponds to the single input 
spectrum given by equation 3.1.9. 
The acceleration spectrum is given by 
SO(z, f) = l6n.4f 4 SO(ZI f) 3.2.6 
which can be related to that obtained from the single input case 
by/ ••• 
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by 
sa (z 9 f) f' 0 (")\ 1 (l 
.- I S z ,f \. ,x ~2 ' 
.., •. r;'~i:'''~I}~J.'' 
,j 
2 fa) + cos n ~~'­
v 
It is clear by examination of figl.H'CB G and 12 tbat by a 
sui table choice of speed or \tlh(w1b,-tse \-Ie can e:U.r.linate or :;:-ednce 
the resonance in the response spectrum (3;2.7). }i'or example, to 
elimil1a te the resonance at 1. 5 Hz, i1". figure 12 "18 could ehoose 
from figure 6 
l ~fl ~ 2 
. (£,,,,,1.5) 
v 3 ";;> - == a 
and the nO"1 response spectrUill would peak "/her. (equation 2.4.8) 
i.e. at 
v 
af 
f 
= 1, 0.5 ••• 
= 3 Hz, 6Hz ••• 
Th"~.s is shOvll1 in figure 15. 
A1 though in general the receptances, 0:1 and 0:2 "Iyill not 
be equa:., the case considered here v,ill not be far removed from 
the prachcal problem, and has demonstrated a method by \'Thich the 
wheelbase of a vehicle can be chosen to avoid major resonances 
in the vehicle. It \-las shmm by BOGDANOFF and KOZIN ["371 that 
3.2.7 
3.2.8 
3.2.9 
3.2.10 
3.2.11 
the wheelbase, t', is an important variable in determining limiting 
vehicle velocity if th8 limit on driver comfort is set by the 
maximum value of sO(z, f). 
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'J1he variation of the mean squan'J response \-Ti th speed ''!ill 
not be linear for 1m'! speeds, but as ::-rpeed increases 
COS 2n fa_ 
v 
1 
and linearity is approached (figure 16)Q 
3.3 T''lO-de.e:ree ()Ure~~lorn ~ sinJ~J.~l'ut1222£c:.,!c:. 
3.2.12 
In an attempt to obtain 1'1 more reali.stic vehicle model 
consider no\" the simple linear sys tem of fir:-ure 17 f \-/hioh ''lill 
represent a single "Theel-suspension unit, subjected to a single 
random displacement excitation impoBed by the road. '1'he response 
spectra, are gi'Ten by the general relationship of equation 3.1.1 
and the interest in this more realistic model is the effect on the 
response of varying the model parameters. 
This model has been extensively used to represent the 
basic dynamic properti'es of a vehicle suspension system, 
[26, 28, 29, 34, 36J and it is not the objeet of this thesis 
to d"lell at great length on its characteristics. A recent 
param,"tric study of this model may be found in MI'J'SCHKE'S "Dyna.mik 
der Kral'tfahrzeuge" [38J (1972). However, to maintain continuity 
and aid ur.derstanding of the experimental work "'hich will follow in 
a subsequenr chapter the main results of the author's study will be 
presented. C.nheyare in broad agreement with MITSCHKE'S "Hark). 
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The model 8ho\·,'n in figure 17 is govcTnccl by the (liffenmtjp,l. 
8ClUa. tions 
f mu , 0 I f,~' 1'+ lC'll 1+ c! l 0 m ~ l Z,' -c I s, ' ", . 
- f .. 
"l: I I;" I ~ 
, I c Z \ . s J, . I 
~ 
-klW' 
k IJ 1 Zs ,,,, 
+ "k'f,·'k, 
~kl 
c r CT I"' + k "I '1' 2', ' ". I 
L 0 
3.3.1 
which may be solved for the various receptances -
o;(z 9 Z, f) displacement of mass m 
S I S I 
o;(Z ,Z, 
u l 
f) displacement of ma.ss m 
u. 
o;(z -z ,z, f) 8, U, relative displacement of spring kl 
o;(Z ,z, f) acc0leration of mass m 
s I Sl 
rrbe relationship behreen tb~~ model parameters and a real vehicle 
is ~iven in Table 2. 
PA1~Ar1ETER 
m 
s I 
m u, 
k ,cT T, , 
k, ,c I 
TABLE 2 
VEHICLE COI1PONENT 
proportion of vehicle sp:r.ung mass (i.e. 
body) carried by single suspension system 
proportion of vehicle unsprung mass (i.e. 
axle, etc.) carried by single suspension 
- system 
tyre stiffness and damping parameters 
suspension spring rate and linear damping 
coefficient 
.---_._-----_. 
DescriJ?~iorL£.LHodel3TaTr."l.ter...§. 
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It is the object of this pctraEraph to examine tl18SC parameter;; 
in order to cain a measure of thei'L' relative ilOport;:mc(~ on the 
response to ba,se excitation of t:he modeL .'l'his Hill give a guide 
to the accuracy YThich must be attained in aS88ssing their val:',es 
for a real vehiele se as to enable successful pL'edic-ti.on of vehicJ.e 
response to be carried out. 
The sys tem parame ters a:ce defined as: 
body natural frequency f 
n, 
axle natural frequency fT 
, 
suspension damping factor ~. 
tyre dampine fac tor ~T 
, 
== 
::: 
== 
::: 
1 J ::" 2n 
8, 
kT r-1 • 
2lb f m u. 
C I 
2 Jk, rns , 
c
'r , 
2JkT t mu , 
The subscript (I) is use'd to denote that these parameters refer to 
a single suspension unit (e.g. front) and corresponding definitions 
"Ii th subscript (2) will be used \\rhei\ we consider a vehicle vri th 
ti-.ro inputs. Natural frequency and dan,uing parameters discussed 
throughout this work will be defined in :,he general terms of 
equations 3.3.2 to equations 3.3.5, (Le. 'l'ncoupled frequencies). 
3.3.1. A~sis of bo~ting..§2celeration, Z 
- -- s, 
As previously 
mentioned this parameter is used as a ride comfo~Lt index. Solving 
·equation 3.3.1 for o:(z t z, f) and using parameter values typical s, 
of modern British vehicles vie can 1)lot the receptance. against 
frequency/ ••• 
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3.3.2 
3.3.3 
3.3.4 
3.3.5 
frequency, varying the sprung' mass in ,suspension spring' stiffnefls 
s. , 
k f t suspension damping and 'Gyre damping. 
It is obvious from figures 1[l-21Cha-G an j.ncrease in m s, 
decreases the acceleration response and~ of course, Im,mrs the 
na tural frequency. 'l'hus an empty vehicle has poorer ride comfort, 
according' to the cri torion, than a laden vehicle. Variation of 
the suspension spring rate, k l , causes a decrease in the receptance 
for '-1, decrease in k" especially at the firstr body bouncer 
natural frequency. Change in suspension damping yields, as one 
would expect, the characteristic effect at body resonance. However, 
at the axle resonance (f ,-.....10 Hz)~ body accelera.tion at first 
n 
decreases with higher 8),lspension damping, but increases again as 
Z::, increases further. There is thus a minimum at a relatively 
10'" damping factor. 
The tyre parameters, kT ' ~lJ.lt have little effect on 
, I 
O:(Zst' z, f) noting that tyre darl1ping is of the order Z::T< 0.1 [39]. 
3.3.2 A~alysis of the dispJ~~~~ent Zs 
t 
'rhis tends to be a 
relatively uninteresting parametl'r from the analytical side and 
it is questionable whether it woula. be useful pract:i.cally due to 
the difficulty of measurement. It is worth noting, hm'lever, that 
as suspension damping tends to be moderately high (Z::, in the range 
0.15 - 0.4) the recePtancela(z~,z,f)lpredLminates at the first 
natural frequency and behaves in a like mam:er to that of a single 
degree of freedom model. 
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3. 3. 3. AJ1c::1yc~~i.~~? f .~1~~~;i:,.,!:0~pe118 i 0E~.J!l~Y£~~~t Z C' - Z t 'I'hi s 
0 1 
parameter \'Jill determi.ne the force in the SlJopGl1sion spring as 
F f ~ k,(zo - z,) ~, 3.3. 6 
and this force is Olle of the measurements taken on a real vehiclo 
and comp2.:ced \>lith the. theoret.ical predicted force in Chapter 4. 
Plotting o:(z, - z,' z, f) against frequency (figures 22t021j.) 
s 
• 
it (:an be seon that the variation of mass, illS ' and suspension 
I 
spring ra;te have the obvious effects on this 1)aram8 tel' i. e. lovering 
or l'2,.1.sing the natural freCJ.uency respectively. LO\olering' of suspension 
damping vlill increase the magnitude of the first resonance peak 
and if sufficiently 10\0[ « 0.125) a11o\', the axle resonance to 
recome visible. 
Variation of axle mass; m or tyre hardness k"has little u, 
effect on any of the above receptances, but it should be mentioned 
that any effects of variation of these parameters only becomes 
noticeable in the axle resonance region. 
In an attempt to summarise the above results \'Te shall 
restrict our comments to the determin~tion of o:(z ,z, f) and 8, 
o:(z -z" z, 
S I 
f) as body acceleration anQ spring force will be the 
parameters finally measured by experiment. It is abundantly clear 
(fig"l1.res 20,24) that for a successful predi<.'tion of vehicle response, 
based on this model t determination of a suspe 1.sion damping parameter 
is of primary importance. Vehicle sprung mass, is liable to be a~curately 
knoi.rn/ ••• 
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knmm9 but a small variation on file. f (fi€:,'1U'() 1S t i.l1sert) Hill produce 
"', 
a proportional change on the :ceceptanr.e. It 'dill be necessa:ey t.o 
obtain an accurate estimate of spring rate (figurc)::; 19,23) rlocause 
of its noticeable effect at body rOI:l0YWXlCC. 'I'y:ee 3-11(1 axle par8xneters 
ne0d o111y be in the Gorrect range for the vehicle 'under cons.i.deY8.tion 
and are of secondary importance. 
3. 4 1!2_~~~~::'" mo~ 
Thl') single input model considered in paragraph 3.3 lends 
itself ",rell only to the consideration of response in components 
which are particularly dependent on the excitation of a single 
wheel. VIe shall require, hm'lever, a more sophisticated model if we 
hope to consider components which are not so conveniently situated. 
'de shall next consider a two input model as shown in figure 
25. It is assumed that each pair of wheels moves together, but th&,t 
the rear wheel fo11ov,rs the same profile 1)'(x) as the corresponding 
front wheel. The dynamic model must no\',r include front and rear 
suspensions 9 and the moment of il1.ertia of the body must be 
explici tly included. 
It ",ras shown in 2.3.8 that th,"\ respom:e spectrum is given 
by 
o 1 . 1 J s (f) = -.- [A(f) + B(f) cos 2nna + C(f) sin 21ma ,- (n) v . 
3.4.1 
where/ o ••. 
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..;~- "F\" 
.. rh8re A(f) .- 0: 1 a1 + a2 c~2 
J3(f ) ~-~ P \ .)~ 1 F) \.' ,.,. \ t:.. ,'" .0'1 (1. 2 .I 
A r * '1 c(f) " I == 2 ,j"'L(Y,l Ct 2 . 
and vie will exami.ne the behaviour trends r,ec~).liar to this model 
which "rill affect response. (Changing the basic mass, spring and 
damper parameters has a similar effect on respnnse to that exhibited 
by the single input model discusse(l, i.n Section 3.3). 
The equ8,tions of motion for the model ShOvffi in fig:.;.re 25 
can b8 vlri t ten in matrix form aB 
[ M ] li + [c J i + [ K]~ == [I 1 3.4&2 
",here ~, z and z are colulT'.l1. rna tric8il. The 00efficient rna trices are 
[ M J == 
[c ] == 
(symme tric .11a trix) 
mu , 
m g 
Ip 
CT + c 1 , 
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mU2 J 
-c, 
c, + c2 
3.4.3 
-£.c\ o 
c,t I - c2t 2 -c2 
2 2 £ 
c,t, + c 2£2 c 2 2 
cT + c2 2 
3.4.4 
and L K ,] is identic8.1 to \: c J \.Ji th k:c replacing C • 
r 
~'he input mg.trix 
[1'1 ,·rill depend 01: the receptance nnd(')r consideration c.go 
for <X I (.if) [I '1 ,- rCT Z -I- kT )/,'1 ,.1 
I , 
0 I l 0 I 0 .J 
and 
fOl' <x 2 (if) r I J --
r 
0 
0 
0 
I cT Z + kT z I 
,> 2 2 
These ma.y be solved for the tvlO receptances, <x,(if) anrl <x 2 (if). 
Since the overall transfer function IT(f)1 2 is dependent on 
vehicle speed where 
'IT'(f)1 2 :;: A(f) ',' B(f) cos 2n fa + C(f) 
v 
sin 211: fa 
v 
3.4.5 
3.4.6 
3.4.7 
(See Sections 2.4 and 3.2) consideration of these individu~l terms 
A(f), B(f) and c(f) which are independent of speed, ''lill provide 
an understanding of the effects of the second input on overall 
vehicle response. It is obvious that for components in close 
proximity to a single wheel (e.g. suspension spring) one would 
expect the contribution from the other input to be small and hence 
IT (f) 12 "lOuld vary only slightly with speed. In figure 26 three 
cases are considered, and in each case the receptance is evaluated 
for displacement at various points on the chassis frame. At the 
pOint/ooo 
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point direct.ly above the suspension the main contribution to 
~··1 r) 
1\ (£)Ic. comes from the A(f) term ",ith a negliglble cont.:cibution 
from the receptance C(2(if) 'lh()reas at the cenb~e of g-ravity 
contri butions from AU) and }3( f) 8crnally combine to yield a tra.nsfer 
~·-I 2 
function I I (f) I heavily dependent on vehicle sIleed v. 
In order that realistic conclusions may be dra"ll1 from 
further consideration of this vehicle model the response analysis 
,·ras performed using data f-;rtaining to tes·i:; vehiole A (See A.ppendix 
3) ,.,hich is a typical modern Coni.inental passenger car. The 
responses \,1ill t'O. evaluated in terms of 
i) the force in the snspension spring kv 
ii) accelerations on. the chassir frame. 
The various parts ~f the transfer function I r (f) ,2 for 
the response at the front suspension spring are shmm in figure 27 
and it is notcO. that changes in velocity will affect IT (r) 12 only 
in the region of the first (body) natural frequency. The 
contribution to the response from the rear input, ((2(if) is 
negligible. Because of the general trend in the form of the roc..d 
input spectrum (1/f 2) the response spectrum of this component 
\"ill predominate in the frequency range around 1 Hz, and the axle 
resonance at 10 Hz \Olill be reduced by about 20 dB. 
The acceler8,tion responses at various points along the 
vehicle chassis are of interest for two reasons: 
·i) due to the l.'elative ease of measurement at these points they 
are ideal for comparing experimental response "lith analytical 
predicted response 
ii) the mean square acceleration response has been shm·m to 
agree 'vlith ride comfort. 
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For this v8hicle model the response spectTa \-TerO calculd;ecl f)':om 
equation 3.4.1 substituting the l'oad spectrulll undsr consideration. 
The lYJean sqwu'e response \'las evaluated at 6 point£! along the chassis 
beam (figure 28) arId plotted as a function of itf-l position on the 
chassis. A minimum r.m.s. acceleration occurs in the region of 
the driver's seat (position 3). This ha;:; been confirmed by 
experiment. 
'rhe transfer function for some of the positions are shOim 
in figures 29 to 32 for various speed s v f and emphasi.se the t\'lO 
points discussed above -
1) the importance of the speed v in determining resonanc:o and 
2) the response position in relation to the front and rear inputs 
in determinine; the basic shape of the transfer function and its 
dependence on speed (figures 29,31). 
Although this model has inherently four naturCl..l frequencies 
consisting of two lIDsprung mass frequencies and a coupled pitch 
and bounce frequency of the sprung mass, the transfer function for 
spring force (figure 27) exhibi'ls only 2 of these: the first peak 
at 1 Hz being a combjna tion of the pitch and bounce frecluencies. 
3.5 Nodels with four iEputs 
'1'0 enable accurate prediction of ychicle response may require 
a mathematical model in "Thich all four inpu~,s are considered. The 
dynamics of the vehicle can be as complex as .re like and the general 
equation for the harmonic response analysis for the individual 
dete:rmination of the CI. I s ,{ill be 
[l'1Ji + [CJ,i + [K'J~ =l"Ir] 
r = 1,2,),4. 3.5.1 
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, .. 'here the rna trices are of the gr~rLe:ral fOJ-'lfl to those :/.n equat-ions 
3.4.3 to 3.4.6 and the layGut or the inputs is described in fiDlre 
7. The a's can theE be combined and if Vie consider the r(osponse 
analysis to be performed. using +he r;.i rnplif5.:;,c) n~sl)onSe equation 
2.5.26 the tyro trails fer functions [T D(·f)]2 and U"'X(f)J2 cem be 
evaluated. (See 8quation 2.5.22). 
The response SPectr~l]!J at ar.y r}oint ~n the model is given by 
SOU) == 1 r [l'D(f)J2 v , + ev(f) [r xV)J2 1 . J <~(n) 3.5.2 
and it vTas discussed in S(;Ci;.iOll 2.6 that the effects of ='d,teral 
out-o.L·-phase road .lrreglliari ties on the vehicle ascilla bons \vouJ.d 
be dependent on the form of the coherency function (J,(n) l;.oting 
that 
~(f) := gv(nv) - c'V(n:' 
- (J 3.5.3 
\ve shall therefore rest:dct our discuf;s:l.on of this general model 
to an examination of th,e tuo transfer functions [f'D(f)] 2 and 
Lrt x(f)] 2 for the particular case of vehicle B, (British saloon 
ca:...'; parameters given in Appendix 3) and \o[e shall consider the 
effects on the response when they are combined and coupled with 
the cohL'rency ftUlction in the response equation 3.5.2 
Tt..e model chosen was one \O[i th seyen degrees of freedom 
(figure 33) ~ four j.ndependent vertical oscillations of the 
unsprung masse's and the bounce, pi tch and roll modes of the vehicle 
. body. The resp,)nses weI'e evalu.a ted in terms of the force in the 
front coil spring and the accelerations at vari.ous points on the 
rigid body. 
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rrhe diroct ano. cross ~.l'ansfor fUTlC:Gionf3 for' tho force in 
the front coil spring are shown in ficure 34 for a fixed speed v, 
tOes-ether "ri th the transfer functioll eW.l,luated fur the two input 
model (figure 25) \-lith the DamE; paraloeters. Suspension darn pin::: 
was of the order of ~ = o~ 3::', and even although tyre damping "Tas 
very small ( ~T 0:: CJ.04), this ensures that the transfer function 
predomiD8>tes at the first resonant condition (Section 3.3). It 
can be seen fr.;.m figuI'e 34 and by exarnina Han of equB.tion 3.5.2 
that if the coherency function ~r(n) == 1 then the hw functions 
plotted are add.i.tive and become equ.al to the transfer function 
for the double-input, single track case o In the more general 
case, ~J'(n) -1= 1, and since it ,-ras shovm that 
~f(n) -'-:L as n --\0>- 0 
O(n) -.->,~ 0 as n ...... " cD 3.5.4 
and 
g(f.) 
v 
:= gv(nv) = ~'(n) 
it becomes important to know the f:.:-eClueney range for ",hieh ev(f) !; 1. 
For example, if 
(i'(n) ., 1 
then 
g)f) ... 1 
for 
for f 
n " 0.2 elm 1 
( =nv) < 0 0 2v I 3.5.5 
and for the case shown in figure 34 when v == 13.3 m/s (30 mph) 
this implies that 
gv(f) , , 1 for f < 2.7 Hz 3.5.6 
and/ ••• 
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and that the response in the frequency TiLne,E) 0 <: f < 2.7 lIz "rill 
be identical to that IJX'oc1uced ·0.Y the sinc,le t.L'ack 9 double-·input 
model. Moreover, remembering' that the p:cofi1e exci ta tion decrr:.ases 
at around (; dB!octa.v8 9 then any cban,,;es in th? response c1uo to 
the difference behleen the d:i.:cec'~ and CTOSS tra.nsfer furh' tions in 
this model at frequencies greater than 2.7 Hz,\·lill produce a 
negligible difference between the mean square refJPOn8~, evalv.ated 
from the single track vehicle model and th2.t evaluated from th~) 
double track~ four input model. In conslde:cation of the response 
of this componentfincreased complexity of the road-vehiuJ.e model 
to attempt to reproduce '.8.. marc accurate response picture may 
not be justified. It "lill be shO\·.'11 in Chapter 4 that t~.e 
assumptions concerning the values of the coherency f~mction, 
equations 3.5.4 and 3.5.:;, are perfectly reasonable fur nOrInal 
roads. HOvT8ver, there will be some cases, in particular \vhen the 
vehicle is traversing a very rough surface (e.g. pave) v:hen the 
coherency function faUs very quickly to zero and the roll input 
to the vehicle becomes important. }I'inally, from the results in the 
p:cevious section, change of vehicle speed vTill produce only small 
changes in the transfer functions for this component. 
If 've now consider the acce lera tion response of the body 
(figure ~5) and choose any point along the centre line, "lhich in 
a symmetrical vehicle model \·,ill bisect the centre of gravity, 
then it is o,wious from equation 2.5.15 that by putting 
0:1 
0:2 
:!!: 
= 
0:3 
0:4 
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1 3.5.7 
·thA direct and cross transfer functions are equ.al and both equal 
to one half of the transfer function of the double-inpl.lt ~ 8 ing1.e 
track case. Variation of vehicle veloei ty ,.,rj.Jl again In:oduGIJ 
si:nilar ",ffectf:.l on these fmlCtioDs f as ,-ras obtained :l.n the previous 
S,:;ctiGn (rig1.lre 29). 
HOi-rever, this n8\o7 model '-rill enable us to examine the 
response of POi:'lts on the chassis \'Thich are off-centre and figul'e 
36 shaHS tlle acr:.el.era tion response uf a point on the vehicle sj.ll 
in line with the centre of gravity. It is still true that 
[rDuB2 + [TX(f~J2 :;:: { IT(f)12~ double input 
and ~ t can be seen that the :>::'esponse depends heavily on the form 
of g (f). But the response spectrum, because of the nature of 
v 
3.5.8 
the profile excitation, "rill predominate in the region of the first 
resonance at 1.5 Hz and any changes in the spectrum due to roll 
oscillations in the frequency range 12-15 Hz will be 20 dB down 
and thus have little effect on the mean square response. 
In attempting to summarise the effects on response that 
result from increasing the complexity of the road-vehicle model from 
the single-input, single-track, single degree of freedom model to 
the four \-lheeled ho7o track multi-degree of freedom model discussed 
abov8, 'ire must bear in mind two important facts. 
i) The excitation provided hy the road has a spectrum which is 
typically of the form 
. 1 s~(f) 0: ~w 
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with w ~ 2 3.5.9 
ii) thc:! coherency function for normal roads vlill fOT a certain 
range of frequencies be approxirnately 10 Only fo:c freqmmci es 
greater than about 5Hz vlill p: (f) tenci to :J,(~J:'(). 
.. ~v\ 
lIenee response Vlill tend :0 predominate at the 10vl 
frequency end of the spectrum and thus a sin~;le track road model 
vlill be sufficient to reproduce in most instances a form of 
exci tation accura t8 enough to base vehicle re<:ponse pJ:,,,diction, 
Hovrever, there I-jill be roa.ds vrhere g'y(f)-'- 0 for very 10vl vaJ.ues 
of frequency and there "rill be ca.ses 'I',ben 'dC vTill 1)8 in 1:erested in 
the hig'h frequency response (e.g'. laboratory simulation for 
endurance testing, see Chapter 5) where a true picture ,,; vehicle 
response can only be obtained from accurate vehicle n:odels and 
a more complete form of road surfac:e descripUon thdn is provided 
by a single track profile. Moreover, there will be components 
",hose situation in the vehicle will require the more complex four 
input model for analys~s, if only to maintain their geometric 
compa ti 'hi li ty vli tp the remainder of the vehicle. 
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ClgP'J::'SU 
'l'HE ImSrOl);3t<; OF VE:HICLE CQ['1PONEN'I'S 'PO 
__ ",· __ ~,--","-~c=~, '~=_",J~~"~",-,"=- _____ ~""_""""''''''-''-=.''''~~~ __ .-''---'-''''~"",~,~0--,_~,~_ -="~~~-="_"".,_,= 
PtAI~DQ.lj_EOJ~_J.DlB~~-,UEQ2~;UIdD1!1'l.:~§, 
The theory of vehicle response to rar:dom displacement 
exci ta tion h8$ been developed and it has been app1ied to a se:cics 
of analytical vehicle models ",hose response ch2racteristics have been 
examined. It is the object of this Chapter to investip,te the 
statistical properties of road surface roughness in order to justify 
the road descriptions proposed in Chapter 1 and based on random 
process theory. Also, experimental response spectra taken from 8, 
test vehicle will be examined and the validity of the response 
analysis checked. Finally the respollse spectra of selected components 
will be compared with predicted z'espon3e spectra derived from the 
analytic:al models discussed in Chapter 3 and using as input data 
the spectral descripti.ons of one of the measured road surfaces. 
4.~. Road surface descri12tion 
In Chapter 2 it \'laS sho',m that the road surface undulations 
along a ,~ingle track 'i(x) could be considered as a member function 
of a s ~atil'nary Gaussian process {'O(x).} It was pointed out that 
using this s.'.ngle function to characterise the road surface implies 
consideration .')f its. properties as a random cylindric::tl surface. 
·It is not in fact comprised of such a surface, and we do expect 
its pro1)abili ty characteristics to change not only in the 
longitudinal/ ••• 
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long.i.tudinal direction but also in the lateral direotion across 
the road. Hence, for a more complete ctnalys:Ls of the probability 
characteristi.cs of the roc'.cl surface? i. t must be e:;;-amined as a 
random func-~ion of tvro var:LrJ.bles y t.he length x ;:u1d the Hidth y. 
If 1;le as~.ume ttla t this surface can be expressed as 8. rancloln 9 
stationary function \,ri th a zel'O mearJ value then a tl'lO dimensiona.l 
correlation .fllnctior.. serves as its exhaustive probability ch8,1'ac-
teristic and to determine these latter functions the surface profile 
recorclings relative to a fixed plant) are requJred throughout 
every possible l(,ngi tUdinal road surface section, so forming 
a surface matrix of points ex: , y ), This can then be analysed 
r r 
to obtain the general autocorrelation functions 
CUJI: (x y • x y ) \.. r r' s s = E [r7/.-( X , Y ) • ·--1A x t Y )-1 0' r r V ~ s ~ 
Th(~ establishment of these autocorrelation funet:Lons (4.1.1) 
4.1.1 
will be an extremely laborious operation both in data acquisition 
and computing time and it is doubtful if any useful analysis could 
be based on them. Thus we are put into a position vThereby '118 must 
seek a simplified road surface description, and as mentioned at 
the outset treat a single longitudinal track "Ti th homogeneous 
properties along the direction of measurement. Historically vle 
are 011 firm grOlmd as this is the descriptive process employed 
by the majority LlO, 12, 13, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 311 of 
\'lOrkers in thi s fie ld • 
If we consider the surface irregularities to be represented 
. by a member function O(x) of a random process {-~ ex) ~ then for the 
analysis in Chapter 2 to be applicable the measured length of 
road/ ••• 
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road '-'{(x) I,mst conform to the reql)iT'enwnt ,-)1" f3'G'l tiona:l'i Ly cud 
v 
have i \;F: 8 Tnplihl-le leveh: gove:cned 1-):1 a (;au~,:d ax) distri1mtioll. If 
thO,,8 ref]uirernents are ";~d:,infic(1 t)-len the f31Jxface irl'ee;u18i~itieG 
can bc defined by their secoYlcl o:ccl(~r moments Gnd in effect by the 
spectral density function ,Jen)f froJ() Hh.ich the autocorrelation 
function, mean square vallle and clist:ribution C8H be defined: 
~(l6) 
<:C, 
J 1 ,-F() 52;,no" .;:; ,- n e 011 f-
.~ (7~: 
') / 2e )' 
of- :::: "d'/ X )' /) , 
tet)= 1 __ -; lC 
o J 21( 
jU) -. <j(11) eln 
, \) 
'1:
2 
./ {-)-
r)2 La 
4.1. 2 
1j.1.3 
4.1. 4 
The next step in tne descriptive proceSB must be to consideI' 
the properties of two pa.rallel trac.ks -0 nex) 8.nd /ZiI/x) (figure 8a) 
un,l.er the same conditions assumed for the single track. In this 
case the surface is bei~n8' treated as a separately homogeneous 
surface in the x and y directions and the correlation fU:Gction 
given by equation 4.1.1 can be expressed as 
q<. (~, 7) = (~x, y) • /zy( x + ~ f Y +rrl) ;. 4.1. 5 
vThieh for the particular case under consideration ldhen 
y = Yl 
1 
4.1.6 
Y+r'l7= Y2 
and/ ••• 
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and viri ting 
.<v (.,. 1 ()I?'"'/ 
'lJ I, (x) 
(}lf
l
) 
.// I ) 
-- //) \x,y, 
t./ ~ 
'" 
f 
4.1.7 
reduces to, for the case of the cross-·correlation function bet.w?en the 
hlO track~J: 
(() (g) }\"RL -- ~{(S~ \ Y2'-YJ ) 
Although the complete surface has not bee11 defined, as 
to do so "[QuId. require a sufficient set of values of "7' "Te have 
obtained a road surface model, based on two measured longitudinal 
tracks which "rill provide th0 necessary data in termG of spectra 
and cross spectra to enable response analysis to be performed, 
based on equation 2.5.15, for a vehicle of fixed track, 2b. 
4.1.8 
I 
If the track width is c.hanged to 2b then to evaluate the response 
of this ne,., vehicle necessitates the measurement of a ne,., track 
~~(X'Y3) such that 
/~(X'Y3) -1x ,yl ) = i::'l)( 4.1.9 
Although we may hope that the autocorrel1,tion functions of the tracks 
dfx'Yl)' ~O(x'Y2) and ~{x'Y3) will be the S"UT,G there is no justifica-
tion for 
Cf,( (~, Y 2 - Y 1) = Cj( (g, Y 3 - Y 1. ) 4.1.10 
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An avproaeh for ;,implify,in!.< tbis form e)f road surface 
C'l"':'("~}J]~'I-:lo'n ""(' C'l"J'",(v,l,-,r' '-I ")j""OF'tTJ'll'F"Tf]' \ .. ,ll.-· •.•• ' J .. _) ) _ ( .I. ,! (,- 1~ U <-() C) ,» lJ ,-, ~1 U ,) J ,[ t r.. , ___ J\) ~I I,) I '>. " '/ :tnd from his 
,J 
hJ'p()the~,if. a [;irnplificd reqlon~~e ;:; has b~cn derived in 
Gho.pte:,-.2 U3ection 2.5). Vf;T:if:i.c~d;ion of this hyp')thesis requi:cef: 
the .statiollC:1.TY propcrLie;j or Ule tYro :c~l;()dom trr3.CKS /'fri/X) and. 
15r/ (x) to conform t,,) certain rulefJ: 
• J 
i) the cross-<::orrelation functioY> betHeen the mean track EJ.l1ri 
thp. slope be's,'recn thehlO tracks must be zero (cctuations 2.'S.lG, 
2.5.17). 
ii) the autocorrelation functions of both trrwks must he equal. 
(H:quation 2.5.18). If the;:;e conditions can bo satisfied then 
a response analysis based on equation 2.5.20 or on equation 
2"5.26 may be pel'formed. 
Em'lever al thoue;h some form of surface description has 
been achieved in utilising Parkhi10vsld 's hypotbesi.s, Le. a 
random longi tudi,no..l signal ivi th a randomly varying constant J.o., teral 
slope across the track for oach longi tudinal increment (figure 8a) 1 it 
js clearly not as realistic aS,We would desire. It does permi~ 
::'esponse am,lysis to be performed utilising equation 2.5.26 
and ifill permit a complete description, albeit intui ti vely 
suspec t, of thl"~ road surface. Hence the coherenGY function 
obtained an,} required by equation 2.5.26 to define the 
relationship betvleen tbe tracks ~~ (x) 2"no. 'z5i (x) '/iould in fact 
define the reJ ationship bet,'Teen any pair of long'i tudinal tracks, 
and the respom;e equation 2.).26 \>lould be effective for any 
vehicle, \>lith any track i·lic1th, traversing the ro~"d. 
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Finally, a completA surface descriptive process is presented 
in Section 2.7 in V!hj,CJ1 the r(Hrl f)l'rf;::>,ce if; chal';)cLeri;3cc1 by 
a completelyhomol',;'eIJF:ow:; surJ?,Cl: in llC',b t.llc :x and y direc tio[lc;, 
1 0- " 0}" ~l~' t "{l',', .,-", ' .. ", ,"',-,",,; '. ,~,t:c' " ' u l,y,,-l,S ".lo.'ln u 1;:J, , J,lL u,),t, cU,''O'j9 (;11\ ,:>,[,U ",ce ',orolieJ. .1~;S Ce:U1 t)e 
obtained from measurements 'tc:,kGil from a f3inc;le track aJ ong the 
road. If the reGponse analysis if'; ])e:cformeo ch;cording to 
equation 2.5.26 a different cotler-ency fUl)ction 'douid result ",hen 
the track "'idth, C'b , is varied since the c,-"oss·-corTehttion fu:,ctio:1 
behleen the tvlO tracks 'das S}10\·il1 to be a function of tl1G track 
,·riel th. 
These three road-surface moelels have been presented by 
the author in an effort to obtain an increasingly more accurate 
description of the road surface, yet comply vii th thE.! requirements 
of a simple response analysis. The spectral density ,J(n) 
of any single track along the road is common to all of them and 
the complexity arises from a need to describe the cross~properties 
between the tvlO tracks along '-Thich the vehicle will travel. 
It is not expected that aDY of the above models 'VTill completely 
d"fine every road surface, but if penni Hed to describe sui table 
sun~aces will alloVl for verii'ica-Lion of the analysis presented 
in Cha;Jter 2. 
4.2 The ;mrfaee at? a si.£B:l~1.Hsa tj:2.!l_~1!1~J?focess 
L~(x)~ • 
The iotal published work on vehicle response to road 
surface undulations has, up to the presentation of this thesis, 
been founded on this premise, an(1 measured road profile spectra 
are 110'1'1 available for a wide and varied range of motor roads L 12,13] • 
_ 6 C( _ 
Discounting re:L.1ted Vicn-k on cd.rcTaft rUYn-Jays, road 
profile spectra \'Jere fiTf;t p:cesentcd b;{ QUINN and 'l'HQl'iJP~~ON L40:\ 
in 1962 vlho obtained their cb ta frcml 8. se:ciOfJ of sUTveyec1 points 
rrhis vIas fol1ovled by \<lark dor,o 1)y :)EVZNEli a~d 'l'IKHONOV \)oj 
(1964) I'lho surveyed the surf~tce profilos of various types of 
road in the USSR and from the o.a.ta estEl.bUshed analytical 
eX:9re 3sions for the spectral d811sity. These are rresented in 
Table 3 in terms of a no::crnalised SpOGGl'ClJ. donsi ty defined as 
B( (;) ~-~ 
which represents the displacement-time spectrum of the road as 
vievTed from the vehicle at any given speed y. (R(O) is of 
course the mean square value and the units are cru2 ; the u:nits 
of v are m/s). 
The optimisation work carried out by DINCA [31] and mentioned 
above in Chapter 3, Section 3.1, ",as performed using these spectra 
as typifying road sut-face undula tiol1s. If we examine some of these 
spectra it is obvious from the form of the equations in Table 3 that 
c. resonant condition can be achieved. by driving the vehicle at a speed 
suc~ that the natural frequc.ncy of the vehicle coincide s 'I·Ti th the 
"reSOl'ancel! in the spectrum. This phenomenon is likely to be observed 
on pooriy made-up roads, \-There a periodic component has been super-
imposed 01) the surface roughness due to the vibration characteristics 
uf heavy ve11icles traversing- the road. It has not been observed 
on road spectra presented by other authors [12,13J • 
rrable 3/ •.. 
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'rYPE uP HOAD 
Cobbles of 
S~), ti s fae tory 
quality 
Cobbles with 
holes 8,nd ridges 
Af'phalted 
Cement Concrete 
.IYlI?l-ili~.~2 
EQUA'I'ION Fon ~)PJ~C'mAL DENSI'l'Y 
s (;)) O,l~~v -"""""'"--"'="'~ ~~.--'<---'" 2 2 
ul +0.2v· 
S(w) • __ O ... J"?5-y_~. 2 2 
(I) + 0.25 v 
2 2) + ~_. 0.0096~y· (;).~y~Q1 __ Y_~ 
(w2 _ 3. 96y2) + 0.64 v4 
S«J) 0.54v 2 2 
w + 0.04 v 
+ 
.-2.,.OQ24v ~ i +20.16 v~) 
( tv 2 - o. 36 y 2 ) + 0.00,36 v 4 
s(w) 0.048v = -2------2" 
(J + 0.0225 v 
'~--~----------'-------------------------------------' 
!~l;ytic~l i?:.?CE8s.sions for the nC?.!m~~ctral densi~;y for various 
IDes of surf~ge 12J'ofile after PEVZNER and TIKHONOV ~._D.Q] 
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Attempts to spec:d up the profile measuremont technique 
resulted in mecbaxlical proLi.lonlotel's l);::iilg' do\relopr3c1 by NIT\}\ 
-\ [10,11,12.) and IlEAT.nl \ 1:;] '.!ho prGf.Jel!ted j indc}JcrJCl(:mtly~ a \"i.de 
range of road .profile speot:c~), taken from ,1, single track moa[mred 
along the roa.d. Braun surmnal:':lsert rd~s results by 8.s::mmine; thai; 
road spectra c01~ld be approximated by an (~qLlation of the type 
(J 
,.,j (n) 
d~ (no) 
\<T 
n 
4.2.2 
l? 
and listed corresponding aV8t'aeed values for ....:J (no) (a rougbness 
coefficient) and i'l (vlaviness) for various types of surface. 
These are given in Table 4. 
~].,E 4 
'~--~--'l---~~~~-~'---~"''''-=-)~---~----~"~----~~-~-~~~~- ~~---~-~-."--} 
1Y.J2e 0 f Roaq ConcU tion 
-----------·-----~I------------
Cement-Concrete 
.I-.sphal t-Concrete 
Macada:a 
Cobble Stan,'! 
Unsurfaced 
. __ ~ ____ . ____ ~___ J. 
Very Cood 
Good 
t/l'~ d i'lU11 
Bad 
Very Good 
Good 
Medium 
Good 
Jliedium 
Bad 
Very Bad 
Good 
11edium 
Bad 
Very Bad 
Good 
Medium 
R.qd 
Very Bad 
'-I 
2.29 
1.97 
1.97 
1. 72 
2.20 
2.18 
2.18 
2~26 
2.26 
2.15 
2.15 
1.75 
1.75 
1.81 
1.81 
2.25 
2.25 
2.14 
2.14 
l~ean Values 
.J(n ) cm3 
0 
-----
-----
0.6 
4.5 
8.7 
56.3 
1.3 
6.0 
22.3 
8.9 
20.8 
42.9 
158 
13.7 
22.8 
36.4 
323 
31.8 
155 
602 I' 
16300 ~ 
--------------"....,-
~_Qj;rUn}...J1~J:DJ))et~f tE?_st ~:lJO\ttE?;.:,;.~.:?C~.lJlt~ .... :t9~llAUliJJJ.] 
_. '(0 .-
(.JCn
o
) is the value of the spectrum at 1/21t c/nl or 1O~2 radian jem). 
f['ho I'lIRA road tm:cvey :p:ro;:~'.camme '"as ca,rded out clUJ:'ing 
tile period of trw present vo:dc and tJ)(-) NIHA pl'ofilomo tor recordings 
and an;:llogue s}J8(;tral 2nalysis techniques \')ore c0rnparcd "ri th 
rosul ts obtained by the author utilising geodesic me8,surement of 
the road surface and a digi ted c1pp:coach to the speetral analysis 
techniclu8f;. 'rho comparison of the spectra so obtained (figures 
37 , 38 ) pl.J.ced a fair degree of reliability on the profilometer 
meo.,surements taken by IURA, 
If v.le jJ3rform a similar analysis on the road spectra 
produ(~ed by I"fIRA as ,,,as carried out by Braun we find that these 
spectra can be approximated by an equatio::1 of the form 
j (n) p( ) n -VI ::: ,-( n (-~) 1 
o n 
0 
d n VI = /. (n ) (-) - 2 
o n 
n ~ no 
) 
n 1:- no 
0 
where ,l (n ) is the "roughness coefficient" (value of the spectrum) 
o 
at the frequency n. The mea.surem.ents can be classed into va~ . 'ious 
o 
groups and the parameter values for each group are given in 'rabl"! 
5. ('1'he range of road sections covered is given in Appendix 1). 
From the spectra presented by MIRA a wavelength of 20 ft. 
4.2.3 
averaged out as the dividing line bet\-leen the tyro slopes, It is worth 
noting that this happens to be one of the standard lengths used in 
road const.ruction techniques and corresponds to approximately 21 c/m, 
1( 
",hich was chosen as the standard value of n • 
o 
Table 5/ ..• 
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1!1BE'L2 
.l. ?~;,~ elm 
(.,1. ,_'_._~~~~~ ~.~_ ~._ n ~~7~- ~~.~-.-.-.()--~. 
HOA)) CL!\SS ,{j(e) 
~-""-~1 
! V!l '\;2 
HAUGE ;) t cUlda.::cd 
J}:-;viatjotJ 
11821'1 S·tc:,r..dc. -r'~' 
De\ric: i Q::'. 
~-~~-~",...---..,><=~. ""', 
I'1otoX'vrays Very Good 
Good 
Principal Hoadsl Very Good 
Minor Roads 
Good 
Avera.ge 
Poor 
Average 
Poor 
Very Poor 
2 ~ 8 I 1.945 
8 .- 32 
2 - 8 
8 ~ 32 I 2 0 1-
32 ". 128 -.) 
128 ~ 512 
32 ~ 128 
128 - 512 2.28 
512 .- 2028 
~~ ___ .~b-____ ~ ____ ~ ____ __ 
.46~ 
.487 
.534 
'! -6 7-
,/J(n) measured in units of 10 m/ /c 
I 1. 360 
I 1.440 
1.428 
(note: to compare directly "lith table 4 requires division by 2T~) 
.. 
Classification of Roads 
based onJ'oad s:E~c~!;=!:c:~p.1'esenteg.J2.Ll1TBl~ .. _Ll2] 
Classification of road spectL'a by this means is proposed by the 
author, and although much vrork is stiE needed to confirm the pal'ameters 
in table 5, it is felt that this could fem a sound basis for future 
road classification. .,<J(n) is simply the '1asic roughness coefficient. 
o 
Since it is expressed in terms of the spectra}, density the ratio of 
amplitude roughness behfeen two roads is proportional to the square root 
of the ratio of their respectiv'e A(n
o
) values. The exponents wl and 
"'2 have completely contradictory significance. l!'or a given J(n
o
) a 
high value of wl indicates a road ,.,ri th increase, in proportional 
roughness at the longer wavelengths. Conversely a. road with'a high 
"'2 exponent suggests a road with a slecre,?se in proportional roughness 
at shorter/ ••• 
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.221 
.266 
.263 
f 
J 
at sllortc:c 1,vctve)engthtl. As 8" :1."'08/)'8 ,~t[d;e of )"eF-l,ir rlet01'ioT;:J,t,C"cL; 
(' dc'c)'c""(> 'in tlH" ('}'TlOnNlf i" 'je, to be ~m-t',:i('il');lt(Od (fj;c!JrC:) )~'9) ~ J _')'~)""_ ...... t_ .. •• -.) ~2" .J· L ,. •. " ..•.•. ,---- -'C)" ~ 
'J'r'lc' ""fH"t'ol ts of +]-l8'''(' v"',ri ('1.18 "-'ur'\Tcy'<e, 'l}'I(') oij'!("""c- 1""~J" !j')~,\ • .. ..t... .... ::> {._. _ v_..:;. • C J • ••• J •• .;1 ~.,_ ~. c ~. _ v -" J. IJ ,~ :-1- )l"1 L.. _ 
are pres~nted in the form of 8p~ctra in fig(ITG 40. It can be 
a,ssumed that ,'),8 thesE) spectra GOVGr a vTide Y'cmee of road rm.:cfacp.s 
from motorl:lays to pavE{ test tracks then tb(~ whole range of input 
spoctra to which road vehicles are exposed in normal UAe has been 
COY8J:'C(1. 'l'he crJE:'ctr3, foJ.low tho 88.me gem):raJ. t,:cend vith tlJ8 exceJ!t::.on 
of the Russian O:,lCB L 3(5] vlhich deviate a-L U10 101" frequency end. 
This is due to the analysis teclmi.que employed by thef3c authors 
vlho evaluated the autocorrelation function of the routr" approximated 
to it by a mathematical function of the typrJ 
A e=a,1 01 
1 
~a 161 
+ A28 2 cos ~ 6 4.2.4 
,.,here A19 A2 , a I' 802 and ~ are cons tan ts and then calculatecl the 
profile spectrum by Fourier transform of this function. The 101'[ 
frequency cut off is iliherent in the structure of the approximate 
spectral density equation so obtained and presented in rl'able 3. 
4.3 Th~ P~'.2bu,bi.U \Y. cha~t£.;riili93~.bye.£ test rou1;os 
The geodesic surveys carried out by the present author 
we):o taKen on three different types of surface: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
a lflotOH18,;Y i blf1Ck tOj) On concre te; 
a country :co8cl; black top 
/ . 
a pave test track; stone set ll1 concrete 
and a.re t.abulat-cd 3,8 Routes A9 Band C respectively. 'fhe measurements 
are taken at equisp80ced points/ ••• 
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at eqtcif3paced points in the lorw:itlJ.d.i})21 direction 011 blO :;)arallel 
tracks 1 a distance 4 ft. (102m) <:tpar-L The lYlert:TLn'Omont and spectrs"l 
analy sis techniques deve} oped are di fY)US ~:;od in Appendix 2. 
These measurements were taken for the following reasons: 
1) As there ;:U.'G some discrepancies in the particular form of 
spectra presented by other authors, an indeIlcndent check 8,8 to 
their validi ty vlOuld be valuable. 
2) 'l'llere is no published evidence on the probability characteristics 
of the road surfa"ce Ulldulations and in particular the probabili t.y 
density function. 
3) vIi th the exceptions of the \'1Ork publi shed by PARKHILOVSKI \)4] 
in 1968 vTho considered the cross properties of two tracks alol1g a 
single road in support of his hypothetical surface, no other 
evidence is available to su.pport. his theory al t.hou.gh both BHAU11 [13J 
and KANESHIGE [15'] both supported the premise that the same road 
spec·crum resul ted from measurements taken on any track along the 
road. 
4) It would be desirable to chenk the theory presented in Section 2.7 
in which the rOo"d was treated as a 2-D random ,process r(li th cOJupletely 
homogeneous properties~> 
In this Section v!e shall discuss the results of this work 
",ith reference to points(l) and(2) above. The cross-properties 
of the various surfaces are discussed in Section 4.4 and finally 
in Section 4.5 ive investigate the possibility of treating the 
road surface undulations in terms of a cornpleteiy homogeneous 
surface in both the x and y directions • 
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The fOTm of Hie si[;nal (~Vca.Lnu(l cj)'C'ctly i'nJlJl Lhe SUCVl".y lfce vals ;'0::' 
route Ii Lei [,hown in T<' iguro 41 'J.'hLs is typ:i c;:d of the; oth,:c'; i iH 
t}1at uata l)ertaining to the sur-fac(.~ ilTel~cLllr-.:d -elF'S is superinrp~)2ed 
on a linear or low frequency trend. Since the length of data 8Rmnle 
\·Till determine the 10\>181' limit on fl't'.)qn.oncy resolution, it NOllJ d not 
be possible to FCOVO stationarity fJ.'om a data sample of £'.i.ni t8 lent'tilo 
Any compcnent of the signal '\'lith a frequency less than the lOl-lOr 
cut'-off value v;ould appea,r as a h~end or n()l1~·stationa:ry component 
that "'ill c0l1taminate the povler sp(eci;:cal den£-dty esb.mates computed 
from this Irav7" da.ta. 
We must therefore separate this trend from the com~o1'Lents of 
surface roughness likely to affect the vehicle dynamics. This is 
aohieved by processing tbe data through a. high~:r8,ss fi lte:r. 1' '''TO tYPCB 
of filter \-rere tried by the author, the first based on a linear moving 
average which has a frequency characteristic shown in figure 42 , Rnd 
given by 
for 
" 
. . 2 Io:(in) I (1 - sin~n )2 An 
6 = 15~ft (45.7m) 
4.3.1 
It can be seen that this filter has tt9 undesirable characteristic 
of contaminating the dB,ta in the range o_~ interest. The second 
fil tel' Has derived from a filtering techni1ue suggested by 1'lARTIN ('43J 
where each data point ,,,as modifiec1 as follO\'is 
k 
n-0/1' == '81' - ~~k bk/b/r+k 4.3.2 
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t 
and thfl hI'': S 'dE:H'e hased on H se:d.pfc~ of \'TE!:L{~hts ei.vcm by Na:r:-tin" n"~ J.'ne 
freouency eYJaracl;eristic of this fil:cer :is (.;1101,111 in figUJ'0 4) Hnd 
it should be noted that the fUnction is within of being a pe~fect 
fil tel' over P'(l[1t of the i're'lU8ncy r[,l.l~~S8. 
Using ei ther of those fil te:['s to rel110ve the non-stationarJ 
trends in the data resu.lted j.n a detrenc1ed profiie which exhi bi ted 
the p~~operty of a zero lDean value. rl]oreove:r.' if the an2.ly sis had be8n 
performed on the orig.i.Tl3J. cla,t.a~ ,·,hile it mici1t !lIJ})eaX' that tlwtrend 
,'lOuld only al tel' the 10\'/ frequency components of the signa.I it dOGS 
. in fact alter all frequGncy components (figure 44 ) (BLACI(t!lANN 
and 'rUKEY [4] discuss the reasons for this anomaly). 
Having satisfied one of the conditions for stationarity in 
road surface data, the major hurdle vThich remains is the a3s'('Jnption 
of a Gaussian distribution for the road heights. The proba.bili ty 
densi ty function vms evaluated from the filtered data for the three 
roads surveyed and a Gaussian dLstribution curve for the given mean 
square value superimposed on the measured distribution. It can be 
seen from figure 45 that the data (J.ppear to have a Gaussian 
dis>ribution noting, ho"wever, that the data values obtained for class' 
interv1-1s greater than three st.andard deviations, is, as expected, 
exceedinLly small due to the finite data length examined. The 
probability density curves computed from the other profiles of tracks 
Band C were also Gaussian in nature. 
The spt1ctral densities of the three tracks ,.,ere computed 
. and these are sh0Vm in figure 46 Comparison ,,,i th those obtained 
by other authors tends to favour the MIRA results and an approximate 
equa tion/ •• 0 
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eqL~3/Gion of the fonn 4.2.3: 
J'(n) r, '1 -V/l =: ,d( n ) ( ,1 ---. ) • 
, 0 n 
() 
'~\'l2 
'" Ji( n ) (0~~) 
/\/ 0 '11 
n ~ n l -. 0 
4eJt>3 
\ 
11 ':", no ) 
0 
vlith the oarameters,.J(n ), ''''1 and \'1., given in table 6 for n 
L 0, L 0 
1/21t c/m. 
'11AB1E 6 
._"""",-""">''>'z~-'..=<_",_.> 
f 7-
HOUTE .dn) err? /e ':1 \'12 1 
~-~,-~.,.=-=-~~-~..>-~=~~-~--..-.-. · __ r_~_--"""",.·_=-_--==-_ --=,="-~--,",",,=--=->,,,,-
A, Jlioton'lay 13.0 2.10 1.42 
B, IvJinor Hoacl 28.4 3.30 1.48 
'" C, Pave Test 'rrack 870.0 1.80 0.57 
---~'~------~ ____ ~I ___ .__ ~,~ ___ j 
S]2e c t];VI]l~_E§l.I:'a~e t 8 I' 'LJ.or: J,~e_ tb r£.e Jl,~r:Y:SLS'_sl-..k~:"g)s B 
It can be seen that the parameter values faLL roughly '·lj.tnin 
the limits imposed by our ana,lysis of the road spectra presented by 
MIRA \'ii..th the exception of route C ,·,hich has an extreme1y low value 
of w20 '~his implies a very rough surface at short yw.velengths, "'hich 
is to be e}'pected on a route ,,,hich VIas speCially bui1t for accelerated 
endura,nce teLdjing. This then confirms the proposed classification 
method for roa\1 description 1)as8(1 on a Imoi'lledge of the spectral 
densi ty for a single track. Horeover, since the surface uJlClulations 
vlere G~1 .. ussian, then this Hill provide the complete description 0f 
the su~face as a single track profile. 
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4.4 of the 1e1_ tJ'~J<ekE ~lJ 
~-~~~-~-----~ 
___ J-:;~;J)n e'f' t:.rc',vpl 
_ r_,_~ "'_~ __ ~".~,_ ~. -__ ~_ ~~ ~"~"_~._~ ____ .-"," 
'fo 0 b-c~tin iJ" ]);(11'0 (;olnpLe Lc (Jec;cri U)l 0 f thu,y),'vl inputi;o 
a 1'0ctl vey,icle raqllires a knoi'd_odge of th8 direct 8-ncl cro8s~propcr~:i es 
of t-viO :~andol1:t t:c,wks" Both BEAU]! t 131 and KA:tni~:3IIIGE r 15'.1 conoludud 
that tl1e same spectrum I'Tas obtained independently of tbt~ track 
"~((X9 y,) Jl!28-f)'ur;c'cL It can be seen from figun,s 479 48 and (19 U ); 
tha t for J:'011tes A, 13 and C this conc~ usion can be cJY-8,vIH. Pl1rtbe:;:-
evidence in support of this '1)'8.8 obtained pri vaV<l-y by the autho~c 
from VOIJV() (Goteborg 9 Sweden~ J9,(2) l'lho had fJtlX'vuyed tvlO parallel 
tracks of one of thoir endurc=mce test surfaces and computed their 
indi'ridual spectra (figure 50). 
Al though '-ie have not measu:t'ed e'[81'Y track };,eX, y ) it seems 
v r 
reasnna1:1e to infer from the above evidence that 
(() (t~ 
'Y\, "' 9 Yr) =(j«~) r ;;:; 1,2,3 ••. 4.4.1 
and the spectral densi ty' of the road surfacc~ profile in the long," 
itudinal direction is independent of the track taken for measurelncnt. 
(Prom practical considerations it may be wise to modify this and 
exclude any measurements taken em tracks in close proximity to the 
ker1)s vlhi_ch may contain a slightly higher short "lavelcmgth content in 
the spe c tr1}Jn ) • 
The cross-spectra hat-,'18eJ,) tbe t-vlO measured trR,cks b'(x'Yl) 
and 'p(x, y 2) for the routes A, Band C ,,,ere found to be real (the 
imaginary pal't bl,ing of the order of 20 dB d0i111 on the real part 
and henc6/ ••• 
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and hence \ve conclude tb8,t 
(r ') .. ( ,,' ) 
l\ (E. f Y 2 ~ Y 1 ) =' rnJ' , 4.4.2 
is even in ~; fOT 0, {?,'i ve y ) (y 2 - Yl)' '['he Cl'OSG,-coTrclation function 
for route B is shovm in fiGure 51 and is seen to be even in Y;. 
This latter conclusion from the measured data is certainly 
one which is not generally true of cr08s'-Bpectra'J but PARKHIII)vSKI[ 141 
had d'~rived tlu8 coneluBinn, from a set of meafmremr:.nts taken on a 
test sl1:cface. He assumed that the road surface could be d08cri b.Hl 
by 
1/(X) :=: 
"~ (x) + ;;' (x) 
I/R 1)1· _~." .. _~_ •• '.J ~ .-- 4.4b3 
"Thich would represent the mean heights a10ng the road and 
rCx) :;; 'VR (x) -'!i)' (x) .,J~.-~~.~~ 2b 4.4.4 
"Thich \>[Quld represent a constant. slope across the road and varying' 
t'or each long.i.. tuclinal increment. He hypothesised that 
~ ( f;') 
h~{ 
== 0 
from ",hieh if the autocorrela.tion functions of the 'b·ra original 
4.4.5 
tracks are equal then as was shown in Section 2.5 it ",as concluded 
that ~2I'R(5) is even in ~(i.e. the cross-spectrum betv,een the 
tracks is a real valued quantity). 
Pa.rkhilovski's hypothesis \'lhich has been confirmed by 
the analysis of the three roads surveyed (see for example figure 
52 ), greatly simplifies the response analysis and it was 
shoi·.'n/ •• o 
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shmm in Chapter 2 that the 'r'NlpOJ1SA of a four input vehicle in t.his 
caso vra,s gi von by (equa hon 2 c 5 c 26) ~ 
S°(£) = ~ t[T~(f)]2 + Gv(f) [T~h(f)]?·\.d(n) 4.1.6 
Thus for complete surface dOflcripUon a knovledge of ,cJ( n) 
and tbe eohe:cency function ~j(n) vTould suffice. If a constant 
angular slope acrose; the road VIas ass1.1.med then .ev(n) \Tould be 
(J 
indcpendJmt of the track 1:l.i .. dth 2b, othervTi S8 for a vehicle of 
different track a n8"1"1 profilo measurement Hould be rGqu.ired. 'ine 
cohe:r:-ency functions for the three test tracks ar(~ presented in 
figure 53 and it can be seen that they conform to tb(~ restrictions 
imposed on them in Chapter 2 (Section 2.6). 
i.e. o Z 6,(n). L.. 1 ) 
o(n) ·-{<O·l as n ---0 ) 4.4.7 
Q(n) --~ 0 as n --~--!~. ~ 
It can be seen that when..'as on the moto:r\</ay type surface 
(route A) j{n) =. 1 for wavelengths 'is 10''1 as 5m, the cohereJ:cy 
falls off rapidly on the specially buJlt track (route C) indicating 
that in the latter case a severe roll oscillation would be imposed 
on the vehicle. 
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4~5 
'l'reatment of the rCGil c~U:r'r[clcn P:COPEH'ti<:s as forming p;:\r-L 
of [:t completely hOl!logr-meou8 r,'n~jom 8urfCi,ee was shmrn :i.n Chapte:c 2 
(Section 2.7) to lead to a simple relationshi~ botweon the c:coss-
correla-1;ion function of any pair of longitudinal tra.cks and 1;h(~ auto-
correla/cion function of ei the:c one of them: 
cp~ (ro:) ~_ G)( 1[-2-'~~-4~~2 ) PIJ ';, - I\. \l ~ , '-' 4.'5.1 
,,'herB 21J is the track 'ilidth. It is imp1iedby equation 4.5.1 that 
(() (G) k RL ::; cf) (e) J'" LR " 4.5.2 
Thus from a knOi-Iledge of ~( ~) we can establish ~L ( ~) for an,y 
given track, 2b, and by Fourier transform the corresponding direct 
and real cross-apectrum, from vl11.ich the coherency rlmotion can be 
obtained. This ,'lill provide perhaps a mOTe realistic aescription 
of the surface irregularities chan "laS provided by the assumptions 
due to Parkhilovski, since it allo\0[8 the surface to contain random 
fluctuations in the lateral direction ,·,ithout imposing any restrictions 
on +;heir respective heights as vias imposed by Parkhilovski' s assump-
tion cf a constant lateral slope for each longitudinal increment. 
:J:oweyer 9 to establish the validity of the assumption of 
complete h')mogeneity requires measurements to be made in any direction 
to establisL the uniformity of Cx. ( S ). Roads in general do not 
extend in a dlrection perpendicular to the direction of travel, but 
if \'Ie 8_re prepared to consider that the surface could be extended 
in all directions then, since similar constructional techniques vlOuld 
be used thrO'llghout, the assumption of complete homogeneity could/ ••• 
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could reason~bly 0e applied. Vir] rm".s t of' GOtH'So? igno'ce th.r~ 
cam1w:i.' effr:ct vrh:Lch \·/.iJ 1 not c0f1t."ibut0 to t'ne vjln'tJ"i".:lona.1. 
input to any vc:hi cle tr:wE: 1 } i (,["; in the t Del .i.na l ,I ire.:; t:L or; 
8.l'ld consider the :coad sUl'facc: DAJ co.nsi.s·l~.tn{S· ()f a plane r)u~cfguG iYl the 
lateral direction (fit;u:r.e 5/) ). 
li'rom t.he autoco:crelation J\.illC ~ions 0.1.' rou tcs A, J3 and C 
the cross-correla t:i.on i'LmctioYls VI8Y'8 clc:ri veo. for various va.lues of 
2b and it C:).11 be seen from figures 55 and 51 that remarkab1e ag'x-ee;ner:t .i.8 
/", .i) 
obtained bGhreen Y<BL( 1..;) computed from equation 465.1 and tbat O;)1.;.).iDed. 
from the measured data of 'hw parallel t:cacks. Further, :h; is obElcrved 
that as the track ,·rid th decreases so 
and as 
so 
(f) (t:) 
j\. RL J (0 (f) k .' 
2b ._"_.r-~'P' 0<:::'> 
CD ('t: ) 
h ... RL > _,c.~~· !c-r- o 
'rhe coherency. functions for the three measured surfaces 
4.5.3 
4.5.4 
were computed by this means and arc compared \-lith those obta.ined by 
computation from direct measureml'nts in figure 56 for the measured 
track vridth 2b. Agr(~ement is good ~onsideri.ng the errors wh:'.ch must 
be induced in thi.s type of analysis. 
Figure 57 shol'ls the effect of G. varying track \oJid th on the 
coherency function for route 13 and confirr,'s the intui ti ve result. 
expected. 
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'I'his then conf'i:cms that. f·JJ.' the Limited del-tel [waLL[l.blG? 
trea. \.[fII)Yl.t of the road surf'acc 88 ;:. 80111})1(; to ly homoGeneous r"ncl (;!ii 
s1Jxfac() i.e possible and 
~v;,~-;".,,;;L~it2£l.,,~J2:lr!,£~~~ of a.ny lon~c;j tudin(3.1 t.rack Hill serve as 
the exhaustiV2 probability cl.laracte:dstic r(3quirc3d to describe the 
surface. 
4 0 6 A~~ x§!d31.) :a tt~~1}.~QLJ"~12o~~S: !,9.,2:'S~~J~o n ~:1~O J3.I~.g~~I:0.;J.~,.2!J.}2 ~.21 e .J!!2.~1~ 1 
:29:r arne t~ffl..-:~l].sl~t;.c;1:l.! 1. n ~-z.."t_~.s:.J:.22251ue 
Before proceeding )~O pJ:'edict vehicle respom;e spectra from 
<~ knov!ledge of the vehicle dynamics and r08..(1 surface propertios it 
"rill be useful to examine +,ypical vehicle response spcwtra to ensure 
the applicability of the previous analysis and in particular that 
the e.eneral l'esponse equ.::;tions given in Chapter 2: 
SO(f) == * 1 a1(if) a l (if) ~ . .J(n) 4.6.1 
and 
SOU) ~ l[AU) + B(f) cos 2r(Da + C(r) sin 2J(na'1 .. ·.](n) 
v ~ 
4.6 0 2 
apply to the present problem. 
Whether component response requires analysis based on a 
single or double input vehicle model (equation 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 
respectively) is il-relevant if \'lG invert equations 4.6.1 and 
4.6.2 and examine the transfer funetion so obtained for any given 
8peed~ v, on a range of road surfaces: 
vso~l 
-.;r 
,/ n = IT\f)1 2 4.6,.3 
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,,,here I T' (f) 12 .:~. 0: 1 0:1 fo:c the sing'le input modo 1 
A(r) -:- n(f) non 2UH.. -I C(f) ;;j.n 21\;'1'1 
fo:c the clouble inpLlt model. 
, :" 1 r, 
A rigo:r:ous analytic;}l 1.:L'Oatll""nL; of the problem dcmands that I I f(f) . 
should be constctnt for any given sp(;;ed V' ov(,r a r~wGe of road:-o \'111088 
dirAct spectrwll is given by j(n). Using experimental response spectra 
l " supplied by l'UI1A 44.1 for vel1icle }3 (see Appendix ) the tr3.nsfcr 
funci..i.on for the':: force in the f:cont spring I·ras evaJxl3.ted acco:cdinf'; 
to equation ~.6o 3 1'0)' a v8..J:'iety of measured road surf'8,c8s. 
Figures 58 and 59 show the 8Fccao of results for two given speed~j; 
the response spectra being taken on \·ridely differing surfaces from 
motorvTaY to country class B type roads. The maximum variance on the 
lTI8an result is 27%, but when ,,,e consider the measurement and analysis 
task involved this represents a surprisingly cons.1.stent r8sul t. 
E:Valuating mean square response for the same component 
yields an interesting and yet not unexpected result. If the (Jx})f'Timental 
mean square values are' plotted against vehicle speed (figure 60) 
it is clear that for smooth roac1s (motoT1lIaYs) a linear variation is 
obtained, suggesting that a neglicible pitch motion is induc(;!c1 
in the vel1icle \·rhereas for roads ",i t'1 a rougher surface the variation 
of mean square response is similar to <'hat observed in Chapter 3. 
Section 3.2, "/hen \'r8 considered the respcnse of a double-input model 
(figure 16) 0 
Effects due to vehicle roll motion \,:ere not expected to 
contribute to any of the above response spectra. and hence the assump-
tion of a single track vehicle lilodel ,vas taken to be valid. 
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Sirrrilm: resul ts 1'.'01'0 ohtained for the t:r'8,nnfr?r fmv:tj,o''1f'J for 
the :cc[:;f'onse at various othe.c points on Hw vuhi.cJ.e I,d tL 8. silfJilar 
speed.. It \fa,s noti.eed 1 however 5 t.hat read;:; HLth a,ppro.x.i.llFJ,tely the sall1e ' 
roughness coefficient (c~0e Section 4.2) yieltlccl aJ.r!lost identical transfer 
functions (figure 58) s1)gges'~ing that some of the v8,riance .in the resul ts 
may be. due to vehicle non~linea:ri ty al"'.cl j.n parti.cular, in the casE'. of 
vehicle B, the suspension shock absorbe:::'s. 
Tests \'!f')re car:r.Led out on the shock cl,'oscrbel's of vehicle B 
to evalua.te tlwir force··displcw8ment receptcmce ancl it ean 'be seen 
from figure 61 that this is heavily dependent on the piston stroke o 
Thus vlhile the other parameters for the vehicle J;.odels "lere evaluated 
from manufact'urers dravdngs cwd specifications 9 or from examina tioD 
of the actual test vehicle, the clampe:L's "~Jere tested inoepenclently 
and a linear approximation to viscous clamping obtained, based on a 
foreknovlledge of the roughness coefficient of the test route. 
The experimental response spectra vTere computed fr')Dl p:ce-
recorded data taken from transducers situated at the various meG,suring 
points on vehicle B. Strain gauges were fitted to the suspension 
components and accelerometers placed on the c}lassis. The signaL'1 
"Tere ampli fieel ano. recoI'ded on a frequency modula to.d tape recorder. 
On arrival at the test route f the car "las alloltled to roll to 
a standsti119 'vi thout lll'aking 9 on a level surface. This a110vled a zero 
signaJ. (represcnting the static strain in the Rtrain gauged components) 
to be recorded. 'llhe car then accelerated to the l'Aqui:r-ed speed, and 
the/ ••. 
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"'i • 
. :. j:' 
the recordings initiated by vtilisation of a voi(;e dnnno1. COllst.ant 
fJpeecl HaG maini,eci.ned tbroll!';hout l.b.:: tor::t J:'lrt) OV(;l' thp c;e1(~ctGcl ::'l1U'f8.ce 
of about OQ 5 ., 1 mile in lel1[~ t;b 
Although' t.ho author dj(~ ~ake,,'art it, s?me of the data acql1isi.~ 
tion, the vast Bla.jority of I;h:; 13 v;o.,k lias ccn·r.Led out by NIHA ':rho 
supplied all of the expe:ciIlJenta.l r'o~rponse spectre !U1d the tost 
vehicle. Some of the vehicle parameters (e<G' roll and pitch mument 
of inertias) ','181:'0 obta.iDl"d on Gxperirnental a'[lp<J.l'atus availa.ble 8, 1~ MIRA. 
4.7 .Q.<2.I!!..p2£;ison behl.ee~.exEe.ci:m9D:t.CJ:l,.~ar~sl.J~re(!·~ictS:.d :,,:01}2210 )~~~02l:?'£' 
In this Section He shaH treat a typical problem - the 
determination of response in a particular component of one vehicle 
running on one of the measured test rout.es, route B - using a sequence 
of analytical models of increased sophistication. The analysis 
relevant to each model has been presented in Cbapter 3 and the test 
route parameters in Section 4.3 of the present Cbapter. Comparison 
wi th the experimental resul t8 ht each stage "lill enable the value of 
in"lreased sophistication to be assessed. 
We shall concentrate our attention on the response of the 
front c')i1 spring of vehicle B, running along the given stretch of 
route B Oil hlo parallel tracks 9 a track "iidtb apart,. 
4.7.1 Singkj.],1J2u~ 
\-/e sha~ 1 initially consider an exceedingly simple analytical 
model in which the vehicle is taken to be represented by the simple 
linear system of figure 179 and subjected to a single random displace-
ment - excitation imposed b;y the r08.d profile. It ,.;as shown in 
Chapter 2/ 
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Chapt(~T 2, Section? c? tlw.t the re,,;pOYlE,e 8]JN:tral dcm;:;:L ty of the. system 
, 
"'Then travGl1:ing D.t comd,;ult Df,ecd 9 '19 over the profile x) ,,\f;}S 
givrm by 
S J(f) 1 'X' • r.) . .) / ((1 (:u (Xl (11 .0 (n) 4.7.1 
v 
The properties of a front sprints' system of the test vehicle 
were simulated (as indicated in Appendix 3) by allocating to the 
par20meters of the system of Figure 17 values derived from tbe rarameters 
of the act\Jal vehicle. The,;e original parameters \'[ere mainly t8.ken 
from t}'8 manufacture:c's draViings 9 or in n fe-vI cases from direct 
measurf3ments on the test vehicle; it 'vas founel difficult to obtain 
damper parameters and these "'18re obtained from special tests on the 
individual dampers and discussed in the previous Section. It \18.8 
thus possible to determine the receptance of the f(n:-ce in the spring 
kl \-li th respect to imposed displacement at the poi.nt of contact. 
E'or the frecluency range 0-30 Hz ,,!hich is relevant to ride and stn::88ing 
a simple linear type model is justified: tyre parameters cml be 
determi.ned [39] if tyre type, pressure, and vehicl(~ speed are kno"mo 
Using the knO\offi spectral de ... lsity,(;(n) of the profile cf 
Route B, and the calculated receptancc 0: 1 (if) of the force in the 
spring kl tit was therefore possible by ,lsing Equation 4.7.1 to predict 
the spectral density SOCf) of the force in the spring due to traversing 
the profile at any speed v. 
Figure 62 ShOvlS the predicted response spectrum, togethel' 
vii th the experimental spectrum obtained by analJ,sis of a strain-gauge 
record for the actual spring. Agreement is rerr18,rk8.bly good considering 
the simplicity of the vehicle model, b~t Clearly leaves something to 
be desired. 
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'111101'8 are other re,JSUWJ too for 1x~1.i.evjJj{?; th;)-\; a single 
input model is inadeqn;J, tc, nv;:),hw.t;ion of tho CllJ.;mtity O:~(ir) lLl (if) 
in equation 4.7. J. in te :en1;3 of tJ-JC) Iliad c], in f 17 yielrJs an 
expression ~lich is dependent only on froqoel1cy and the constants 
of the system. It 'das BlloHn that equ2,tion 4.7"1 could be re"rrit-i,en 
as 
i r(r) \2 o v S (f) / "J(n) 4.7.2 
and nsin8' equation 4. '7.2 the quantity \ "I' (f) ,2 v:hich for the sing'h·,-
input case if; Llentical to the square of the modulus of complex 
reccptancc, vras evaluated from experimental measu-':'cments of response 
and road spectra. Examination of these results for one COIl!J)Onent, 
on a variety of roads at various speeds, shO\-18 the function 11"(f) 12 
not independent of veloci.'ty. It Il1D.y be inferred ther~)fox'e either that 
receptance is velocity-dependent or that the single input model js 
not valid. 
Furthermore the single input model lends itself ",ell only to 
the consideration of response in components ,,,hich are partict:.larly 
dependent on excitation of a sin{:;le wheel. As the spectra of Figure 62 
concern such a component, reasonabh' agreement "ms perhaps to be 
expected: vie shall hOvTever require a 'aore sophistieated model if vie 
hope to consider components which are no~ so conveni8ntly situated. 
4.7.2 Double_.1DEut .IJlodel 
vIe shall next consider the model (hlo :t.Yl.put model) as shOvTn 
in figure 25, \'rhich includes both front and rear Guspensions o It, 
\'las/. 0 • 
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,'.'as ShOWll in ~;(')ction 2.3 that the:: Te[~p()nS8 spc:w(;:cal densU',y sC)(r) 
of any- variable of fouch C), t'.w j npu (, :-i,y:3 tcm \:a:~ 'VeYi by 
SO (f) 1 ( "\ ~~ I A 1 J 
V " 
-:- J3(i') co~:; 21lrw, + c(f) Gin ~lirn8,\,J'(n) 
It. 7.3 
It has been dcmom::tr2,ted tbat this transfe~r~ function .is speed dependent 
and fulfils the roquirements la,eking in the single input CC:tf;e. 
Again propGyties of the test vehicle (as defined by tl18 
manufacturc::(8) ,,;:c-re simu12,ted by allocating sui t2j')le parameters to 
the system of Pi.e,ure 25 as 8xplaincci in Appsndix "5 i this e118 bled 
receptances a1(if), a 2(if) allowing the force in the front spring 
kl due to excitation at front and rear \vheol,s to be determined. 
Use of equation 4.7.3 then gave the response spect:cal density of 
the force in leI. '1'he predicted spectrum is cOlllpare(l ''lith the 
experimentally- obtained spectrum in li'igure 63. Comparison with the 
predicted spuctrum of Figm~8 62 ShOHS that prediction has been 
improved. 
The more complex moclel pe:.'mits the prediction of other response 
spectra, and Figures 6~ and 65 shm-) the 8pectral densities T8spectively 
of the acceleration of the centre of g:c'avi ty of the body, and of t11e 
force in a rear spl'ing. Comparison \li th "?xperimental spectra ShOi-18 
that agreement here is qui t8 good al)chough the model is not yet good 
enough for precise prediction. It seems desirable: to consider a 
four-input model, although BXt improved dynamicc 1 model might a180 
prove effective. 
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4.7.3 t mndAl 
1;'01' the vollicle t;hOHll in F':i g'nre 33 j t has been ShOVlll t:::at 
the reSl)onse 8pectnull (under certain a,_:sul1lpLions clir:;cus3ed in C)vtpters 
2 and 4) red_Hce s to 
o 1 f[-r )]? ) '!.~~ )"1 2J ' ) S (f) == ~ \ n(f," + ever . iX(f , 1"b(n 4.'1.4 
and the general form of these ne,v transfer fUllctions has been prcsGl1ted 
in Chapter 3 (S8ction 3.5). 
It remains to see ho1,o! the predicted resporme spectra are 
affected by the adoption of this new road vehicle model. 
rrhe coherency function r;(n) fOl~ }tout'.:: B is shOim in Fig~l).re 
o 
53. It 1,o/i11 be seen that J(n) ~;::. 1 for n<.0.175 and it fo11o';18 thp.t 
G)f) !:; 1 for f (= nv)<0.17v. Thus for v:::: 48 km/h t Le. 13.3 mis, 
g/f) 1 for f < 203 Hz. 
As the receptance for a front sprin~ has its peak value well 
"'i thin this frequency range, it can be as sumed that at all f:r2qurmcie s 
cont:cibuting significantly to rel::j)onse /Jx(n) ~o.~d~(n)9 and in fact 
that approximatelY'!fr/x) == d'l\(x) a.i far as the relevant frequency 
is concerned. Differences bet,-Teen !)'L(x) and 'f.)R(X) cannot therefore 
significantly affect the response of our test vehicle on this road 
and no purpose ,v-ould therefore be served b:r computing response for 
this case. 
This is in agreement "lith our conClUf3J.ODS dra,m at the 
end of Chapter 3 "Then 'fTe considered vehicle response based on this 
four-input model and the effects of various forms of coherency 
function 'a(n) on this response. 
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.A. E.~i;n:j_lctr a~n8.1J .. t,.ic8.J rrCQCedl1TC "JetS ;\p]J:Lic;d to pr:c;d1ct ttu:: 
:r:csponse of :3i.mi18.T COl'l]JU).l.c:mtc; in ,1 thiTd vehie1e wJlOH8 StWP8W;:L0)1 
characteristics v8.riec1 slightly Ul th thoDe of vc):,icJ.e 13" rrhe 
compari.son. betv!8cn predicted and reriporwe SP2ct:CO, \'iGn; good i,!i til 
characteristics of a simihx natm~'c to thO[i8 presented 8,bove, and 
no Hf3eful pUrpOfJ8 can be served by presenti.(Je: the results. 
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To reprocluce in ttw la.i)oral,or:y the response-; of a vehicle, 
or vehicle component 9 to a g.i.vcm road at a. given ::::peed for a sufficient 
varieJey of differnut roads and speeCls has long been the goal of 
vehicle developIT!(mt cmgi.neerG. Achi.eve;,lent ~)f this goal require3 [), 
complete road. i;u:cface descriptirm, a l'oad classifj.ca,tion technique 
and indications of the proportion of tts life each vehicle spends on 
each class of road. PIoTGOVer, a :reliable response analysis must be 
achieved before component testing can be introdueed ,.Ii. thout recourse 
to prototype vehicle testing. 
It is the object 01' this Cbapte:r to sho\-/ hOi') the theory 
developed in Chapter 2 coupled '\-lith the response analysis of Chapter 
3 and the road description and <;lassification methods proposed in 
Chapter 4 can form the' basis of developing the only relia.ble 
simulation test of vehiele service stress. It ,<[ill be demonstrated 
that a laboratory simulated ies·t based on recordings taken from fl, 
prototype vehicle has very limit;ed scope, vlhereas tbe test based on 
the ''lork ::>resented in this thE~si8 sho\'18 definite promj.se and is 
currently b,'!ing developed [01' tbe industrial testing of vehicles. 
The s5.mulation test method proposed does not describe the 
complete v8hic1 g environmei1t and may seem only a limited objec.ti ve 
in comparison to ~omplete testing, but such a test would itself 
form a ver':l pm.;erful tool, besi~le8 offering the first step tmTards 
eventual complete simulation testing. 
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5.1 J!]9_2?~~]!:E9~ O[_:n~E~ ~,_~~~c:~~c<"~" 
r~pl1e tel'lf! Simul0.tiotl. ~_\-;8tinL;' E~ITl~!~.odicf:~ an. a.ttr8,ci;iv'e ly E;ir.'lplp 
idea "- the rep'codl:(ctio:n ifl the:: 1abo,c·~ tory of service conditicllf; 
but even whoh restricted to i.llC vrhi ell! fiBld embodies a g.'Ceat 
variety of different types of test. IJ'he ul tiJJl::J:te objective of 
this test may be to define vGl1icle durabLLi -ty cri to:cia Hhich is 
in itself a ,<[ork of major import,anee. v.'t~ ,-,ill confine our atter:.tion 
on one pa,rticular t8St r that of rep:roctucing in the laboratory the 
response of a vehicle to road surface u:'ld',lla tions. VIe will assume 
that the vehicle travels at constant speed and hence "Te can drm'.1 
on t.he response analysis and results presented in Chapter 2 to 4. 
It \'las shm'ffi thB,t successful response predict::'on required 
a knowled,ge only of the spectral density of a single track along 
the road. But, to design a ~;imulation techrliqu8 for a complete 
vehicle based on synunetrical inputs to both off-side and nea,:c-side 
,.,.heels is undesirable, espncially vlhen the final objective of the 
work may be durabiE ty testing. Thus, "Te mU3t endeavour to produce 
a test which "lill correctly simulate the four input signals, 
together "Ii th their related inter-dependence, ,vhich can be applied' 
to the four ,<[heels of the vdlicle. 
It \vill be shown in Section 5.3 that it is possible to obtain 
these s.i.gnals, \vi th the same spectra and cross spectra, as ,vould 
have been meo,8ured on the road. Although we are considering only 
the simulation of spectra, i.e. we shall b8 satisfied if at the 
,-,heel s of thL test vehicle all possible direct and cross-spectral 
densi ties are identical to tho':ie obtained on the road, if vTe ensure 
that our simulation signals are Gaussian, then the simulation 
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technique b~!,[;8d on SlX:C tY.';), \,;i 11 be 1J, comp] (:? te s,Lrnu1"itiuIl oi' tIE? 
excitation. It \'18S ~;ho1m in Gh;1.ptr:;l' IL ;)(~Gticm 1:0) (;hat t})." Load 
surfa.co uncluJ 8,tion~; '('feTe ;'J Gi~,llf:r:3i(3.J1 eli;, l;rii:mt:i,oYlo 
r1)ho mcUlocl outlim,(l in flection 5.3 fo:c the simulat5')Ji 
testing of complete vehicles may 1)8 applied to diuc:ceto COP1J)(jllCi1ts 
since the input spectra, to any componont in tlJe vehicle may be obtained 
Vlith recourse to the analysj.s of Chapter 3. It may not~ at fj,r:~t 
sight 9 be obvious "Illy one 8lJould adopt this tecbn:Lque for t2sttng 
indi vidual components and it is shm·rn in 8r,c ti on :So 2 that the more 
obvious form of testing, using prerecorded data, contains 'some 
major dr8.wbackf,~ in its application,. 
The equipil1ent necessary to perform either type of sinrdation 
test is noV! generally available and consists basically of fO'J.r or 
more servo~hydI'aulic ac tU8, tors which can be driven fr01;. any ,'x ternal 
source. There are yet many problems to be considered in the speoifica-
tion of such equipment and in the conditions of its use, but thEse 
"rill not generally coricern us here. 'vie i.,ri11 examine the two possible 
methods of supplying the external signal sources - the random 
excitation which the test vehicie or component will 'see t aA a 
simulation of the road surface rouL"':hness. 
5.2 Prototype-li 8.sed tes:!~l.rllL 
Tho most obvious form of simulation test is to measure 
displacements or stresses in a component i'lhi-:h forms part of a 
prototype vehicle under service conditions, and to apply such 
forces as Vlil1 reproduce similar effects in a similar component in 
the laboratory. 
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This technlqu8 1 although simple in pr.inc:i.ple 9 bas three ma.jor (lravl-
h::wks. 
i) Before any test can be c[:l;JTiGd out f a prototype vehicle h8,8 to 
be constructed t instrumented, and. then driven. over a series of test 
tracks to record a stress hi,~tory of the varicus components under 
test. 
ii) The application of the requisite forces and constraints to an 
isolated component can impose serious practical diffieulties. 
iii) If it should prove necesf3ary to modify any' part of a component 
under test (e.g, to stiffen a structural component), then It is 
only by installing the modified component in the origim:l.l vehicle 
and obtaining new stress histories that a properly modified test 
can be established. Testing the modified system with the original 
excitations could lead to serious errors in stress simulation. 
This last difficulty is an important one and can be 
illuminated by analyt.i,cal treatment of the problem. Consider for 
example the system shovln in Figure 66 where system 0: represents a 
p~'rticular component to be tested and system X the remainder of 
the system in service including the vehiele suspension. Suppose that 
Fa caUL'es a displacement za at the point a on system X and that 
,.Te are il:terested in the response z2 at the point 2 on 0:. The sy-stems 
are connec\'ed at the point 1 Vlhere they have a common displacement 
zl ani exper.:.ence equal and opposite forces F 1 & To provide a sui table 
test for the s.'rstem 0: in isolation it it::; necessary to ensure that 
z2 is properly simulated, and so that the proper force Fl is applied 
to it. 
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'l'hel!. the r8f;ponses and OXC.i. tcd;iol1S an] related by 
;60 , .. X F + X 'I' 00' 0 'cnJ 1 \ 
"'1 .. - /(lCl'o + Xnli'l 
zl - 0: 1 ( •.. 1".) 5.2 0 1 ~l .I. 
z'2 - 0:21 (-~]\) 
'-There 0: 9 X ar(} reccpta.nces (or transfer functions) re}Jresenting 
rs 1'8 -
the response at r to unit harmonic excitation at So 
Solving 5.2.1 for z2 in terms of 2"0 \'1e o'btain 
Z2 
0:21 X10 
---~~--~. -----.---
(XnXoo - AWAOl + X11/\OO ZO° 5.2.2 
This is the response which must be excited \·,hen the component 
(X is t2sted alone t and this will require imposing a force J~l ,,,hieh 
correctly simulates that in the combined system. 
Let us nOv1 consider instead of (X a modified system (3 (.figure 
67 ) and determine its response ,-,hen the force I~1 is applied to it. 
Let the response /:;2 in this test be denoted by z2 (r-3). 
From equations 5.2.1 the force 1"1 is given by 
1" 
AW 
1 --. (XnXoo - /\10/\01 + All Xoo ZOe 5.2.3 
vThence the rospon38 of system ~ alone is given by 
Z (~) - ~ A 21 10 
zO° 2 - (X11 XOO - X10X01 + X11AOO 
5.2.4 
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J' I l' th _1J\'leVer~ )~l rnct (lnf:S ,t r-; nec0:8[;a.J~T s in 5.?2 it is clear ~1at 
..... " Ie "~('in (J' } r d '~,r,' ] r, "01 ''( '. '1~' i .~.' n'.' y"'l lYf' 0'] t'h' ",-..c>' 'C', ,/ LL '~J';,["~" I 1a """p,n(,~C L ],ll OL,l ) J..L "-,-,,, 1."", .1LJ,ll, .. , ,F, )"",.)l0I.l.,8 "2 
liQuId j nf; tc!cl,d llav8 br:wn given by 
The ratio 
(X + 0) 
2.2 
z2 
(p) 
_. r:.-~-'~')- _. 
\.X -{- 0 
z2 
021 XlO 
.~'~'~--~--~'.~,,-,~~-~, - :z 
rill Xoo - XlOl\Ol -{- X11Xo -'0· 
f:ln Xoo - XlO X01 + 1(11 ':<00 
0: 11 XOO M X10Xcn + 1\11/(00 
5.2.5 
5.2 0 6 
relates ~he response of the system 0 to a test based on the service 
behaviour of 0: to that 5.n a correctly prescTibed test: it vlill not 
in gene ral be uni ty, and the extell t of its departure from uni ty "ri 11 
be a meaS1.1rC of the error "lhich has arisen. 
Unless 0:11 :::: 011 , the ratio given by eqnation 5.2.6 \vill 
bb effectively unity only if 
100n' and I~lll I 
X ')' . 2 
« ...l-1 .... '.Q.9 - ?'Ql \ 
X -
00 
5.2.7 
~lhe di.fficul ty is best illustrated by means of an example. 
Suppose that the system o:(and 0) is a chassis frame, and that X is 
the vehicle suspension, represented by figure 68. 
It can be sholm that 
U(f) = 
Xll XOO - XlO 
2 
---'"""---~---=-~-~~ 
AOO "" 
,,,here! ••• 
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mi - (P~.l + PI) 
PI (m~~-;T)- 5.2.8 
\'I11eJ':e P'I' :;:;; kT + iG:0T PI ~c k1 + iwcI ,. 
Clearly th8 magnitude of 11\ (r) I \<li1.t be i'requenc,y rlcpollCiord;,) 
8..:1(1 tter"" are :t':?,,:ne:ef; 01 fY'cquenc,lf \'/l1el'(~ :Lt way be expE:>cted to be snl~dL 
J<ligure G9 sho'lls h011 11\,( f) 12 va:1.'5.o:-; \'Ii th f1'Nj1)8no.y for a pcu,t.icula.r 
set of parmneter valuco:::~ 'C8,ken frol:) g public servico vehicle. 
Particularly for high values of frequency this must 1.imit the 
stiffnesses of alternati 1'8 cbar:si s frames to Hbich a single f:~pecified 
test ,,,ill R,p~lly. 
In tbis simple case where only a single excitation is 
involved 9 it is an eD.SY mat tel' to compensate the force "Thieh ,·I8.S 
obtained from 'elle (((-f-X) test 80 as to make it applicable to the nei,T 
(0:+f3) test. Further complexities arise, hm-rever y v,hen hlO or more 
inputs have to be considered. 
The 8.nalysis ",as carried out for the case i·,hen tyro inputs 
v'Gre con8-~dered and force compensation ",as also achieved. It was 
f01md that it required not just the simple multiplication of equat::'on 
5.2.G but a complex algebraic manipulation of the various roceptaneGs 
.:.n the syster!1. 
5.3 ~~cLed 0r!:..r08,.;,~tJ2Fofile spec1r8:. 
rr'he difficulties of prototype-based testing are avoided by 
a testing technique ,,,hich uses as input, d8,ta based on the road itseL". 
NOvT that adequate road profile data is available it is possible to 
IJroduce synthesised signals I·,hich represent the vertical displacements 
imposed by the road at tbe vehicle tyres. This type of input can be 
applied to a prototype vehicle, or indeed to a component in the 
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veh:Lc::'e }).t·ovicled t11e data is wCJt'Ji Lied -Co aL! 0'11 for the filte:cing' action 
of 'Lhe remai.ncle:c' of the vcb:i.clc, 
Cons:i der a tef3t :c:i f: coru: .. ,i.cting· o{ ~ electI'o~h:ydr8.1)J ie c1.ctru);tors· 
,{hiGh apply controLled. vprhcc~J displacemontf1 "to the 4 \·rl12cls of a 
complete vehicle under tef.d·,. It. is in fact pO~jpible to devJcJe a 
means of imposing suitable displacements at the four wheels without 
the necessity of making the vil)rators follovl actu8.1 point·-by--point 
road data, 8.S the following [H1alysis ,,,ill 81':.0"1. 
Suppose that t:,:iO par.:d.J.el tracks on a given road have profiles 
" ) D 
VL(x) and ,)n(x) for 1'1hioh the spectral densE:Les\:~(n), J1U/n)9 -JU/n) 
and.A~ (n) are knolm. Then if He deiine ne,·, variables 
/tr{x) -~ Ivn(X) 
YJ(X) ~ ['6R(x) 
+ ;'/ (x)'j /? d 1 .,.-t 
- ()1(x).1 /2b, 5.3.1 
where 2b is the track v~idth, and let 
(~ ~Ij~ 
-<fen) andd (n) be the spectra 
of the hlO ne'd signals defined by equation 5.4.1 them it "TaS Sh01-Tn 
in Chapter 2 (Section 2.6) that 
A"7{ . .:'/(,) J 1 + ,~n / (n) = ~" 2'~- - . D(n) 
)/-" hf 
<1 (n) 1 - 1L0ll j; (n) ::= -~-~'2 D 
2b 
",here /3 D (n) == "/L (n) == /!R CP..) 
n(n) 
,/x(n) 
== (fn~;;-) 
" 
and .} x(n) 0= /JHL (n) ::: 41R (11) 
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1 
5.3.2 
1 ,'- 'C' tl':o . c, c·,' ., '1" .'. e",n' "h" c.; , ". • •.. ,C>' ':0 j. 0 1 , • .'"" J.~ '(' ) ,t, l.~ ,l'~n ))o." •.• J.IJ .. <:; lO "J,j'J.Lu,l.,.Q 1111COIJ.LL'A,v8C .::>,LDllcL,u X, 
and '(1'( .) ,\' ,1' 1 ~,,'Q n"c, , t, "" 'J' "r.'''' 'j' ",e, c"'·"", I X \'.,1J,(.1 In'.,-, »Jk,C,J d" I •.. dol "le" ::',1,,([, :) (l jo 2 I> 
It TfJlne,:i.118 0111y to (;C):-nl1 j.110 tllesr~ to give the )'cqi.tired 
displ<LcGf!wnts a't tlle I1h081s o~' Uw ',,·;hi.c18 < )f ( v) c,.· (x) A " '/,r, - , i/o':. 3(X)j /[(x) 
are the :c'equired eli spl~l,ceillcmffl d,L the flev8ral \'lJ18els an nmnbered i.n 
Fic,'ur8 7 these are related t.o <,(x) and yr(x) bY' the (';quations 
If the signals 't)(x) , "fCx) are stored on ta,pc or are cligi tally 
generated the translations such as that from "i)Cx) tOj(x+a) and 
the transfer from;'/x) to zC t) an" easily enough accomplished. 
The definitiori of the four imposed displacements by 5.3.3 
~ompletes the specificatioYt of the test. The imllosi tion of tho 
de~ired displacement at each ~heel is then accomplishod by suitable 
contI',1 sys tems. 
Where it is not possible to test a complete v'ehic1e a test 
011 the sall'e principle can be devised, at least in the case vlhere 
the behavioll,r of a constant velocity vehicle is to be simulated, in 
,.,hich the anal.rsis, prese;1ted in Chapter )} is used to replace 
some part of the cornplet8 test specification. The test must noV! 
consist of displacements imposed at the pointF~ at '-/hich the component 
to be tested is in contact \vi th the remainder of the vehicle. 'fhe 
spectral densities of those imposed displacements must be determined 
by analys5 N and signals having t110S(>' spectral densities must tl18n 
~. 1(10 -. 
be H,IJpJ.ied e 
5.4 
A sirnu]ation test 1)ased on the ana.lysis of Section 5.) call 
be applied through the "uheels of any four vrheeleu vebicle ir':cespcctivG 
of vehicle, I'lheelba[w or track vid.th. 'j1he input sigr18.1s which repr€;sent 
the i;.lposecl d:i.splacements and aro exp:cec~18d .Ln equation ).3.3 can 
be defined from a knowledge of the direct flrectral denr3ity of tbe road 
ctnd the coherency function. Horeover 9 if 1,'12 are prepared to 3,SSllme 
that the road fJurfftCe roughn~ss is cnara,cterised by a .co1[lJ2.lg<Gg~l:Y: 
h or!~2B:.~.llf.2.u s _i\iQ::slLT!lE: n s ion g.(;t~~f1.&::'l1}_....r§ll~lQ!£l....J21::S)C e ? s ? an d t hi S 8 e c: Illd 
to be a :ceason3,ble assumption in the cases of the routes considered 
in this thesis, then a cOlTI}Jlute road simulation, cOIIlplets, tha's is~ 
in tho present context, can be performed vi th only a kno,lledge of 
the autocorrelation function of any longitudinal track along the 
road. For it \'JaS shO\m .. in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7) that the 
coherency function describing the relati.onship bet'Heen tvlO parallel 
tracks a vridth 2b apart could be o'I-Jtained from the autocorrelation 
function through the relationDhip: 
(D ( F ) CO ( '\;: ) CQ ( J -: ~,'---2 ) 
A RL' == j\. LH;' =..... S + 4 b 5 .• 4. J. 
Thus the method of road description and classification 
proposed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) in \<Thich -road surface spectra 
were approximated by the simple povler la\;, ro1a1 ionshiD 
.J(n) == l(n )(22....) -"", for n :S n 1 o n 0 0 5.4.2 () ( ) (n ) ~\'l for !l >;. n I =: 1 n \-~.- 2 
'. 0 'n ' 0 
" 
0 
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( . \h " '."J vcn .1-Ll 'J' ,i,llle r:) , -_.. . \H .~. 'G!18 l).col)of3ea }J".raDJ(ner va .ue!::~ ) lS sUI1IClont 
materi.al on whiclt to found the proposed simulation test. 
Generation of the imposed displacement ~ignals presents 
no major d ifficu1ty. SII1NOZUKA [45] haf] shmrn tho, t a GauSS:li3Jl :r'cmd(lfo 
stationary process v1i th a zero mea11 value vrhose specb:um is given by 
8(0)) c<-.... n be si.mulated by the vlay of the series 
z(t) 
1 
2 -
a (~.) 2 
N 
If 
?~;l COs ((A) t + y ) r 1." 5.4.3 
\'1here 2 . 2( )' o == < z t '7 ; and 0) (r ::= J.. 2 ••• N) a:ce inde penden t random r 
variables identical1y distributed -vlith the density function p(W)-::,::p(0J) 
given b:~t 
p( (tl) 8(.»)/02 5. lt.4 
and y' are independent random variables identicaJly distributed 'ITi th 
r 
the uniform density 1/(2-n;) beh!een 0 and 2n$ 
The input signals to the vehicle have their complete spectral 
info;'mation contained in equation 5.4.2 0 The siwulation technique is 
to geneC'ate the signals 'zr(x) and '~f(X) 7 Hi th spectra given by 
equation ].3.2, using the method outlined above and then add these tyro 
uncorrelateo. signals to obtain the required input signal, e~g. 
'?5'I (x) =: 'i)(x) + b ['<x) 5.4.5 
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.An~ 2~1 terrlB~ ti VG rne tl10d used to p:r'ov':Lcl(~ th() fav.r' :i,rnpGs ed eli :3plaJ~c-' 
"'-.~ .r'~ 1 ~ 'h·'J' .1 b'" ,n c' f' 0····'·Lr·j (>. "'··"·Lr,-,· (,., I' )""1·",'L') mell G~. c,~.,(. )e o,C .LevGO. d )Y,eu.l1.) CH LC ~)]J, J .. nb 0 .. 11"" ~)("ue 01 (.1.{,.l. 00,. 
fili'.CI·S to 1.:le uncorrelatod. outpLtL; of two l'andol1l 'i'ihite noi,;e gcmer8,tors~ 
Identical high }J8.HS and 101-! P:1S8 filters If.). th f8,11"'oJ0f rates I'a.nging 
from 3dB to 9 dE per octave can be applied to each noise Generator 
to establish the tvro basic uncorrelated sig~na18 .;/x) and '/'(x) 
required for the test. The- varying f'alJ.~off Tcdes enable spectra 
with any expone:.G 11 to be realised, and the coherency fUJ1ction to 
be approximately reproduced by a 101" pass filter. 
Basio testing equipment requirements ca.n be simply 8stablished. 
}'o:c complete vehicle simulation, 'vi th inputs 8.pplied directly through 
the tyres the vibrator stroke~ velocity and acceleration requirements 
can be evaluated as follows. 
The sig11al applied to each vibrator is given bYt for example, 
frcrn e<;uation 5.3.3 
/t 1 (x) =: .~ (x) + b tV' (x) 
, 
The spectrum .·Jl (n) can be obtained: 
/Jl (n) 
,,;; 2 ,'l/r 
.;} (n) + b /J (n) 
= [~~n) 2 1 - (1/( n)l fi ( ) + b 0 --~-;z.u- \ /: D n 
2b ~ 
from equation 5.3.2 
== j~(n) 
with the expected result. 
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5.4.6 
5.4.7 
Her:ce the input sfJoct:cwn to tbe vehicle C8.n 'be 8valuHtod by 
eombining oquations 5.4.7 ;mrJ 5,4c?', aml thi," \·d,11 :reprc:sc:llt the 
displa~ement spectDlm of the vibrator stroko} Hh(f) • 
v\') ,-,1 /}(n ) . \ '"\'7! Sh(f) .- 1, no j 1:1 n . 0 0 
vlr1 I( ) ['\ -V! 2 
,- v /(' n n n 
"j 0 
no" 0 
frho mean squ:u'e val'tw is given by 
.~v 2 
°h 
where fm 
1 r :::0 8h (f) df f2 
:= /J(n) VWt-1 n 'ltl, 
, 0 0 
+ /J(n ) y'V2-1 n .... 12 o 0 
n v 
o 
== ~f(n )yw,-l n \V I 
o 0 
fro {-VI I df 
f2 
r f-w2 df f 
m 
1 (f 1-·", I _ f 1-VI I ) 
1 - W ill 2 I 
+ 
~J(n )y\{2-1 n \-12 _l_ (f I-w2 _ [ 1-"'2) 
o 0 1 - w2 1 In 
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504.8 
5.4.9 
IJ1he waxinrum piston Gtroke is t11t:ll &,'1 yen by 2 \ 'db 1dilcH'8 ~\ is tlY;J nl1Jilber 
of standard dcvia,tion:J, Ii f~ irni JU,T S \/ i 11 Y i c: 1 d tl}(.:) nnx:i lTI:;111 
] . t " 'l ' . , .1 vC'. OC.1 y ano 8 .. cee. eritT,:u:m reC]1J1.:CC:lI!c'l"J \;8" 
This siml)le form of an.aJ,YEd.G shmm hmr basic inf0rmati011 san 
be o1Jtaincc1 regi:trd:i.Yl{;' test cqtl.ipmcmt spccificEti;ion, a.nd could (3)'iily 'be 
exp8,ndcd, u.tilising the' response anaJ,ysi.s of C1Japter 39 to provide 
the complete equipment specification necessary to proviCi,c an accurate 
simulation of );oac1 s1xrface roughness. 
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C}TAJ?I1Ijn 6 
r;O:NCI,USJONS 
The major finc1ingc; of this vlOrk are: 
1) RoaC surface undulations may be treated and nne,lysed by 
consideration of their statistical properticm as member functions 
of a stationa.ry random Gaussian process. Th:cee road sut'face models 
have been proposed and their properties analysed and presented using 
standard techniques based on the existing theory of random vibration. 
In the first instance? it ",as shovm that the road could be 
considered as a cyllndrical surface \vith random properties in the 
longi tudinal direction. Complete desc:ciption ,,,as thus provided by 
the spectral deDsity of a single track along the road in the direction 
of traverse. 
Secondly f a more realist-ic picture 'vas obtained by consideration 
of the surface a~: consisting of a m('.."u1. random track v,i th a randomly 
varying, constant lateral slope for ea-,~.h longitudinal increment. 
Specification of this form of surface recl11ired either a knmrledge of 
the two uncorrelated spectra of the mean tr.'3..ck and lateral slope 
va,riations, or, as v-ras demonstrated in Chapter 2, the direct spectrum 
of any track along the road together ,·Ii th the coherency function 
betvreen hro pa:r.all(~l tra.cks. The sur-.faGe format suggested must preclude 
any variation in either the direct spectrum or in the form of the 
coherency functJ_on for varyi.ng tr2,ck "Jj~l.th. 
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Fin3l1y, consideration of the roaJ surface as part of a two 
dirnerlsiclYll:l,l completely hOlllogoncou,,:: random In'oGes:';; Hrt8 S}lOlfll not 
only to prolidJ~ a practical and plaunible dl.;:JGript.ion of the actual 
sur.face~ lJUt also -Go allo\'! for :L ts comple Jve descripti.on to be provided 
by a single 8,U Locorrelrd;ion function; t.his latter function being 
evaluated from any longitudinal track. It '-las shov.TI that the cohe:roncy 
function for any pair of longitudinal tracks conld be derived, vrith 
cha.racteristics which varied with track Hidth. Hence a s:lngle direct 
spectral uensi ty function f::C rves as the exhcrnstive probability char8.o-
teristic required to define rOd,cl. surfaces, and a mn'J road classification 
method is proposed based on this function. 
2) The theory of rand 8m vibration has been applied to the problem 
of deter)'lJining the response of vehicle components to road slHface 
exci ta tion. A responsp, theory h8,s been developed in ,·:hieh the various 
forms of road suy-face description specify the excitation environment. 
Simple relationships beh(een the response and excitation spectral 
densi ties '-lere obtained not only for the case of a single input system, 
but also for a system vi th four inputs and a vehicle model ,-,i th as 
sophisticated dynamics as may be necessary. 
HO\~ever, it ",as shown that a very simple road~·vehicle model 
gave surprisingly good prediction of the response of a given vehicle 
component i a more sophisticated vehicle model wi th i:;yw inputs gave 
even better results. A model wi tb four inputs "laS examined and found 
to give virtually no improvement for the particular component considered. 
It '-las suggested that unless the component of interest requires 8, four 
input model for geometric compatibility, or unless the coherency function 
- 107 _. 
of the exci tati.on depa:ctr' from 1JJlity ti-G D. very 10\,; fnoquelJcy? i:nc'cca.seQ 
soph:i.:3tication of tbe Ychicl,::o rnodcl to a cu;::c vd.th four inpu LcJ con.1Q 
not he just.ified" VcllicJJ! TCE;ponS8 to ro",c1 sLJ,Tfa(:,c; undula:;ioTlcJ must 
ahlays prodomillcl.\;e at the lO'dcl~ fJ,'equcmcy end of t.he Bpec trum. 
3) A novel technique for the laboratory simv1atioll of vehicle 
response to 2'08d surface roug}mcc3f> has bcon <'leve1ovod \'ihiclJ ,1S baseJ 
on the s-tatistieal pro1l8rties of tlw :road. f31..lrface and }l(3nC8 independent 
of the dynamic characteri.stics of the vehicle. It; waf; shovn that ".;r)~_s 
has a major advantage over otheJ.' methods anc1 9 if proporly developed, 
seems likely to provide a ver;,' good simulation of vehicle response to 
road profile undulations. 
No simulation can be porfect t and -,l:;here are of course certain 
factors "rhich have not been considered here. The effect oJ" rollinG 
tyros c8..nnot easily be reproduced: certain components \'Till be heavily 
stressed due to cornering or acceleration: a stationary random Pl'OC8f'.3 
cannot exactly reproduce, the profiles of a real road sin(~e occasional 
large irregularities as potholes have been removed from the analysj,s. 
But certainly the founding of a te~t specification on basic road 
properties does seem likely, even in .i.ts basic form, to offer Fl. 
meaningful type of test "/hich has not previously been availab1e. 
vThile every effort has been made to l)rovide experimental 
verification of the theoretical analysis of rGad surface roughness 
and vehicle response, it is recogni.sed that thi}' must bo limited. 
'll}}e resul ts of this ,.,ork must therefore be t.aken as providing a 
sound theoretical treatise of the problem, and,althou(?,'h the results 
may not be a'pplicable in every case! it has b!3en shown that there 
- 108 ~. 
is sOlmd just:iLiceJtion th,::;,t "eDt=; proposed tJ-wo:cy of profile exci ted 
vehiclc) response, 'based on th~; theory of J:'imdom vi b:cation 9 can 1)C; 
applied to provide suf.U.cicn-t; jllfo:cm8~tjo:J ["bout ro<,;(1 surface 
descrip"tion, accu:rate vord.cle re:';oonSd vrodictioll and a bg,sic form 
of simulation testo It must ue rGIll(:mbered? hovwver 9 that this forms 
only part of tbe overall px-obJ.e!n of vehicle resp(mue. Fluch i-fork needs 
to be done to provide the complete response or completE; simulation 
of a vehicle's excitation environment. 
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C8Tfl 
MIRA Report 1969/10 
}'a ti,'y,ue Ij. fe of Simple Bridg(~s; 
A.. [;ensil;i va Study 
Columbia Uo'J\wh. Report NOD 8 
l~S]i'~GK 38se 
APPE:~-
!lJ~.§:'LliY~ 0 fJi()ii:sL~~ ~:.iillDi1_~,~~.;_;.;::~:...~~ c,._ •• _~'J .. " ,_~;;.-"._ 
'Jlhe r.cference lc::-tters ::md loc2,tions a:CG taken from HoLfi.A. HOT-'ort 
'\10 1970/') T'he "ut"O('+j-re :catinr~'" ;"i,ry fTC)!) i'l i (v"rv "'!DOOr-)) to ifi"- (very ,U (I • c. .~...... I:» ) ,) 'V..J _ \- '" ••• -t:'~') V ( • ~ ~ __ '" L c ~ ,,, _ J .:> i d - \. - \ --
rc,ugh) a,nd are the rCl.ting given to the rO;:1f1 by several H.LE.A" engin(;eI's. 
lYi,. LH.A. 
Hef e 
'ehe roads ar.c gi YCll in th:cc(; section::1 
}'10to1..'1:1'r-J,":/8 ; 
Prillci_pal i(o;:.tcls, 
jl1inor Hoads. 
They are arranged in ascendine; ordor (If their lCno) value f 
\'I'.1t11 11 :::: ;~ c/me 
o ,.J~ 
I10TCl 111') A YS 
~~""'''''''<='''-''~''"'-'-=-~J 
_~ ___ ,-..-~_~.~ __ ~ __ ~._~_-___ ~!\-=-_=-~_ .... ~~ __ ~ __ ~_----...~ _______ .=_~m ___ '
Location . Subjectivc~ 
Rat.i.ng 
Roo.d Spectrum 
at Sp3.tia1 
}"requency 
1<''113/C I Cl\13 Ie 
Upper 
Slope 
\-11 
._' ___ C'~, 
J~ __ 
~----------
BK 
AU 
BF 
U 
A'vl 
V 
A1 
J3IJ 
BZ 
DA 
AZ 
AY 
High Speed Circ'J.i t 
M.l.R.A. Proving Ground 
Ost.end-Brussel Autobahn 
Jabbeke 
Autoroute Al. 25 Km N. 
of Paris 
Ml. Leicesters~ire 
Cologne-Bonn Autobahn 
8 Km S. of Cologne.· 
MG. Staffordshire 
Ostend-BrusselsAutobalm 
Ghent 
Horizontal Tvin 'f:r:-ack 
Straight. M.LE.A. 
Proving Ground 
Ostend-Brussels Autobahn 
Bruges 
Autoroute du Sud 
31 Km S. of Paris 
Cologne·-:Frankfurt 
Autobahn Vliesl)aden 2 
b 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
b 
b 
a 
c 
0.000078 2.20 2.89 
0.00009 2.55 2.86 
0.00014 4.00 1.87 
0.00016 4.53 1.75 
0.00016 4.53 1.66 
0.00043 12.18 1.70 
0.00044 12.45 l.80 
0.00069 19.59 2.03 
0.00079 122.49 1.84 
0.00081 123.02 1. 52 
0.00096 127.04 1.96 
Cologne-Frankfurt c 0.~0174 149.21 1.46 
Au to bahn Viies baden ___________________ . ~_J _____ _ 
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-Lo~:~' r --1 
Sl()~De ' 
1.r 1'2 
-~~I 
1.53 
1.46 
1.44 
1.11 
1.08 
1.06 
1.57 
1.28 
1.eo 
1. 27 
1 ~)a t~/ 
PIUNCJPAL I\oAD~) 
I. 1. "RoA" I Location I Subjective [ nOHd Spectrum a.t Upper Lmler 
tef. I .llatirlg ~;pa Ual Frequency Slope Slope' 
7- 7- vr I" Ft)/C; Cf.·e/G '1 "2 
BP E. Horndon Essex h 0.00017 4.92 2.89 1.57 
BE~ N20 N. of }<;tampes 47 Km 0.00030 6.55 2.57 1.61 
S. of Paris 
11.0 11.5 High Cross b 0.00039 11.02 2.82 1.13 
Vlarl'lickchiT8 
AC' 
.) iV(0l18-·Brussels ]if7 13 Km b 0.00049 13.87 2.10 L55 
N. Of Sojgnes 
AD AS Hugby VlarvliclGJhire b 0.00085 24.10 1.18 1. 33 . 
AE 11.5 Headon Northant[~· b 0.00096 27 .04 2.41 1, 49 1 
AB 11.5 Atherstone b 0.00132 37.33 1.81 2. 09 1 Vlarwi ckshire 
Z Coleshill Warwickshire c 0.ocn62 45.92 1.67 1.17 
BU Luton Bedfordshire c 0.00166 46.99 1.77 1.36 
BH :N347 L 5 Km E. of 0.00178 50.36 1.63 1 za .. )/ 
Les Haeres 
BG NJ.6 VI. of st. Pol Sur d 0.00263 74.48 2.07 1.15 
Ternoise 
BE N191 0.4 Km S. of 0.00302 85.92 1070 I 1.00 
Ba11ancourt 
BC D17 VI. of Ballancourt 0.00372 105.21 2.34 1.61 
35 Km. S. of Paris 
BtT N347 0.4 Km W. of 0.00417 118.04 2.25 1.42 
Les Noeras 
1. 7) I BD D17 W. of Le Bouchet d 0.00479 _135' 53 2.16 35 Km. S. of Paris 
Ai\. Coventry Wandckshire d 0.00510 141.92 1.43 1.441 
_J 
---- --~ 
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J,l.1oFt.fl o 
nef. 
J,Jocation Su1)jcctiv8 
}la,ting 
Hoad Sp8ctrum at 
Spatjal Frequency 
PC) Ie I C1-1) Ic 
1Jpper 
Slope 
1,r 
"1 
LO'.'e:!.' 
Slope 
,.' 
'/2 
__ ="""""1',,,,=·~ __ ,,,,,,,,{ ___ ~~_·-=<=,,_.=_=~.-.==_~,....=<._~·'< .... ~=_=_~~'"~~f_,,,,"'-'''_''-~"""",~~-="=""",~~~u,-~~<"-=-,,","---,~--",,,,~--,,,"~,-t·~"-"~--~",,=--...--t;=---.......",."=-~-~ ~--c~- i 
BM 
EN 
BVl 
BR 
H 
Bn 
C 
'vI 
BQ 
AP 
B 
Y 
13S 
BY 
AlI 
x 
AG 
BT 
AN 
BX 
AlVJ: 
J 
AQ 
AY 
AH 
Dunton Essex 
Gladbach~Erp 30 Km 
S. vI. of Cologne 
Beeley Derbyshire 
Private Drj.ve Essex 
Eednesford 
Staffordshire 
E. Horndon .!<issex 
Huntingdon 
Staffordshire 
:B'oss8way vJarl"rickshire 
E Horndon };ssex 
10 Km N. of Hons 
Gailey Staffordshire 
Slaley Derbyshire 
Private Drive 
Bedfordshire 
Luton Bedfordshire. 
Harket Bosworth 
Leicestershire 
l<'osseVlay Leicestershire 
Upton Leicestershire 
Luton Bedfordshire 
6 Km N. of Hons 
c 
cl 
c 
c 
d 
d 
e 
d 
d 
d 
d 
Beeley Derbyshire f 
2 Km S.YI. of Ghent f 
Pew'M.loR.A. Proving f 
Ground 
5 Km. E. of Mons f 
Ghlin 5 Km N. of Hons f 
4 Km E. of Mons f 
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0.00026 
D.00026 
0.00081 
0.00085 
0.00112 
0.00120 
0.00123 
0.00166 
0.00234 
0.00234 
0.00234 
0.00288 
0.00288 
0.00331 
0.00347 
r 0.00398 
0.00447 
0.00457 
0.00724 
0.00955 
0.01202 
0.01738 
0.02239 
0.03802 
0.2138 
7.36 
7.36 
23.02 
24.10 
31.71 
34.04 
34.84 
46.99 
66.38 
66.38 
66.38 
81.67 
81.67 
93.72 
98.18 
112.73 
126.49 
129.43 
205.14 
270.42 
340.44 
492.09 
633.93 
1076.57 
6054.02 
2.72 
1.54 
::>.67 
1.96 
3J'8 
2.19 
2.30 
2.~0 
2023 
2.10 
2,.38 
2.48 
2.56 
2.90 
1.66 
2.11 
2.14 
2. :to 
1.46 
2.16 
1.63 
3.49 
2.14 
3.1) 
1.34 
1,46 
1.20 
1.60 
1.42 
1.52 
1.41 
1.24 
1. 21 
1. 96 
1.26 
0.95 
1.58 
1. 23 
1.47 
1.04 
1.44 
1. 55 
1.43 
1.46 
1.64 
1. 39 
1.17 
1.18 
1.88 
2.01 
! 
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APPENDIX ;::> 
~"'.,.,=,>~ -",~,,----"""..-..... ~-. 
lJ.'he 
~~=~~"'-<-.,-
A brief description of the mea~mrernent and "lnaJ.ys:i 8 techniques 
developed during the course of this 'l-101'k, and usee. to estimate road 
and response spectra, is givenG 
A201 MeG,sureman1; of road surface ~ndu1[J,t:ions 
The surface undulations of the routes Ay Band C presenteci in 
ChaptEH' 4, Section 4.3, ':lere measured by the same su:cvcy technique. 
Reduced levels '-Tere obtained for tvlO parallel tracks, 4 ft. (102m) 
apart, and rurming for distances of the order of 0.5 to 1 mile 
(0.8 - 1.6 km). 1'he levels \'lere recorded in three sots \'lith a 
different longitudinal spacing b.x: 
1) the complete distance at AX == 4 ft. (102m) 
2) 3/4 of the complete distance at AX == 2 ft. (0.6m) 
3) 2 separate lengths of around 1/8 of the complete distance at 
6x == 1ft. (0.3m). 
'rhis I'lould ensure that the complete frequenc;'r range of the spectrur,: 
vTaS covered \'lith a minimum time spent on the field measurement. 
Typical progress ,,,as in the region of 130 levels POI' hour. 
The levels vrere read to 0&01 ft. (3mm) \Vi t.h an a11m'Table error 
of :!: 0.005 ft \1.5 mm). 'l'his in turn "lOuld produce typical errors 
in the spectrum of around 107~ at vravelengths of 10 ft. (3m) and 
1% at vravelengths greater than 25 ft. (7.5m). 
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The data so obtained JL<O T'ep:cesent the random p:l'ocess l:/}(x)1 
v 
"Tas thus in the fo:cm of discrete sampl8f3 of finite length, and 
consideration of thl: analysis tec.hniques developed to obtain an estjmate 
of tl10 "t::.'UO" ro,),d spectrum ),11.)9 i8 given in Section 112.2. Prior 
to tl1is anctlysis 9 hO\'lever, prelillli,na:cy fil teri.ng· vr8,!:! carried out on 
the dat8. as explairwc1 i.n the toxt, Section 4.3. 
A2 ~ 2 An@:lx§i s "_ 0 f ~~0'ls!~'ll.l]' face .!::S?EEfl1l§,E_ 
The defi11itions for the correlation i\mction, ~K(6)? and the 
road spectrum, J(n) given in the text, havf) l)een based on a continuous 
(in)fini to signal "ri th the Fourier transfo.cm of the correlation fUllction 
defined for all lag values, O. In order to evalllate these functions, 
ho'wever, "Te must introduce the idea of discrete, finite data, Le. ':Ie 
must be prepared to carry 011t our analysis \vork OD the serieS of discrete 
sampled values "Thich represent the signal of finite length character-
ising the road. fl'ha t is, ,,,e have a signal (1)Y(X) in the interval 0 <.;" x~x 
max 
and ue sample values of 1/x) at equidistant intervals bx to obtain 
a sequence of N discrete observation8 -1<- /'-< 0',( Ul (J2 ••• ON· 
Before proceeding further it is necessary to state ui tho,1t 
proof some theorems and ideas related to the handling of discrete Q'1ta. 
'l'he sampling theorem attributed to SHANNON LAl] states that if the pO\le:c 
in D'(x) is limited to a band less than 2:'-, then fJampling at an inter%l _ux 
of /:'x enables one to reconstruct the signal uniquely. 
Secondly, if A(in) and '3(x) are an. integJ:'al Fouri.er transform 
pair 
D(x) = 
Cb j 1)(x) e -i2n:nx 
1 
_"-'} dx 
j':( in) ei21lllX 112.1 dn 
J 
i.e. A(in) -
'-c<:' 
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a~flcl 'dO defir!.o the di8cre~~e }?(rLJ,r.ic)~ tranr:form to 1)(; 
N,~l 
A(r) »~ 
k,;:O 
/Z/(k) c,··i2n:kr/N 
o 
r 0~11~~ ., ••• H, 
11.2.2 
then provided '/ is sampled fl'om )j(x) at equally spaced points ',: ilk 
(Nyquist samples) thEm A(r) is closely related to A(in). It is 
beyond the SCO}Y] of this not8 to expand on tbis point a,nei further 
information can be obtained from COCH1{MT L~2] (1967) and COOLEY 1)31 
(1969). 
Lastly, all the theOJ7ems relating to the integral transform 
e.g., convolution; are app}icable to tl1e discrete case, 
A2. 2.1 §j;,anda~l?_d He-t:.}!O~~~I~cKHA:;,~nilir }V~etl1og._of~,QpectFaUr~~ysis k-ell 
The correlation function is evaluated from the sampled data 
and the spectrum through its Fourier trcl-nsforrn. Since the correlation 
function :is an even .function of b9 vTe can define the ltone-sidedtl spectrDJJl 
to be 
,,,here 
,,J(n) .-
\Q(o) ::;;: 
rOO> 
4 J ~(o) cos 2nnbdb 
0 
, 
lim ---
x 
x ,-!,.'tc max 
max 
A2.3 
x 
max j-r-1fex) /~ex+6) dx 
x 
max 
2 A2.4 
The continuous signa1 9 r)~x), w:i. th zero lllean value, is s8xnpled 
at equal intcrvglc 9 (.\X, to obtain the finite series;5i: for k::: 0,), 
2, •••• N-l. fr1he choice of AX rnuflt 1)0. S1.1.Cll that the 1argest frequency 
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in tbe record 
1 A:?5 n 0::: 2 I" Y C _ , •.• 
. It is obvious that Vlhel't)".l:; the cOI'l'o:Jation function defined by 
equation 11.2.4 is cva.luated for all lag' vallJJ?s, 'b, in the discrete case 
of N s8.rnples, it 'Hill not be possible to obta,in an infinite n1unber of 
lag values, and moreover~ it is usually not desirable to use lag 
values longer than abou·t 51:, 107~ of the record lengtb LA4'~1 
vie therefore replace equation il.2. 4 lly an appaJ'cmt correlation 
funct.ion for the cliecrete case. One COlYunon estimator: of this function? 
and used in this present I'lOrk is given by 
~(r) 
for r ::: 0,1,2, 
= 
1 
N-r 
N-r 
\-~crk + r 
L--k::::O 
•• " II t> • " co 0 " It e Ii In, ''li th 
A2o~ 
{; ::: r bx 
rrhe number of la.g values y m, decides the equivalent frequency 
bandvlid th of the spectrum in the frequency inter'.'a1 (0, n ) c 
B = e 
2nc 
m 
1 
- m Ax A2.7 
and fm' small statistical 1mcertainty in the spectrum estimates ,,,e 
should cht)ose m« N since the maximum number of degrees of freedom 
is 2N/m. Bllt, unfortunately, high resolution vlill re8ul t 'l'/hen m is 
large t and a .')ompromise si tua tion has deve loped. 
Because the apparent correlation fUYlction A2.6 has no value 
for {;)- () ,''Ie nn .... st replace this function by a modified correlation 
max' 
"-
f1.mction :r<. ({;) "lhich is definc,d for aU 0 0 ':['his is achieved by 
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·',eJ 
multi plytng the a pparen t corre 1a tion fUl1di on ~2( 0) 1\" [)~ pre S ori bed 
even function of 0t p( 0) sub,ject to the :eestriction that 
p(o) -, 1 
1 p(o) := 0 o )-0 . max 
A2.8 
, .... .'"'-, 
i .. e o ~«( 0) = (~? (0) p(o) A2.9 
This ne", function may not be a good 8still1£J~t8 of the true 
cOl':celation function \Q( 0) 9 but its Fou:cier tram;form gives a VOJ.] 
respectable estimate of the true spectrum /J(n) [A4 J. 
The function used for p( 0) is the lag \·Ji.ndmof, \,lhose use is 
called ltHamming" 
p(o) = no 0.54 + 0~46 cos -6~ 
ma.x 
o 
101 <:: 0max 
101>- 0max 
Further functions for PCb) may be found in references 
[A4, A5, ASJ 
A2.10 
Hm'lever, one of the advantages of the digital techniqu," is 
tha t instead of modifying the apparent correlation femction as i1' 
,-. 
equation A2.9 it is possible to evaluate a"rough" Sl)0ct:CUll1, ,1(n), 
from the apparent correlation function and then linearly "smoothli 
or convolve this spectrum with the spectral ",ir).dm'! Qen) 
cQ)~responding to p( 6). (The tra.nsform of a product; of ti-IO signals 
yields the convolution of the transfo:t'ffiS of each signal). Moreover~ 
if the rough Sl)8ctruffi is evaluated for a frequency interval 
1 
2~o-
max 
1 
2m f\X 
~. 123 
A2.H 
this provides for m/2 independent spectral estimates (since t1w::;o 
2n 
o 
at points less than 
HI 
:n 9 apcu·t; vrj.ll [-)8 cOl"'r'elatGd)f 
(: 
and 
the spectral "lindo", simplifies to wllootli:!.ng adjcwent points vlj.tii 
the weights 0.239 0.')49 0.25. 
'de can noV{ eVc;'v1uCl>te the "rough" s:[l('ctruln be moans of J.;hc 
discret8 l<'cnn:-ic];' transform which for the case of 8> real even fU'LcI.:,ion 
can b8 \11.'i eten oW lA3 ~\. 
)I(n) :::: 2 l~x. t(~ (0) + 2 
where (.l :;~ 2n6n tJ 1.' 
m-l 
l.~ cQ (k) r [I) 0-' J cos ~ + (·~1)· ;L(m) 
k==l 
) r. 2n: (k I'-x • 2m~i\~ n k1.' m 
r = 0,1,2 9 •••••••••• m 
A2.12 
Irhe final "smoothed" estimates of the spectrum a):'8 obtain8d 
by 
1\ 
j(n
r
) tv ry l' 0.23.J(n 1) + 0.54 j(n ) + 0.23 ~(n 1) 
r·- r r+ 
A2.13 
1\ 
andA'(n ) is our sampled estimats of the true spectrum.4.n), ,·,hieh 
r 
is used in the :m:tin body of the te.ct. 
A2. 2.2 Dirac t m,~:td~.£SL~us~.!l~_!."!1e Fas :L~X~.:...8r~a1~?for~of 
COOLEY and 'J'UKEY .lA6} 
---=--..........,.~""'-.---- . 
If'1>k is our sampled signal of N po.i.nts \ve can evahla te using 
the F eli'. T. algorithm the discrete Fourier traYlsforrn for the N point 
sequence. N-1 
AI.' = 2 ·r k e ~i21~kr/N A2.l4 
k::::o 
for r 0.1,2~ oeo"'.~"'(Ioe(;!'''&"" N ~ 1 
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/ 
li'orming the modulus ~JCJuared of HJ.e cornplex \:. coeffLcientFJ 1;l8 
evaluate the periodogram I(n) \-!ll'i.ch is not, unf'ortunately? a [c;00(1 
estim;::tte of the sl)octrum. 
vThere n 
l' Nf',X 
I (n ) ~-
I' 
r ::: 0,1, 
Ax 
N. 
III 12 
J. 
t. - Q ¢. .. 0,) t> {.< 
N/2 
11.2.15 
(It is Horth noting that although N l'eal d~lta points Here transfOJ:1110c1 
to N .. 2 complex freq uency vaJ:Ll.e s (A aDd A are Teal) ~ due to the 
. 0 n . 
·x~ .N-
PrOY'f)rty that A == 11. ;::: J\.hT (i.e. 
. 1: r -J:' .n-r 
maximum frequency in the reco:cd in n 
c 
N 
are redundant for '2 <:. r <.. N). 
seqU8nceYi~ is real) and since our 
== .;:1;..,.. va.lue s of A a:nd I (n ) 
~ 6x r r 
It remains nova matter of smoothing the spectrum vIi th an 
appropriate YTindovl~or multiplying the o:ciginal data by a prescribed 
function defined for all values of distance, x. Examples of smoot[,ing 
functions may be found in Teference LA 71 . 
Programs based on botb of these analysis techniqu8s were 
dGveloped by the author and. used to establish the es timate of the road 
spec l;rum~ J(n). The latter technique, based on the F .1". ~~. algorithm, 
was USG1 mainly for the response analysis, since a narrower analysis 
band\vidth could more readily be obtained. 
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The J)arametcr:3 of the "b'TO test veb:icles il and J3 are g:Lvnn 
in Tables Al amJ A2 respectiv(cly. '1'ho follmring' nOCf:1S apply to 
both sets of pax·ameters. 
1. The "total mews was assumed distributed behreen front and, rear 
suspension in such a way that the pasition of the centre of 
gravity? G, Has lIlaint8,ined. 
2. A balf-I'lidth model \-laS considered; all masses are eq'L1al to half 
those of tbe test vehicle. 
3. Ji;qui valent spring and d'Jlllping rates in the vertical directi or~, 
at vlhoel centres. 
4. These are estimates of the damping rate, in the vertical direction~ 
obtained from a knowledge of the roughness coefficient of t1:8 
test route, and from indiviiual tests on dampers. 
5. Tyre parameters obta.ined from b. knm-rledge of tyre type, pressure 
and vehicle speed [39] . 
60 Test vehicle mass includ.es personnel and. testing equipment. 
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fJ'e 
PAIlA1VjJi;'l'EH 
Ji'ront near-side inass 
Ii'ront unsprlwg mass 
Hear unsprung mass 
Front suspellsion spring 
Hear suspension spring' 
Mass at centre of 
gravity 
Pitch moment of inertia 
Front damping 
Rear dampi.ng 
Length G to front 
G to rear 
'l'rack 
1yres: front stiffness 
damping 
rear stiffness 
damping 
'l'ABLJ'; III 
SYN130J, 
m 
s, 
m 
u, 
m 
u 2 
kl 
k2 
m g 
Ip 
°1 
c 2 
.£1 
£2 
2b 
k T, 
CT , 
kT 
2 
ClJ.l 
2 
NO'l'I~ NO. 
1 t 6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2, 6 
2, 6 
3, 4 
3, 4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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A 
VAL"UE IN 
Brn'2'ISH UNTI'S 
2 2,.4 Ibf SeC /ft 
~ ,- Ibf 2/f , ).) . _ sec "l~ 
6so Ibf/ft 
13GO 1bf/ft 
39.1 Ibf sec2/ft 
2 670 Ibf sec ft 
68.5 Ibf sec/ft 
68.5 Ibf sec/ft 
4.33 ft 
4.37 ft 
8400 Ibf/ft 
12.6 lbf sec/ft 
8400 1bf/ft 
VALUE IN 
S. L mHTS 
35 kg 
51 kg 
9.8 kN/m 
18.9 kN/m 
573 kg 
910 kg 111 2 
1 kN s/m 
1 kN 8/m 
1.31 TIl 
1.32 m 
122.) leN/rn 
0.184 kX s/m 
122.5 kN/,ll 
. 12.~~f sec/ft 1 0.184 k~ 
'1'0 
rAT-IA1'1E'l'EH 
'l'/\}]UG A2 
; ", Vol1icle 
_=~_~"""'-__ ~T_~_'~~~"," __ ""_-"'_"'_~_~ 
SYimOJJ I N()'rl~ N0.1 VA:LUE IN 
J3Tn'J'ISH UNITS 
VALUE Hr 
S.L maTS 
--"'~' ~'-"-~"--~~'~~~'---~'~~"-~-~ l--"'-~-~'-'~~'''--f-'--'~-''--'~~--r~-~-----~-~----~~' -, .. -~ .----.~-.-.--~ 
Front near-side mass 
}i'ront unsprullg mass 
TIear unsprung mass 
Front suspens.i_on spring 
Rear suspension spring 
1'18Ps at centre of 
gravity 
Pitch moment of inertia 
l~ront damping 
. Rear damping 
Length G to front 
G to rear 
Track 
Tyres: front stiffness 
damping 
rear stiffrwss 
1TI 
Si 
m 
u, 
m 
u2 
1<:1 
k2 
m g 
I 
P 
c 1 
C2 
£1 
£2 
2b 
kT, 
Cr , I 
kT 
2 
1 ~ 6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
29 6 
?, 6 
3, 4 
3, 4 
5 
5 
5 
12.28 Itf sec2/ft 
2 1.66 lbf sec /ft 
1.72 Ibf soc 2/ft 
1214 ltf/ft ~ 
1788 Ibf/ft 
2 32.5 Ibf sec /ft 
324 Ibf sec2 Ii; 
85 Ibf sec/n 
95 Ibf sec/rt 
4.25 ft 
2.58 ft 
4.0 ft 
7500 Ibf/ft 
9 Ibf sec/ft 
11800 Ibf/n 
lS0 kg 
24.3 kg 
25.2 kg 
17" 8 lr.l,;/m 
26.0 kN/m 
475 kg 
4;10 kg m 2 
1.24 kN s/m 
1.39 kli s/m 
L3m 
.785 m 
1.22 m 
no ldf/m 
O. J31 klT s/m 
172 kN/rn 
i 
I, ____ damp:~: _____ ~~_~ :_~lbf scc/ftl~~: kN "/m~i 
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